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(Save this in your Downloads
File; read in several sessions.)
In April we reviewed details on James Ben Ali Haggin (18271914, Episcopalian; Pilgrims Society member known as “the
greatest mine owner on earth”) in “Silver Mining Kingpin
Opposed Silver Money.” In August we reviewed the
Guggenheim mining dynasty in “Vast Mining Fortune
Represented in Pilgrims Society World Money Trust.” This item
will be about the South Africa Oppenheimer mining fortune

(diamonds, gold, platinum, uranium, titanium, zinc, copper,
cobalt, coal, chemicals, manganese, rhodium, nickel, iron etc.)
and there was a marriage in 1660 between the Guggenheims
and Oppenheimers, back in the Old World. Not only that, but
Jakob Oppenheimer ran a bank at Hanover, Germany, where
the first Rothschild was an apprentice during 1757-1763!
Samuel Oppenheimer (1630-1703) was military supplier to King
Leopold I of Hungary, Croatia and Bohemia. The Guggenheims
appear to have mostly died out and those still bearing that
name being of lesser influence, the fortune shifting into
Episcopalian hands (The Lawson-Johnstons, Episcopalians and
Pilgrims Society members). I realize those releases were way
longer than most metals investors are used to reading (539
pages together) but the background on Haggin, the
Guggenheims and the Lawson-Johnstons is extensive, and in
fact, I only provided a basic outline on both. This time we’ll
take a look at another dynastic fortune with representation in
The Pilgrims, “a secret society gradually absorbing the wealth of
the world” (Review of Reviews, May 1902, page 557). That
fortune has a name associated with diamonds, gold and
platinum---the Oppenheimers of De Beers and Anglo-American
Corporation. I was almost startled to find several
Oppenheimers shifting from Jewish religion to Anglican (Church
of England, known in America as Episcopalian). But it confirms
again the top bosses of globalism are the British Royal family,

sponsors of The Pilgrims Society! The Royals run the Anglican
Church of England, known in America as Episcopalian Church.
Join their anti-Vatican church, you may gain standing with
them. First let’s have a look at the Oppenheimer dynasty and
the fortune represented thereby.

Cecil Rhodes is famed for cartelizing the South African diamond
mines. He died in 1902, and over twenty years later control of
the diamond mines passed to a new company organized by the
Oppenheimers. Below, the flag used by Cecil Rhodes, the man
who schemed The Pilgrims Society (or at least he was the front
man who schemed it) --- he also launched Consolidated Gold
Fields--- and formed Gold Fields of South Africa in 1887---

https://www.youtube.com/watch
“Why should we not form a secret society with but one object,
the furtherance of the British Empire and the bringing of the
whole world under British rule, for the recovery of the United
States, for making the Anglo-Saxon race but one Empire?
An idea which ultimately led to the cessation of all wars and
one language throughout the world, the patent being the
gradual absorption of wealth and minds of the higher order to
the object.” ---Cecil Rhodes (1853-1902), Review of
Reviews, May 1902, page 556.

In “Diamonds, Gold and War the British and the Making of
South Africa” (2008), a book which fails as it never mentions
the Oppenheimers, we find however on page 250---

Flag of Cecil Rhodes British South Africa Company
Shows a lion holding an elephant tusk---

In “The Founder: Cecil Rhodes and the Pursuit of Power”
(Oxford University Press 1990), we note page 100---

The Pilgrims Society of London and New York, sponsored by the
British Royal family, is the specific secret society Rhodes alluded
to, which didn’t officially exist until just a few weeks before his
trip to hell in 1902. The Oppenheimers have secure Pilgrims
Society representation as we shall see, and have had it for more
than a century. In “Cecil Rhodes” by John Flint (2009) we find
at the start of chapter 4, that as of 1877--“…Rhodes had already dedicated his life to political action IN
THE FANTASTIC FORM OF HIS IMPERIALIST SECRET SOCIETY.”

Flint couldn’t tell readers the name of Rhodes secret society;
likely because he didn’t know the name. It sure isn’t “The
Round Table,” those words describe meetings in London
starting in the early 1890s formulating what would be named
The Pilgrims Society as of June 1902.
“Anglo American Corporation is a reflection of the imperial and
colonial designs of the Oppenheimer family arising out of the
relationship the family had with the British South African
Company – BSAC and Cecil John Rhodes.”

The London Gazette, December 20, 1889, published the charter
of the British South Africa Company; here if you want to read it.
It’s been ignored by everyone hollering about how the

Rothschilds financed Cecil Rhodes that two members of British
Royalty were on the original board of the British South Africa
Company. When you have an Empire the sun never sets on you
are wealthier than even the Rothschilds, who make great
scapegoats for their superiors, the Royals!
In his education at Oxford University, Rhodes would have
known about the Royal African Company (1660-1752) which
had a monopoly on English trade with West Africa, centered on
the gold fields of Ghana, with exports of ivory, and during the
1680’s, over 5,000 slaves per annum branded with the mark
“DY” for Duke of York. The Royal African Company could easily
have been part of his inspiration to cartelize Africa.
The “Big Hole” at Kimberley, a former volcanic pipe
Mine for diamonds, worked out by De Beers by 1914
And is called “an asteroid size crater”---

In “The Northern Rhodesia Copperbelt, 1899-1962:
Technological Development Up to the End of the Central
African Federation” (Manchester University Press, 1971, page
43) --- Ernest Oppenheimer became a director of the British
South Africa Company; another director of BSAC was Sir Henry
Birchenough (1853-1937). Birchenough was chairman of the
Beit Railway Trust and a director of Victoria Falls Power
Company, Imperial Continental Gas Association, British
Exploration Australia Ltd. and the inheritor of a silk based
textile fortune. The link of silk to China raises the possibility
also of opium dealing. K.C.M.G. stands for Knight Grand Cross
of the Order of Saint Michael and Saint George--- (details so

you can have a picture of some of Ernest Oppenheimer’s
associates) --The Pilgrims London 1933---

In “The Northern Rhodesia Copperbelt, 1899-1962:
Technological Development Up to the End of the Central
African Federation” (Manchester University Press, 1971, page
73) we discover that Ernest Oppenheimer was deputy chairman
of Rhokana Corporation; Sir Auckland Geddes (Pilgrims London)
was chairman. Geddes was British Ambassador to America
(1920-1924) and later in 1924 he became chairman of Rio Tinto,
an alleged competing mining corporation to Anglo-American.
Direct connection between the naming of Auckland, New
Zealand, and his ancestors? Absolutely.
In “The Rio Tinto Company: An Economic History of a Leading
International Mining Concern 1873-1954” by Charles Harvey,
1981, page 234, Ernest Oppenheimer “desired association”
with the Rio Tinto mining group so that English capitalists could
better control the southern nations of Africa. Some are
unhappy with Rio Tinto’s business operations
http://www.industriall-union.org/voices ---

Sir Ernest Oppenheimer’s father was a cigar merchant in
Friedberg Germany. How much capital may have carried over
from that activity to his son’s mineral exploits isn’t clear. There
was great wealth held by Oppenheimer family members tracing
back to the late 1600s as we saw.
Sir Ernest Oppenheimer (1880-1957) never appeared in any
Pilgrims list; they were on his boards of directors however. Sir
Basil Blackett (1882-1935; Pilgrims London) was a director De
Beers, Cable & Wireless and Bank of England. The Pilgrims
London 1924---

James A. De Rothschild, (Pilgrims London as of 1908) was a
member of Parliament (1929-1945) and owner of the fantastic

Waddeson Manor estate. His family owned a significant chunk
of De Beers and Anglo-American.
To make himself more acceptable
To The Powers That Be (the Royals)
Oppenheimer converted to their church!

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ernest_Oppenheimer
“He was born into a Jewish family, but as
an adult, he converted to Anglicanism.”
“Sir Ernest Oppenheimer bestrode the separate worlds of gold,
diamonds and copper. He was a dominant figure alike on the
Rand, at Kimberley, and on the Rhodesian Copperbelt.”

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ernest_Oppenheimer ---

“Sir Ernest Oppenheimer married May Pollack (18861934). He married, secondly, Caroline Magdalen Harvey,
daughter of Sir Robert Grenville Harvey (1856-1931) on
June 1, 1935. Ernest died on 25 November 1957 at age
77 at Johannesburg, Transvaal, South Africa.”
He was founder of the Anglo American Corporation of
South Africa. (Sir Robert G. Harvey, Oppenheimer’s
father in law---; Pilgrims London 1908; 1914; 1920; 1926).
The Pilgrims London 1908---

Sir Robert Harvey of the Harvey Baronets was of a family
owning large landed estates and his father was a Member of
Parliament and was also known pretentiously as Baronet of

Langley Park. Ernest didn’t divorce his first wife; she died in
1934 and in 1936 he married Caroline Harvey.
Halsbury was a three time Lord Chancellor of England.
Hanchett was an attorney who practiced all the way to the
Supreme Court; he was a big shot in the state of Michigan and
held interests in banking, glass, real estate, sugar refining,
fertilizer manufacture and lumber. Hanson was Lord Mayor of
London. Hatzfeldt, full name Prince Franz Edmund Joseph
Gabriel Vitus von Hatzfeldt-Wildenburg (1853-1910) married
Clara Huntington, adopted daughter of Collis P. Huntington, of
the Southern and Central Pacific Railroad fortunes; a gold
mining magnate, and a principal beneficiary of the earthshaking
Crime of 1873 demonetizing silver (see the April 2017 release
for details on Huntington, use the search feature); the
Hatzfeldts are a prominent German dynasty first mentioned in
AD 1138; Hay was a New York banker and member of the oldline Dutch colonial Van Cortlandt family that received
enormous land grants; the Van Cortlandts were slave owners
(see “The Archaeology of Slavery at the Van Cortlandt
Plantation in the Bronx, New York,” International Journal of
Historical Archaeology, December 2005, pages 291-318). The
Hatzfeldts were typical arrogant European nobility---

Leslie Pollack, Ernest Oppenheimer’s brother in law, was placed
on the Anglo-American board.
Frank L. Oppenheimer (1910-1935), son of Ernest and May
Oppenheimer, died in a swimming accident (?) in Portugal in
1935. It’s starting to sound faintly similar to all the early
Guggenheim family deaths we read about in the August 2017
presentation. Their other son, Harry F. Oppenheimer (19082000) we will review after touching on some interesting aspects
of Ernest Oppenheimer’s career. There was/is an Oppenheimer
family presence in New York, probably in the same way the
Grosvenor family of England (Pilgrims Society) has a branch in
America of lesser, though still powerful, significance. I found
this tidbit interesting---

“The Annual Report of the New York Association for Improving
the Condition of the Poor” (1912), page 201, shows 12
Oppenheimers gave a total of $78 (average of $6.50 each).
Page 4 of that report shows the president of this group was
Wall Street financier Robert Fulton Cutting (Pilgrims Society),
whose genealogy was like a summary of New York history back
to 1664!

Now, back on track with Sir Ernest Oppenheimer!
https://ronaldsteyn.wordpress.com/anglo-americancorporation/ --“Sir Ernest Oppenheimer, along with American bank J.P.
Morgan, founded the Anglo American Corporation, a gold
mining company, in 1917 with £1 million, raised from UK and
U.S. sources, and ultimately derived the name of the company.
The AAC became the majority stakeholder in De Beers in 1926.
Two years later, AAC began mining in the Zambian copper belt.”

J.P. Morgan & Company was infested with Pilgrims Society
members; yes, mostly Episcopalians! It seems likely they called
their enterprise Anglo-American because World War One was
about “Anglo-Americans” fighting “evil powers,” so they paint
the company with a do-gooder brush. England caused WW
One! World War Two also! As of 1926, Anglo American
Corporation was a major shareholder in De Beers Diamond
Mines. According to
https://www.britannica.com/biography/Ernest-Oppenheimer
Ernest was involved in mining in Rhodesia as well as South
Africa. He started his career at age 16, circa 1896, in London
with a diamond broker and in 1902 he relocated to South
Africa. He quickly rose in the power network there and was
mayor of Kimberley (1912-1915) and during 1924 to 1938
Ernest was a member of the Parliament of the Union of South
Africa. He gave money to Oxford University for British globalist
intentions. Britannica says Oppenheimer started “with
considerable backing from the financier J.P. Morgan,” meaning
J.P. Morgan Jr. of The Pilgrims Society. Anglo American
Corporation’s first goal was to exploit the East Witwatersrand
goldfield, with mineralization of historic scope. In 1919 Ernest
formed Consolidated Diamond Mines of Southwest Africa,

known since 1994 as Namdeb Diamond. In 1929 Ernest
launched the Rhodesian Anglo American Corporation, obviously
a subsidiary, to go after great copper deposits in northern
Rhodesia; that region is today in Zambia. Rhodesia changed its
name to Zimbabwe in 1980.
In “A Century of Foreign Investment in the Third World” by
Michael Twomey (2002), page 99, Ernest Oppenheimer was
behind the Diamond Control Act of 1925 to benefit his AngloAmerican Corporation. How many politicians Ernest paid off in
his lifetime isn’t possible to discover; what he got in return may
have been several thousand to one.
Britannica states of Ernest Oppenheimer’s Consolidated
Diamond Mines of Southwest Africa --“This diamond prospecting corporation was so successful that
he gained control of the De Beers Consolidated Mines, which
once dominated the world diamond market, and in 1930
established The Diamond Corporation, Ltd.”

In “The Northern Rhodesia Copperbelt, 1899-1962:
Technological Development Up to the End of the Central

African Federation” (Manchester University Press, 1971, page
43), Oppenheimer became a director of Bwana Mkubwa
Copper with Alfred Chester Beatty (Pilgrims NYC 1914) who was
called “Oppenheimer’s colleague.” Beatty was involved with
numerous other mining ventures including in Utah, Colorado,
Alaska, Siberia and Mexico. The Guggenheims at least as of
1927 also held big shares in Bwana Mkubwa Copper. The
Guggenheims had a long head start over Oppenheimer in the
mining sector, but they were largely operating in North and
South America, and had to have been impressed with
Oppenheimer’s meteoric rise in African mineral bonanza
wealth. The Guggenheims had embarrassingly huge diamond
hauls in Angola, but distantly back of Oppenheimer in diamond
production totality.

In 1919 Anglo-American took over Rand Selection Corporation
(“The Cooperative Edge: The Internal Politics of International
Cartels,” Cornell University Press, 1994, page 151) ---

Ernest was knighted for “war services” in 1921 by King George
V of England, Royal patron of both branches of The Pilgrims
Society, to become Sir Ernest Oppenheimer. Knighthoods are
awarded only to loyal Crown subjects who have achieved large
influence in some particular sphere of pursuit (including Bill
Gates in 2004, software and vaccine kingpin) and deemed
useful for the increase of Crown power. In case anyone

wonders, I reached the conclusion that the British Royal family
pulls rank on the Rothschilds, Rockefellers and everyone else in
the globalist movement, due to investigations into the
backgrounds of many Pilgrims Society members, and have not
adopted this view from any other source, including any group in
Washington D.C. In addition to the knighthood award,
Oppenheimer got control of the diamond areas of former
German colonies lost to England after the war! He then
founded Consolidated Diamond Mines of Southwest Africa.
England schemed the war---not Germany!
In “South Africa Inc---the Oppenheimer Empire” by David
Pallister (1988), we note on page 6 that the League of Nations
(post WWI) “asked” South Africa to be administrator over
South West Africa. Ernest Oppenheimer was at the Treaty of
Versailles in 1919 seeing to it the diamond fields and beaches
of South West Africa fell into his hands. Page 8, Ernest
Oppenheimer constantly referred to Cecil Rhodes as “my hero.”

Cecil Rhodes and Sir Ernest Oppenheimer weren’t the only big
wheels standing over Africa like a colossus! Sir Alfred Jones
(1845-1909; Pilgrims London as of 1903) was known as “the
uncrowned king of West Africa,” see Silver Squelchers #16
released in June 2015, starting at page 115, for info on his
banking, ocean freighting, agriculture, cotton and diamonds
interests from the Congo and neighboring countries; Jones---

According to Jingo, “a culture consultancy based in Cape
Town,” Ernest Oppenheimer clearly used World War One to
enormously enrich himself--“Soon after South African troops seized the diamond beach,
they shut down the operations and appropriated the lot. He
then relied on his friendship and close working relationship
with Jan Smuts, South Africa's prime minister, to transfer the
seized German properties to the Anglo-American corporation.
By 1919 the transfer was finalized. Anglo-American now owned
a serious chunk of diamond producing real estate and De
Beers had to have it in order to protect their diamond
hegemony. Taking a page out of Rhodes' book on corporate
takeovers, he offered the Namibian operation to De Beers in

exchange for a fat chunk of De Beers stock. He was immediately
appointed to the board of directors of De Beers and started
buying up shares of De Beers wherever he could find them. As
did his family. By 1929 he was the chairman of De Beers and
the most powerful man in diamonds.”
http://jingo.co.za/journalism_article.php --“As Sir Ernest was closing the gap on his monopoly, the Belgians
and Portuguese burst onto the scene with discoveries of new
rich diamond deposits in Congo and Angola. Even though there
was no retail market for these stones, to stop them being
dumped on the open market, Oppenheimer's London
Syndicate, now known as the Diamond Corporation, bought the
new production. Oppenheimer now faced a huge cash flow
crisis. Eventually he issued De Beers bonds to finance the
continued purchase of these diamonds. By 1937 and about 8
years of sleepless nights later, De Beers was on the verge of
bankruptcy. They had a stockpile of diamonds that would take
20 years to clear. By Epstein's account taken from a United
States government report, Oppenheimer was even considering
dumping several tons of these diamonds into the North Sea to
prevent them from reaching the market in the event that his
company was forced into liquidation by his creditors. Sir
Ernest was a shrewd and visionary businessman who built a
vast mining empire, and secured a global cartel that preserves

the high price of diamonds. In establishing himself as the
greatest Randlord he got down and dirty, using all of the many
powers at his disposal.”
The name of the diamond broker in London that Ernest started
with was Dunkelsbuhler & Company and he went to South
Africa for them as a buying agent. According to South African
History Online http://www.sahistory.org.za/people/ernestoppenheimer Ernest got elected to the Kimberley City Council
in 1908 and was instrumental in organizing the Kimberley
Regiment in 1917 fighting for the worldwide British Empire.
Soon after Ernest organized labor for building a railroad
towards Namibia. He launched gold mining activities in Orange
Free State. The S.A. History site continues about Ernest--“Oppenheimer moved to Johannesburg, where his family held
mining interests. He became great friends with an American
engineer called W. L. Honnold who had developed two mines
on the East Rand and believed there was more gold in the area.
Oppenheimer agreed with him and in September 1917 they
launched the Anglo-American Corporation of South Africa
(AAC) with financial assistance from J. P. Morgan.”
The “Who’s Who in America” for 1928-1929, page 1065 shows
this about the Morgan banking interests representative,
Honnold---

Honnold’s name isn’t in The Pilgrims rosters I have, and it’s
unlikely he was a member due to the overlap of years in which
men were members. He was however in their orbit; starting
with his representation of the Morgan banking group and the
several dozen Pilgrims Society families it represented. Honnold
received decorations from Belgium due to his involvement with
Anglo-American Corporation’s channeling of rough diamonds to
Antwerp, Belgium diamond cutting factories. Honnold was a
member of the anti-silver Bankers Club, and that along with the
Sleepy Hollow and Metropolitan, were and remain well
interlocked with The Pilgrims. The Engineering & Mining
Journal, March 15, 1919, page 471, shows this---

Charles Hamilton Sabin was in The Pilgrims NYC 1914 roster---

Sabin’s wife Pauline was a heir to the Morton Salt fortune
(Grand Saline Texas mine currently 57 stories underground) and
railroad interests. Nothing surprises me in Pilgrims Society
genealogies, and so it could be that Charles Hamilton Sabin had
central bank advocate Alexander Hamilton in his ancestry. The
1928-1929 “Who’s Who in America,” page 1821, shows only
some of the board memberships Sabin held; notice he was
another Episcopalian and a Chase Securities director, subsidiary
of Chase National Bank, silver price suppressor; and Sabin’s

membership in the anti-silver Bankers Club; he had to leave out
his Pilgrims membership as too secret for casual readers, who
wouldn’t know what it was about anyway---

Was Charles Sabin connected to the Sabin vaccine movement?
William D. Morrison, Pilgrims Society, chairman of The Trinity
Group in London is involved with the Sabin Europe Vaccine
Foundation. With Sabin’s wife having major political
connections, the Anglo-American Corporation was certain to
benefit; and notice again the recurring religious affiliation,
Episcopalian. Notice Sabin was president of the National
Copper Bank, the name of which was a dead giveaway as to
copper mining cartelization---so funny; he was a Democrat---

Gates McGarrah was first president of the Bank
For International Settlements and an associate
Of C.H. Sabin. McGarrah (Pilgrims 1926) ---

Second president of the BIS was
Leon Fraser, Pilgrims Society!
“Mining In World History” by Martin Lynch (Reaktion Books,
2004), page 264---

Morgan and Hoover I can prove were Pilgrims--London list (1920); Hoover was involved in West African
gold exploration; as President, he refused to call a
world silver conference---

S.A. History has more on Ernest Oppenheimer we need to
review to grasp his career--“After the First World War ended, the diamond industry over
produced beyond demand and led to a price plummet that
resulted in the shutdown of the Kimberley mines. Oppenheimer
was instrumental in creating a cartel that eventually controlled
the diamond price. Following the model of his predecessor by
using a single channel marketing structure, Oppenheimer
formed the Central Selling Organization (CSO), effectively
incorporating other major sellers and producers into the De
Beers syndicate. He became a director of De Beers in 1926.
When Dr Hans Merensky discovered diamonds in Namaqualand
in 1927, the South African government consulted Oppenheimer
who quickly became a leading figure in the new diamond field.
In 1929 he was elected chairman of the board of De Beers.
Oppenheimer’s strategy was tested through the Great
Depression as the supply of mined diamonds was significantly
higher than buyer demand. He was forced to close many of De
Beers mines and obliged to meet purchase agreements with
members of the CSO, as arranged. Oppenheimer’s efforts
stabilized sales. In 1930 he formed the Diamond Corporation,
which enabled the De Beers diamond conglomerate and other
producers to have a direct interest in the sale of the minerals.
Apart from chairing the AAC and De Beers, Oppenheimer was
deputy chair of the Rhokana Corporation and served on the

commissions that led to the creation of the South African
Reserve Bank. He served as a director of Barclay's Bank and
the British South Africa Company. In the Second World War he
helped establish diamond-cutting factories in South Africa to
replace the ones in Europe. Under his leadership AngloAmerican grew into a multi-million Rand business.
Oppenheimer had associations with several local and British
universities. He helped establish an engineering department at
the University of Stellenbosch. He also donated funds to the
Oxford University for the establishment of a centre of colonial
research and was awarded several honorary degrees.”
Barclay’s Bank emblem shows obvious Royal symbology and as
to the artwork, it contains six groupings of “666” ---

Sir Ernest Oppenheimer was a director of the South African
National Bank, which merged into Barclay’s Bank in 1925.
Barclay’s has long been a top tier silver price antagonist.
https://www.slideshare.net/ravindra.choudhary10/de-beersstrategy-over-the-years (slide #11) in 1930 Oppenheimer
presided over the mining of 2,240,000 carats of rough
diamonds; by 1933 due to Ernest and his pals suspension of
mining, 14,000 carats was produced due to the Great
Depression curtailing nonessential consumer purchases.
http://jingo.co.za/journalism_article --“And then once again, a World War reversed the fortunes of De
Beers and Ernie O; along with the invention of the diamond
grinding wheel. This piece of machinery became a major
innovation, streamlining the mass production of everything
from automobiles to airplanes and other heavy machinery
needed to wage war. And with the world preparing for war De
Beers quickly became the chief provider of industrial diamonds.
Diamonds became an important strategic material. Roosevelt
realized that if Europe and the flow of industrial diamonds
ceased, the American war machine would grind to a halt. His
contingency was to purchase at least 6.5 million carats from De
Beers. De Beers were not so keen. By Epstein's account: 'Sir
Ernest Oppenheimer personally opposed any transfer of
diamonds to the United States. He argued that if the United

States had its own stockpile, and the war suddenly ended, it
might release the diamonds and undercut the entire world
order that he had so laboriously constructed.”
“The Americans pressured the British, and the Brits leaned on
De Beers who eventually relented and supplied one million
carats, promising another 5.5 million carat stockpile in Canada,
which they successfully procrastinated themselves out of, as
the war swung in the Allies favour. By the end of the war, De
Beers made a mint selling gem diamonds in engagement rings
to returning soldiers who had deferred their weddings for the
war effort. By this time diamond engagement rings had rapidly
become the symbol of choice for confirming one's commitment
to marry.”
Sir Ernest Oppenheimer (far right) in Amsterdam in 1945 with
diamond dealers. Upper left appears to show his first cousin Sir
Philip Oppenheimer---

Ernest Oppenheimer had been doing business in diamond
occurrence areas held as German Southwest Africa; hence the
sign below meaning “off limits.” After Germany lost World War
One, which England had been planning for at least 20 years,
these territories naturally fell to English control---

Today this region of Namibia, consisting of 16,120 square miles
of mineralized territory, remains a prohibited area to public
entry.
Sir Ernest Oppenheimer, a
Britisher of German origin---

MEMBER OF
ANGLICAN CHURCH
OF ENGLAND!

Still in effect in 2017---

Early in its history De Beers issued so-called “good fors,” which
were “credit exchange coupons which could be redeemed
against goods in stores owned by De Beers,” in other words,
miners were ripped off at company stores, a practice used by
numerous mining magnates, especially in the 1800s.
In “South Africa Inc---the Oppenheimer Empire” by David
Pallister (1988), we note on page 8 that by the end of World
War II, Sir Ernest Oppenheimer’s Rhodesia interests were
mining around 115,000 tons of copper ore per annum.
In “A History of South African Capitalism in National and Global
Perspective” by Keith Hart (Project Muse, 2013) we discover on

page 69 that in 1949 Sir Ernest Oppenheimer played a role with
the Reserve Bank of South Africa in setting up the National
Finance Corporation of South Africa “and in 1955 established
Anglo’s own private merchant bank, Union Acceptances Ltd.”
Page 70, Ernest Oppenheimer helped found the National
Development Management Foundation in 1948.
Referencing a Time Magazine story from 1951, Ernest
Oppenheimer was dubbed “The world’s king of diamonds and
prime minister of gold.”
http://jingo.co.za/journalism_article.php?article_id=37&sectio
n_id=4 --“Sir Ernest he was the right man to be at the helm of a
company like De Beers, which by it's own charter is more of an
autonomous, self-governing principality than a simple
commercial interest. Rhodes made sure that De Beers was not
confined to mining. As decreed by its charter, the company
could build railroads, lay telegraph wires, annex territories,
raise armies and install governments. Sir Ernest dreamt of a
diamond empire, the first real multi-national company, with the
size and scope of any government but an affiliation to none.
According to Sir Ernest, “the danger to the security of the
diamond industry is not the discovery of a new rich diamond
field, but the irrational exploitation of it.”

No; I have no lists showing Ernest Oppenheimer was a member
of The Pilgrims Society, schemed by his great forerunner in
South African diamonds, Cecil Rhodes; additionally, I haven’t
found any record of Harry Oppenheimer, Ernest’s son, nor of
Nicky Oppenheimer, the grandson, having been members.
However; the Oppenheimer fortune is amply represented in
The Pilgrims organization as we shall show. In this respect the
Oppenheimers show great similarity to the Guggenheims; it
takes Episcopalians to represent the fortune in The Society in
the New York branch, and Anglicans to represent it in the
London branch, because the Royals run The Pilgrims and the
Royals also run the Church of England, known in America as the
Episcopal Church; and the Episcopal Bishop of New York is
always a vice president of The Pilgrims United States; and the
Archbishop of Canterbury is always a vice president of The
Pilgrims London! The Oppenheimers, like the Guggenheims,
became titans in the global mining sphere; but unlike the
Guggenheims, the Oppenheimers influence as a patriarchal
family hasn’t faded. The fact that an Episcopalian today
represents the Oppenheimers again shows the “Senatorial”
nature of The Pilgrims---major family dynasties may have
certain persons representing their holdings in The Society, the
same as a United States Senator represents half of any
particular State. Anglicans and Episcopalians are more
acceptable to the Royals than Jews (of which there are always

some members in The Pilgrims) and Catholics (of which there
are always some members, IMO, to penetrate the Catholics for
the Royals. Proof? I can show examples of members
identifying as Catholics in “Who’s Who” volumes, but they
don’t mention in their listings about their Pilgrims
memberships!) Public as to one affiliation, secretive as to
another---the secretive one is the more important affiliation!

Sir Bernard Oppenheimer, Baronet (1866-1921), older brother
of Ernest, ran Cape Explosives Works, manufacturing munitions
for British forces in World War One. Bernard owned several
diamond producing exploration companies in South Africa and
National Diamond Factory, which he started in 1918. Mother of
Bernard and Ernest Oppenheimer was Nanette Hirschhorn,
whose father was Nathan Hirschhorn and her mother was--Fanny Rothschild! The Guggenheims intersected with the
Rothschilds twice by marriage and the Oppenheimers once.
There has been significant Rothschild money in De Beers and
Anglo-American Corporation for decades. Unlike some other
Jewish origin dynasties including the Oppenheimers, the
Rothschilds appear to never be on the route to converting to

Anglicanism. By 1921, the National Diamond Factory
employment reached 2,000, and in 1923 the British
government created the National Diamond Factory Act, by
which British commoners were taxed as unwilling contributors
to inject capital into this Oppenheimer factory operation.
National Diamond Factory was alternatively known as Bernard
Oppenheimer Diamond Works. It employed British soldiers
wounded in World War One, likely as the cover story for the
English people’s wallets being molested for Oppenheimer’s
much larger wallet. “The Mineral Industry, its Statistics,
Technology and Trade” (McGraw-Hill, 1920), page 589
mentioned that 400,000 shares of Bernard Oppenheimer
Diamond Works were held by South African Diamond
Corporation (another Oppenheimer entity).
http://www.thepeerage.com/p8396 --Elsie Rose Oppenheimer was the daughter of Sir Bernard
Oppenheimer, Baronet, and Lena Straus. She married, firstly,
Leonard Lewis Rossiter on 12 July 1922. She and Leonard Lewis
Rossiter were divorced in 1950. She married, secondly, Colonel
Herbert Louis Mostyn-Owen, son of Lt. Colonel Charles Roger
Mostyn-Owen, on 22 December 1952. Leonard Lewis Rossiter
was in the British Army and was admitted as a barrister
(attorney) at the Middle Temple; he’s in The Peerage
http://www.thepeerage.com/p8393.htm Her second husband

was also listed http://www.thepeerage.com/p8396.htm No
info found as to either husband in The Pilgrims; far more
people are at the edge of the group than are members. King
George V of England, Royal patron of The Pilgrims Society,
knighted Ernest Oppenheimer in 1921.
King George V of England (1910-1936), Royal patron
of The Pilgrims Society London/New York; head of
the British Empire and the Anglican Church of
England and the U.S.A. Episcopal Church
had a damn high opinion of himself
and wasn’t worried about the 3
Popes of Rome during his
time as Monarch---

The Ernest Oppenheimer Hospital in Welkom, South Africa, was
or is owned by Harmony Gold Mining, today operating with
31,000 employees in South Africa and Papua, New Guinea,
north of Australia---

There’s an Ernest Oppenheimer Memorial Trust, fairly
secretive, and probably administered by E. Oppenheimer & Son
at Johannesburg, South Africa. The OMT has a “fellowship
award” consisting of some sum of money, most likely doled out
to servile lapdogs of the Oppenheimer clan. A June 2017 news
release from the University of the Witwatersrand stated the
Harry Oppenheimer Fellowship Award just went to a VACCINE
RESEARCHER!

In closing this section on Sir Ernest Oppenheimer, we need to
mention two other Oppenheimers, from some branch of his
family tree; possibly an uncle and a cousin, who were both in
diplomatic service to the Crown of England.

Page 1219 of “Who’s Who: An Annual Biographical Dictionary”
(Adam & Charles Black, London, 1905) shows---

H.B.M. stands for “His Britannic Majesty,” King Edward VII.
Francis Oppenheimer lived (1870-1961). Francis father, Sir
Charles Oppenheimer, was also British Consul General in
Frankfort Germany, where he owned mercantile interests.
Francis attended the White Slave Trade Congress in 1902 and
was British financial commissioner at Vienna Austria in 1919. In
1923 and 1925 Francis Oppenheimer spent months in India in
1923 and 1925 as the guest of Lord Reading (Rufus Isaacs, the
Marquess of Reading) and his wife, “who were old friends of
the Oppenheimers.”
This Viceroy over British India had too many titles to carry in a
wheelbarrow---Lord, Marquess, Earl and others; The Pilgrims
London 1926---

The Earl, Viceroy, Marquess etc. played a role in wrecking silver,
causing The Great Depression; for details navigate to
http://silverstealers.net/tss.html
Ernest’s older brother Louis was in the family diamond
business, the Diamond Trading Corporation in London. The
New York Times, January 20, 1956 called Louis--“the family’s anchor man in sales to the world. This vast
complex operates in the Union of South Africa, South West
Africa, the Rhodesias, the Belgian Congo, Angola and elsewhere
in Africa. In World War II he was responsible for bringing many
diamonds safely through the German submarine blockade to
the United States. He was also a director of Anglo-American.
He was one of the giants of world industry, the fabulous
Oppenheimer Empire of diamond, gold, coal and uranium
mines in Africa and business connections girdling the globe.”
The Oppenheimer Memorial Gardens are in Kimberley, South
Africa.

HARRY OPPENHEIMER
1908-2000

“Babel Inc.” by Kerry Bolton (Black House Publishing, 2013),
page 89, quoted a political figure in 1966 in South Africa saying,
“What we have against us is money power, principally under
the leadership of (Harry) Oppenheimer.”
http://kufaragwenzi.blogspot.com/2008 mentioned that Harry
Oppenheimer’s influence was “tantamount to a controlling
interest in seven of the largest conglomerates in South Africa”
including “virtually the entire petrochemical industry in South
Africa.”
Harry Oppenheimer ran “the greatest modern monopoly on the
planet.”

“The head of a sprawling
global business empire.”
“The activities of the Anglo American Corporation and

De Beers encompass the length and breadth of the world.”
AAC offices in Johannesburg South Africa---

The July 13, 1981, page 50, Time Magazine, in a story called
“South Africa’s Mineral King” said Harry Oppenheimer headed
“an $18 billion empire.” (Annual turnover).
The New York Times, March 19, 1989--- “Harry Oppenheimer’s
Empire: Going for the Gold” ---

“HARRY OPPENHEIMER, 80 years of age, has dominated the
South African economy for nearly half this century. The C.S.O.
(Central Selling Organization in London, rough diamonds)is
arguably the purest example of his monopolistic powers, but it
is only part of a far-flung business empire known to his critics
as ''the octopus.'' With some 600 corporations, covering six
continents and employing more than 800,000 workers,
Oppenheimer's diverse portfolio ranges from platinum to
wood pulp, insurance to investment trusts, diamonds and gold
to daily newspapers. By some accounts, Oppenheimer's
collection of multinationals is bigger than ITT, Nissan or
Siemens. Oppenheimer presides over this empire from the
helm of E. Oppenheimer & Son, a private company in
Johannesburg that he runs with his son, Nicholas. The structure
of Oppenheimer's empire is dizzyingly complex and nearly
impenetrable to outsiders. He wields his power indirectly,
through pyramided holding companies, interlocking
shareholdings and a myriad of cross-directorships. As a result of
this operating strategy, few people are aware that in the last
two decades scores of businesses in the United States, Europe
and Australia have been founded or purchased with
Oppenheimer capital and are managed by Oppenheimer
loyalists while maintaining no legal ties to South Africa.”
Also from the above referenced news story, an important
source alluded to “a veiled infrastructure of private holding

companies sometimes used by Oppenheimer to pay his close
associates - a largesse that is not disclosed to shareholders.”
What else may not have been disclosed to shareholders? That
De Beers was diverting some outstanding diamond crystals into
a secret Oppenheimer treasure chest, to be exploited years into
the future when mines play out? Was Anglo-American doing
the same with gold, platinum, palladium and rhodium bullion
from its operations? How can greedy and secretive characters
be trusted?
Harry was the son of Sir Ernest Oppenheimer and inherited
from him the huge mineral holdings Ernest acquired over
decades; then he greatly expanded them. Harry was born in
Kimberley, South Africa, diamond and precious metals center.
In World War II, Harry joined South African forces---get this--starting as a brigade intelligence officer working with the British
Army in North Africa. In 1940 Harry transferred to “Coastal
Command, where he met signals lieutenant Bridget McCall.
They married in 1943, and the following year Oppenheimer
resigned his commission and became managing director of
Anglo-American Corporation.” Looks like the military positions
Harry held were well away from the wartime fronts; and what?
Harry couldn’t stay in military service till the war ended in
1945? Was he like the whimpering, trembling soldier in
“Patton” (1970) with George C. Scott, who as General Patton

slapped the soldier and ordered him out of the field hospital for
his alleged “case of nerves,” and sent to the front lines? Ha ha,
there were several cartels to build, and Harry couldn’t wait to
get at it! Bridget Denison McCall was also from South Africa.
Bridget lived 1921-2013.
The Guardian newspaper, April 20, 2000, called Harry
Oppenheimer, “South Africa’s leading industrialist for nearly 40
years.”

Harry was a member of the South African Parliament from
Kimberley (1948-1957).

In 1962, Harry Oppenheimer officiated at the opening of the
great Western Deep Levels Gold Mine, since renamed---

Harry and Bridget had two children, Mary and Nicholas
(“Nicky”), both of which we’ll see some info on. Harry was
known by assorted appellations--- the last of the Randlords; the
Grand Old Man of South African Mining; and among some, he

was known as the chief of The Syndicate---not as in Sicilian Cosa
Nostra, American Mafia or anything such; but as head of the
exponentially more powerful world diamond Syndicate,
especially among diamond cutters in Belgium, Israel, London
and New York. His conglomerate corporations were sometimes
called The Octopus and had not only control over diamonds,
but over strategic minerals; and industrial diamonds are also
strategic minerals. Harry was on the board of De Beers
Consolidated Diamond Mines into 1994. The Guardian
newspaper, August 20, 2000, said Harry Oppenheimer was
“canny and ruthless” and had “enormous financial clout.” He
was known to some as “the King of Cartels,” according to
anecdotal info I received. Harry married Bridget McCall,
daughter of Robert Foster McCall and Marjorie Hamilton
McCall. Harry and Bridget had two children, Nicky
Oppenheimer and Mary Oppenheimer. I haven’t found
anything significant on Bridget’s parents. How did native
Africans fare under the Oppenheimer corporatocracy?
''People have good reason to be concerned about the efficiency
of government if you had black government.” ---Harry
Oppenheimer, quoted in The New York Times, May 8, 1983.
Harry Oppenheimer “never subscribed to the view that
apartheid was morally wrong.”

In “King Solomon’s Mines Revisited” (1988), on page 130 we
find Harry Oppenheimer was a top backer of the Torch
Commando group, which with Oppenheimer opposed the ANC
(African National Congress) insistence on black South Africans
being able to vote.
In “South Africa Inc---the Oppenheimer Empire” by David
Pallister (1988), we note on page 3--“In London they flaunted their enormous wealth, with grand
houses in Park Lane and Belgravia, while their black miners
were corralled in compounds and treated little better than
animals.” Page 3 also mentions “Hoggenheimer,” an allusion to
their greed. The Duke of Westminster (Pilgrims London 2014)
owns Belgravia and with a staggering planetary property
empire, just may be wealthier than the Oppenheimers! For a
review of some of the Duke’s sensational holdings, see 340
page Silver Squelchers #34 released in November 2015.
The New York Times, March 19, 1989--“Accustomed to responding to strikes with force, Gold Fields
billets one of the largest private armies in South Africa,
complete with dogs, armored vehicles and its own patented
rubber bullets. According to a documentary produced in 1986
by Granada Television, Gold Fields South Africa used
videotaped propaganda to oppose the formation of unions for
migrant workers. When Anglo American was confronted with

massive walkouts by the National Union of Mineworkers in
1987, it retaliated by dismissing 40,000 laborers.”

The Guardian newspaper, August 20, 2000 said of diamond,
gold, platinum, rhodium, copper, coal and uranium mogul Harry
Oppenheimer--“Throughout his stewardships of South Africa's largest
conglomerate - worth more than 50% of the Johannesburg
stock exchange - conditions in the mines for migrant black
workers were overcrowded and brutal; wages hovered around
the poverty line and racism among the white managers was the
norm.”
Under the former Apartheid regime in South Africa, larger
Alsatian dogs, known in America as German Shepherds, were
bred to larger timber wolves, creating an attack dog more
dangerous than the American Pit Bull Terrier. They could run
faster, jump higher, and bite considerably harder. These
ferocious beasts were used with guards at diamond, gold and
platinum sites and elsewhere. Not much public info is available
about it. Ahh, a footnote before continuing. In 1917 when

Oppenheimer was scheming a name for his proposed
corporation, he insisted he didn’t want it named Anglo African
Corporation, as in his own words it “would suggest on our side
our dark skinned fellow countrymen and result in ridicule”
(page 60, “U.S. Relations With South Africa,” 2008).
https://www.theguardian.com/news/2000/aug/21/ --Harry Oppenheimer set up the South Africa Foundation in 1961
after the Sharpesville massacre in March 1960 in which 69
natives were shot dead by police in a protest over “pass laws,”
requiring workers to carry “pass books” designating where they
could go; and Oppenheimer’s diamond and precious metals
sites were highly regulated by him and by the government---

Hey, do you suppose the Oppenheimers saw the 1968 movie
“Dark of the Sun” in which mercenaries in the Congo were after
$50 million in diamonds on a train? Reviewers called the movie
“violent and unsettling.” It makes Di Caprio’s later diamond
movie seem very tame. In 1964 when the movie “Zulu” was
released about outnumbered British soldiers (154 vs 4,000)
winning the battle of Rorke’s Drift in South Africa in 1879, did
Harry Oppenheimer allow time off so his black mineworkers
could see their ancestors being beaten by his British pals?
The Associated Press, August 21, 2000 stated of Harry
Oppenheimer--“His labor-intensive mines thrived on a migrant labor system
that forced black workers to live apart from their families, and
his companies paid black workers far less than whites.”
Well? That reminds me of dialogue in the 1964 Western classic
“Rio Conchos” in which a racketeer asked Jim Brown what he
was in it for and he answered “money,” then the racketeer
asked Stuart Whitman what he was in it for and he answered,
“Money, but a lot more than you’d pay him!”
In a 2013 interview, Mary Oppenheimer Slack, Harry’s
daughter, mentioned “Lesotho, where conditions are
shocking,” and how about her conditions? Not shocking I
figure.

Otto Oppenheimer (1882-1948) ran business in London for his
brother Harry, who remained in South Africa. Like James Ben
Ali Haggin, profiled last April, the Oppenheimers have been
thoroughbred racehorse owners; though on a decidedly lesser
scale than the more powerful Haggin who “never failed in a
venture” (“Mining In World History” by Martin Lynch, 2004,
page 171). Haggin’s great grandson is in The Pilgrims 2014,
controlling trusts worth an undisclosed number of megabillions,
masquerading as a large scale horse breeder and racer in
Kentucky.
Sir Philip Oppenheimer (1911-1995; some sources say 19121995) was first cousin of Harry Oppenheimer. Philip chaired De
Beers from 1948 to 1993; he also ran the CSO, Central Selling
Organization, the De Beers subsidiary in London doling out
rough diamonds to various favored cutting houses. Philip
received a knighthood from the Queen in 1970 for services to
British export trade and was a director of Anglo American
Corporation. Philip’s son Anthony was born in 1937 and is a
“diamond dealer and racehorse owner.” His first wife
committed adultery with an heir to the Singer Sewing Machine
fortune (yes, “tawdry!”)
Someone who may be confused with the Oppenheimers, and in
fact, was likely related to them from somewhere in the past,
was Sir Duncan Oppenheim (1904-2003). According to lists of

The Pilgrims, Duncan Oppenheim (notice no “er” suffix) became
a member in 1977 and was still a member as of 2002. He was
chairman of British American Tobacco otherwise known at BAT
Industries, now in 180 countries and having $40 billion of
assets.
“Ian Fleming” by Andrew Lycett (St. Martin’s Press, 2013), page
329 mentions --“Charles Engelhard worked closely with Harry Oppenheimer,
chairman of De Beers.” The New York Times, March 19, 1989,
reported Minorco, a top Oppenheimer holding, acquired a
major stake in Engelhard Corporation---Silver Users Association
members.
In “South Africa Inc---the Oppenheimer Empire” by David
Pallister (1988), we note on page 14, The Oppenheimers held a
stake in Johnson-Matthey as well as Engelhard!
Engelhard (1917-1971), an important silver price suppressor,
was the inspiration for the “Goldfinger” fictional character.
Engelhard’s circles of association overlapped with at least
several dozen members of The Pilgrims, but I haven’t found him
to have been a member. Englehard was enough of a significant
figure as an associate of Harry Oppenheimer that we’ll include
the following scan from page 627 of the “Who’s Who in

America” for 1966-1967---St. Paul’s School is an EPISCOPAL
school---

Engelhard and International Silver were both multi-decade
Silver Users Association members. Harry Oppenheimer knew
all about the policy of holding gold and silver prices down to
make the USD look better; and he was a willing part of this evil.
Notice again; Engelhard was an Episcopalian, not a Jew. It’s
disgusting to see so many nitwits on You Tube alleging Jews
have all the money; this is far from true and they might be in
second place (with the Rothschilds included) after the Anglican
Episcopalians. The Engelhard site mentions his dealings with
Harry Oppenheimer. Charlie had a residence at the Grosvenor
Hotel in London, just one of thousands of large buildings owned
by The Duke of Westminster (Pilgrims Society and Anglican
Church of England). At Engelhard’s Episcopal Church funeral
were important silver price suppressors; Lyndon B. Johnson
(another Democrat like Engelhard), Senator Ted Kennedy, who
voted for the Coinage Act of 1965 and Mike Mansfield, Senator
from Montana, who ABSTAINED from the vote! Lee Metcalf,
the other Montana Senator at that time, voted FOR the Coinage
Act! Note Engelhard’s ties to the Roosevelts, major silver
suppressors, gold thieves and adversaries of private ownership
of precious metals. The Atlantic Council of the United States is
a very direct Pilgrims Society front. The Atlantic Council stands
for American governmental reunification with England!

American South African Investment Company, ASA Ltd.,
founded in 1958 due to a suggestion by Charles Englehard, was
run by Frederic H. Brandi (Pilgrims 1969) who Business Week of
July 12, 1976, page 47 called “a superstar banker” and who was
one of the three Pilgrims Society members who brought
nonmember Howard Hughes down and took Trans World
Airlines away from Hughes and installed Charles Tillinghast Jr.
(Pilgrims) as TWA CEO. ASA Limited was more interested in
gold than anything else in South Africa, and ASA started in 1958
with interests in 9 gold mines including “the enormously rich
Doornfontein mine.” Brandi was a director of Inter-Chemical
Corporation, a silver user in catalytic processes. “Who’s Who In
America,” 1966-1967, page 243---like most members, Brandi
was “under cover” as to his membership in The Pilgrims---

Beekman Downtown Hospital bears the name of an important
Dutch colonial Pilgrims Society represented landowning family
from New Netherland (pre-1664 New York). ASA moved to
Bermuda in 2004 due to more favorable tax laws.
In 1961 Anglo-American took a stake in Hudson’s Bay Mining &
Smelting.
The 1994 “Who’s Who in America”—page 2023, Ruddick C.
Lawrence (Pilgrims U.S. and New York Stock Exchange official)
had a daughter named Sara Hilary Lawrence Engelhardt. The
spelling variation likely indicates some family divergence
generations ago. Interestingly, the main focus character of this
presentation, Henry Richmond Slack, today the main
Oppenheimer rep in The Pilgrims, has as his second wife, British
born Sarah Lawrence.

That’s enough on Engelhard. Many of you have bullion with his
name on it; but it’s yours now, not his! We’re about to see
Johnson Matthey, another former Silver Users Association
member, mentioned. However, their bullion is also OK!
In “South Africa Inc. ---the Oppenheimer Empire” (1987, page
184), Oppenheimer had agents in Brazil, Chile and Argentina
looking for gold and silver deposits. In 1985 a company called
Empresas, an Oppenheimer Brazil holding, yielded $42 million
net income from precious metals. Was there unreported
income greater than that figure?
The Economist (London), August 24, 2000--http://www.economist.com/node/342433
“The Macmillans and the Henry Kissingers of the world felt at
ease with Harry Oppenheimer. He had succeeded his father as
head of the Anglo American Corporation, vastly expanding its
assets. It now had a stake in almost every large business in
South Africa, and a very large stake in some, namely diamonds,
gold and other desirable minerals.” Harry in later years---

In 1980 Harry F. Oppenheimer received the Stokes Memorial
Award from the Southern African Institute of Mining and
Metallurgy; they use typical medieval English military
symbolism---

The New York Times, May 8, 1983 called Harry Oppenheimer a
“corporate dynast” and spoke of “the vast resources his group
controls and its far-flung investments, which can now be traced
in North America from zinc and copper mines in the Yukon to

natural gas deposits in Midland Texas. Harry Oppenheimer has
dined often in the residences of African presidents.”
Oppenheimer’s diamonds were on display in Midland jewelry
stores.
The story called Harry Oppenheimer “the King of Diamonds”
and Harry had Henry Kissinger (Pilgrims Society since 1974) as a
house guest. More from the NYT story--“He is also king of platinum, vanadium and uranium. Companies
in his domain are leading producers of coal, steel, nonferrous
metals, pulp and paper, automobiles, fruit, wine: You name it.
They have major banking, insurance and real-estate holdings. In
all, it has been estimated, they account for roughly half the
value of South Africa's exports and half the value of the shares
traded on the Johannesburg Stock Exchange. And that is only
South Africa.”
“Anglo American is the leading corporate presence in
Zimbabwe. De Beers runs the diamond mines of Namibia,
Botswana, Tanzania and very discreetly Angola, whose
government regularly finds itself under South African military
assault. (Even more discreetly, De Beers has an arrangement
with Moscow, which markets most of the Soviet Union's
diamonds through the corporation's London-based Central
Selling Organization.) On paper, Anglo American's holdings in
Zambia remain enormous.”

In “Going for Gold: The History of Newmont Mining
Corporation” by Jack Morris (University of Alabama Press, 2010;
there is no mention of The Pilgrims; Thomas Lamont and Albert
Wiggin, both earlier Pilgrims members associated with
Newmont, are mentioned on page 181; Lewis W. Douglas was
mentioned, a Newmont director in the 1960s and a Pilgrims
member on record as defending $35 gold and the IMF, those
three details not mentioned) --- we see on page 181---

Forbes Magazine, November 7, 1994, page 78---

Again; Henry Slack is the central character of this report, not
the Oppenheimers! We have to have their background
however as he’s their rep in The Pilgrims “senate.” Harry
Oppenheimer was a member of the Brooks Club in New York;
the Roxburghe Club in London (founded 1812); the Rand and
Kimberley Clubs in South Africa and the Harare Club in
Zimbabwe http://prabook.com/web/person . The Brooks and
Roxburghe have strong Pilgrims interlocks and the next two are
likely to also have them.

Henry Richmond Slack, also called Hank Slack, became
Oppenheimer’s son in law. H.R. Slack is the most important
person we want to zero in on in this research. He has amazing
background and connections apart from the Oppenheimer
megabillions. We’ll review Slack and his “ex” brother in law
Nicky Oppenheimer, Harry’s son, separately.
http://www.chasealum.org/article.html?aid=928
(Chase Bank Alumni Association) --- DR stands for David
Rockefeller (Pilgrims as of 1948 list) --“In 1984, DR visited South Africa and met with Prime Minister
PW Botha. Before this visit, I had taken DR to all the major
corporations plus the Reserve Bank of SA, where we met
Governor De Kock. After the visit to Cape Town, we flew back
to Johannesburg where the last dinner event of his visit was
held at Brenthurst (estate near Johannesburg), the residence of
Harry Oppenheimer.”
Naturally they left out David’s Pilgrims Society activities, same
as he left it out of every “Who’s Who” volume he was ever
listed in, and left it out of his “Memoirs” (2002), while
mentioning Bilderberg, Trilaterals and CFR!
Page 1 of “The Diamond Empire” (1994) we find---

In “Precious Objects: A Story of Diamonds” by Alicia Oltusky
(2012) we notice on page 22 about Harry Oppenheimer’s
dabbling in “clandestine understandings.”
http://www.news24.com/SouthAfrica/News/SAA-hijackerapologises --On August 11, 2009, an 83 year old man, Fouad Kamil
apologized for his hijacking of a South African Airways flight on
May 24, 1972. Allegedly there were rough diamonds on the
flight that may have previously been out of Harry
Oppenheimer’s reach. Kamil was described as “a former
diamond investigator for Anglo American” and he received a
payment of $115,000 from Oppenheimer.
“When pressuring companies to join their cartel didn’t work, De
Beers used all sorts of illegal and immoral tactics to either
destroy their opponents or make them change their minds.”
http://www.idcdiamond.com/Harry_Oppenheimer_Diamond_Museum The
Harry Oppenheimer Diamond Museum is in the international
diamond cutting center of Ramat Gan, Israel---

Sightholders are a few dozen exclusive diamond cutting
factories (80 as of 2017 info) in various countries who are
favored with doing business with De Beers for raw materials.
This means less than it once did because De Beers picked up
some serious competition in the last quarter century---

De Beers has long been recognized for price fixing, limiting
supply by stockpiling, intimidation, banning cutting houses from

future offerings if they declined their assortment and other
overbearing tactics. The “sights” (assortments of uncut stones
offered to “sightholders”) moved from London to Botswana.
Diamond Trading Company is part of De Beers---

The HRD, Diamond High Council in Antwerp Belgium, has been
among the elite institutions visited by the Oppenheimers where
the red carpet would be rolled out.

There is the Harry Oppenheimer Diamond Training School in
the South Africa Diamond Center at 225 Main Street in
Johannesburg.

Naturally the Oppenheimers have an “in” at the Diamond
Dealers Club---that would be true also in NYC and elsewhere,
and the World Federation of Diamond Bourses---the Jewellery
Council of South Africa---

Corporations that have been associated with the
Oppenheimers are members of the Chamber of Mines of South
Africa which traces to 1887 and Cecil Rhodes and lesser mining
operators---

JCSA has long been heavily dependent
On the Oppenheimer dynasty---

Naturally the Rand Refinery, founded in 1920, and presently the
biggest precious metals refiner in existence, has seen plenty of
Oppenheimer involvement across the years---it’s the source of
world renown gold Krugerrand bullion coins---

Harry Oppenheimer House, also known as the Diamond Sorting
Building, is a high rise in Kimberley, South Africa with windows
facing only to the south, allowing for indirect natural lighting
examination of diamonds. It’s 14 floors and was completed in
1973---

The Los Angeles Times, August 21, 2000, reported---

“Oppenheimer managed to prosper by using an
inscrutably tangled web of holdings to mask his
international business deals. Oppenheimer retired in 1982
as Anglo American chairman and in 1984 from De Beers.”
Harry Oppenheimer was Chancellor of the University of
Capetown, South Africa. Devil’s Peak in the “centre”---looking
like Pyramid Peak in Colorado, but about two miles lower---

1982 saw the founding of Harry Oppenheimer Agricultural High
School in Limpopo, the northernmost province of South Africa.
In 1974 Harry Oppenheimer addressed the Royal African
Society, presumably about how Britishers could better enrich
themselves from the continent’s wealth. “Promoting
Britishers” is more like what they mean---

The Royal Colonial Institute, founded in 1868, is now known as
the Royal Commonwealth Society has as its honorary head
Queen Elizabeth II, same sponsor of The Pilgrims Society; LORD
Howell is its president (Pilgrims Society London since 1995) --Sir Peter Marshall (Pilgrims London 1984---) is the vice
president---

Howell is a 31 year Member of Parliament, member of the Privy
Council to the Crown; his father in law was Lord Mayor of
London; Howell chairs the frighteningly named Windsor Energy
Group; Windsor is the family name of the British Royals.
Howell chairs the Council of Commonwealth Societies and is a
consultant/adviser to Japan Central Railroads, Mitsubishi and
Kuwait Investment Office (image). The Royal Colonial Institute,
as its name suggests, was founded to promote British
exploitation on large regions of the planet regarded as its
“colonies,” and it boosts the interests of prominent persons
allied with England, including the Oppenheimers. We’ll see
something on President Trump dragging America into the
British Commonwealth later, probably with the threat of Russia,
China, North Korea and Iran as the excuse for the British
recapture of our country! https://thercs.org/aboutus/governance/

A FEW NOTES ON
SIR PHILIP OPPENHEIMER

Philip and Harry Oppenheimer were first cousins.
The Oppenheimer Blue Diamond, 14.62 carats, internally and
externally flawless, natural fancy vivid blue colored by boron,
was owned by Sir Philip Oppenheimer
http://connoisseurs.com/blog/oppenheimer-blue-diamondworlds-most-expensive-jewel/ It sold for $58,002,681 at a
Christie’s auction in Geneva in May 2016---

The Oppenheimer yellow diamond rough; 253.7 carats is in the
Smithsonian Institution in Washington D.C. ---

The Los Angeles Times, October 21, 1995--Sir Philip Oppenheimer; Headed Diamond Group--October 21, 1995
“Sir Philip Oppenheimer, 83, who helped his family firm De
Beers gain control of the world diamond market. A fixture at De
Beers for six decades, the Cambridge-educated Oppenheimer
joined his family's company in 1933 as a diamond sorter and
salesman trainee. After the Great Depression, many mines
closed and companies were unable to sell large stocks of
diamonds. But De Beers set up a producer’s cooperative, the
Central Selling Organization, to restore stability. Oppenheimer,
who was knighted in 1970, headed that London-based group
from 1948 until 1993, controlling 80% of the world diamond
trade. His greatest coup came in 1959 when he persuaded the
Soviet Union to permit De Beers to market its diamonds.
Oppenheimer was also known in racing circles, breeding
winning horses and providing De Beers support for the King
George VI and Queen Elizabeth Diamond Stakes at Ascot in
London.”
The New York Times, October 20, 1995, said--“Sir Philip is survived by his wife, the former Pamela Fenn
Stirling, whom he married in 1935, and their two children,

Anthony, who is now president of the Central Selling
Organization, and Valerie.”
As a footnote to the matter of the diamond cartel’s obeisance
to the British monarchy, we point out that for his 66th birthday
celebration, King George VII of England was given the great
Cullinan diamond from the Premier Mine in South Africa, a
rough gem weighing 3,106.7 carats, that yielded “D” color,
flawless to internally flawless finished diamonds---the Cullinan I
diamond, also known as the Great Star of Africa, a pear shape
of 530.20 carats; the Cullinan II diamond, also known as the
lesser Star of Africa, a cushion shaped gem of 317.40 carats; the
Cullinan III, a fine pear shape of 94.40 carats; the Cullinan IV, a
square cushion of 63.60 carats; the heart shaped Cullinan V,
18.80 carats; the Cullinan VI diamond, an 11.50 marquise
shape; the Cullinan VII, a marquise of 8.80 carats; the Cullinan
VIII, a 6.80 carat cushion; and the 4.39 carat Cullinan IX, a 4.39
carat pear, sometimes called “teardrop” diamond. All these
gems are owned by the Windsors, the British royal family. A
total of 105 finished diamonds came from that single rough
crystal. The Cullinan I is valued at $400 million and is the
biggest of the thousands of diamonds owned by the Royals,
which also includes the legendary 108.93 carat Indian diamond,
the Koh-I-Noor (“Mountain of Light”) and seized by the British
East India Company in 1849.

Anthony Oppenheimer is Philip’s son. Mr. and Mrs. Anthony
Oppenheimer’s London address is stated as 17 Charterhouse
Street---site where the De Beers CSO, Central Selling
Organization---used to be, before relocating to Botswana.
Anthony is son of Sir Philip Oppenheimer and a long time De
Beers figure like his father---Philip and Harry Oppenheimer
were first cousins---

Anthony’s daughter, Emily Oppenheimer is pals with Elisabeth
Murdoch, daughter of billionaire media baron Rupert Murdoch
(Pilgrims NYC 1986).

NICKY OPPENHEIMER SON
OF HARRY OPPENHEIMER &

“EX” BROTHER IN LAW OF
HENRY RICHMOND SLACK
“Nicky Oppenheimer likes to say he qualified for his job by
choosing his parents carefully.”---quoted in The Independent
(London), January 4, 1998.

“Corruption is an extremely insidious and dangerous thing”--Nicky Oppenheimer, quoted in Forbes Africa Magazine,
February 1, 2014. What a laugh; what with his “ex” brother in
law on the executive committee of history’s most dangerous
secret society, The Pilgrims.

Above view is of Jonathan Oppenheimer (left) and his father
Harry, probably circa 2011 when they sold their 40% stake in De
Beers Diamond Mines to Anglo-American Corporation for $5.1
billion. Under the terms of the transaction they were barred
from dealing in diamonds for two years, not much of a
restriction and an expired restriction as of 2014. Nicky was in
position as De Beers chief to have special info as to the location
of more valuable diamonds. And what of the dividends they
collected over many years till 2011? What of selling their
shares at peaks, going short, covering later, and repeating that
process over and over and over again, drawing out takings and
investing into spheres outside of public view? What about
some of the largest and choicest of rough diamonds mined by
De Beers till 2011? Did some of these gems not make it to
“sights” at the CSO, Central Selling Organization, in London, and
are occulted away for the day the global supply of natural
diamonds starts to fail? The Oppenheimers only netted $5.1
billion from De Beers? Ridiculous! That was their icing on the
cake, and they may have exited due to their “ex” in law, Henry
Richmond Slack, giving them a heads up to do so. De Beers
diamond business is likely to skid due to volcanic “pipe” mines,
alluvial and oceanic sources becoming depleted. It appears a
well timed exit. “Oppenheimer Exit Looks Like Genius in Mining
Slump” http://www.miningmx.com/news/markets/14727oppenheimer-exit-looks-like-genius-in-mining-slump/

The New York Times, April 25, 2003, section W, page 1, article
“A New Generation at De Beers” had Jonathan Oppenheimer
“has expressed unhappiness with recent South African
legislation that will require De Beers to transfer ownership of
twenty six percent of its mines to black Africans over the next
decade.”
The Oppenheimers exited at a peak; and we must assume that
De Beers mines production was increased to maximum right up
till the day before the law took effect; unless it’s been
overturned, which I haven’t found. Following shows one of the
wealth conduits that has added profusely to the Oppenheimer
family’s bulging treasury---

Macleans Magazine Canada, January 11, 2012--“With so much of its fortune tied up in one commodity, the
family was at constant risk of a market crash. One of the
biggest reasons we heard from insiders was that [Nicky’s] sister
made them sell.” “Nicky was juggling the idea, Anglo had said

they’d like to buy it for awhile, and apparently the sister [Mary
Slack] just said, ‘Look Nicky, this thing’s getting more cyclical
each year that goes by.’ I don’t know how strong an effect she
had, but we heard she was the deciding factor.”
Mary Oppenheimer Slack was the deciding factor, or was it
actually input from Henry Richmond Slack, with his Pilgrims
Society inner workings linkage, that was the deciding factor?
Didn’t they just sell mineral assets set to decline due to being a
few years away from being mined out? http://www.miningjournal.com/commodities/diamonds/diamonds-in-decline/
reports that after 2019, major sites will be depleted. The
Oppenheimers and Henry Richmond Slack, who is still a director
of Oppenheimer & Son, appear to have made a shrewd deal.
On June 6, 2013, Kitco had a story, “A Diamond Market No
Longer Controlled by De Beers”
http://www.kitco.com/ind/Zimnisky/2013-06-06-A-DiamondMarket-No-Longer-Controlled-By-De-Beers.html Other large
mining companies, BHP Billiton, RTZ and the Russian Alrosa,
plus Gem Diamonds, sometimes with Pilgrims Society members
on their boards (Sir Robin Renwick of Gem Diamonds, Harmony
Gold and BHP Billiton), made diamond discoveries and didn’t
sell their properties to De Beers. De Beers now controls about
35% (down from 80 to 90 percent) of the global diamond
market in rough stones. Clifford Elphick was personal assistant

to Harry Oppenheimer, a director of Anglo-American, on the De
Beers executive committee and an exec in Oppenheimer & Son,
and is now chairman of Gem Diamonds (image of Baobab tree
of South Africa) and a director of Diamond Producers
Association---

Not all sources agree on the future scarcity of natural
diamonds. At an important trade source, Rapnet (Martin
Rapaport’s site) we find--“In 2008, large quantities of diamonds were found in the
Marange area of Zimbabwe, and geologists estimate that this
deposit, covering 300 square miles, may be the largest diamond
find on Earth. The Zimbabwe government took over the
Marange fields in 2010 and they have partnered with a number
of private companies that employ around 10,000 miners. But
the situation is not good. There have been regular reports of
diamond workers being raped, killed, tortured and abused by

government security forces. There are also allegations of
corruption and profiteering, smuggling and illegal mining by the
local mining companies.”
The only thing would then be, “is the area productive only of
smaller diamonds?” If so; larger diamonds would remain safe
investments, but only for experts and sharpies. If you must
dabble in diamonds, try to market diamonds you don’t have
money tied up in.
The Oppenheimer family has large landholdings in central
Zimbabwe. Additionally, Nicky Oppenheimer’s farm in
Zimbabwe is alleged to be littered with diamonds. They remain
the largest shareholders in Anglo-American Corporation, which
now holds 85% of De Beers. The Source, a Zimbabwe online
media company, said (confirming my belief) --“The state suspects that Oppenheimer would have used
substantial exploration information collected by De Beers over
the years it operated in the country.”
What? The “state suspects Oppenheimer,” and this lame
remark while the wife of the country’s president was involved?
A November 2016 news release reported Zimbabwe president
Robert Mugabe complaining--“I will not delve into how such a staggering amount could just
disappear from the country without the knowledge of those in

power, but the fact still remains that billions – if not trillions –
of dollars were made from diamonds – yet those who worked
there have not been paid their salaries and pensions.”
Huh? Mugabe won’t “delve” into how diamonds disappeared?
Is it because his wife was a known shareholder of Mbada
Diamonds?

The Oppenheimers hold 45,330 hectares in Zimbabwe and their
first landholding there traces to 1935. That’s 112,012 acres and
all potentially prospective of diamonds and other minerals.
Zimbabwe borders with Mozambique to the east northeast,
where a major deposit of rubies has been discovered. Since
recognized as the planet’s biggest ruby deposit, it was
discovered in 2009.
In a November 2014 interview Nicky Oppenheimer declared---

“I normally wear three hats, the De Beers Diamonds hat, then
the Anglo Gold hat and the Oppenheimer family hat.”
The interview confirmed my reasonable suspicions--“De Beers was involved in prospecting activities at the Marange
diamonds fields for about 15 years while looting the gems
under the guise of sampling. There have been accusations top
government officials personally benefitted from DeBeers’
operations in Marange resulting in successive extensions of its
prospecting license. Former Mines minister Obert Mpofu has
publicly accused DeBeers of looting more than 100,000 in
diamond ore from the country over the 15-year period,
allegations the company deny. Mpofu said De Beers did not
remit anything to government saying it was still to ascertain
whether what it collected from Marange were real diamonds or
not. However, Zimbabwe started commercial mining in the
area in 2009 with one of the companies, Mbada Diamonds,
having raked in US$1 billion in revenues as of December 2013
from diamond sales.”

Harry Oppenheimer has been a guest speaker at the CFR in
New York, founded in 1921 as a direct Pilgrims Society
subsidiary. All CFR influence is 100% Pilgrims influence---

Harry Oppenheimer, his daddy, once addressed the Royal
Institute for International Affairs (RIIA) at Chatham House in
London, which is the corresponding group to the CFR in New
York. The RIIA is just a subsidiary of The Pilgrims London as the
USA CFR is a subsidiary of The Pilgrims NYC. Lots of important
people not listed as members of these groups are regardless,
“in” with them.
Macleans Magazine Canada, January 11, 2012 called Nicky “heir
to one of the world’s most storied fortunes.”

http://kufaragwenzi.blogspot.com/2008 --- (March
2008) --“The Oppenheimers hold the financial whips in Africa with
their vast and limitless riches and influences in governments.
They own 80 percent of the South African economy with De

Beers Diamond Mines at Kimberly and Debswana (De Beers
Botswana) ruling the roost. De Beers, the world’s biggest
diamond producer, is 45% owned by mining conglomerate
Anglo American. It sold U.S. $5.7 billion worth of rough
diamonds in 2004 through its marketing arm, Diamond Trading
Company. It is alleged that Israeli companies front for the
Oppenheimers in some instances.”
In 2011, the Oppenheimers sold their stake in De Beers
Diamond Mines for $5.1 billion to Anglo-American Corporation
(of which they’ve long been heavy holders). That boosted
Anglo-American Corporation’s ownership in De Beers to a
commanding 85%. Nicky Oppenheimer left the Anglo-American
board in 2011. In 2011, De Beers had profits of $986 million.
https://www.thestar.com/business/2011/11/26/end_of_an_er
a_south_africas_oppenheimer_dynasty_sells
“The odds are good that a big chunk of the $5.1 billion will be
reinvested in Africa. Over the past four years the family’s
investment arm E. Oppenheimer & Son has begun
concentrating more on African investments outside the
diamond industry — healthcare, agriculture, media, retail.”
Harry Oppenheimer’s son Nicky (1945---) posing with a large
octahedron diamond, the crystal shape rounds are cut from--he got on the board of directors of De Beers in 1974, around
age 29---

”Diamonds are intrinsically worthless”---Nicky Oppenheimer,
Chairman of De Beers Consolidated Diamond Mines,
quoted in The Independent, February 13, 1999. He
was also vice chairman of Anglo-American!

De Beers was the “OPEC” of diamonds until its stranglehold was
reduced by other mining giants finding diamonds, and Russia
deciding to market its own roughs through Alrosa. Regardless,
during the decades long reign of De Beers (still existing as part
of Anglo-American Corporation), staggering income was yielded
to the Oppenheimers and their cronies and their Pilgrims

Society representatives. More than a century of diamond
mining has filled the world with diamonds in consumer hands,
creating a huge “overhang,” subject to driving the price of
diamonds drastically down in another Great Depression; very
likely another reason Slack advised the Oppenheimers to sell De
Beers.
This source charged Nicky Oppenheimer with a ripoff against
the nation of Botswana. He was a board member of Debswana,
the diamond mining company “authorized” to operate in that
224,610 square mile country. Debswana’s name is a mashtogether of De Beers and Botswana. It’s interlocked with
Anglo-American---

At 17 Charterhouse Street in London, former location of De
Beers diamond “sights,” Harry and son Nicky Oppenheimer had
a rooftop helicopter pad. Nicky Oppenheimer was chairman of
De Beers from 1998 to 2012.
http://www.debeersgroup.com/en/our-story/our-history.html --

“Anglo American, shareholders in De Beers since 1926, and the
Oppenheimer family announce an agreement for Anglo
American to acquire the family’s share in De Beers. In 1998
Nicky Oppenheimer became chairman of DeBeers.”
Price of a one carat D-flawless round diamond went from
$1,250 in 1967 to $62,000 in early 1980
http://content.time.com/time/
Beware however; usually only professionals can invest in
diamonds and come out ahead. The fact that there are more
diamonds in the “overhang” (owned by the public worldwide)
than remain to be recovered from mining, adds both reward for
pros and risk for amateurs. If you bought at dealer prices from
a “sightholder” and the public floods the market with diamonds
due to massive layoffs, your investment will sink you, because
dealers pay much less to individuals for diamonds than to trade
suppliers. You’re safer buying water rights or a watermelon
patch; make it a peach orchard if you prefer. Diamonds are
hard assets, but illiquid and not fungible like precious metals.
You have been warned! Any diamonds treated by HPHT (high
pressure high temperature) for making brown and yellow
stones white results in a stone unmarketable to collectors; the
treatment makes diamonds more likely to fracture. Irradiated
diamonds and synthetics are not “investments,” nor are poor
makes and odd sizes like 1.93 carats. If you have to buy a

diamond and want to be relieved of worry about a poorly made
stone (one with weak optical performance) I suggest Good Old
Gold; I receive nothing for recommending them. If you can’t
buy at the levels they buy at, you aren’t making an investment;
try something else. In most cases, only GIA and AGS diamond
certs are the best; EGL is unreliable. Even GIA has been
accused to taking bribes from dealers to state a stone’s grade
as better than it is!

Managing (propping up) the value of diamonds was an art the
Oppenheimers mastered, in spite of the multi-tier valuations of
diamonds---those owned by the public, when brought for sale
to jewelers, were valued much less. Native miners panning
streams and rivers for diamonds have on innumerable
occasions sold their harvest to representatives of cutting
factories for less than 5% of their eventual price to the public,
especially the overbloated shopping mall prices. The
Oppenheimers and De Beers have held rough diamonds off the
market, keeping the pipeline supply to diamond cutters limited
to maintain prices.

“Diamond prices bear no relation to the cost of production”--“The Cooperative Edge: The Internal Politics of International
Cartels” (Cornell University Press, 1994), page 50. I don’t
completely agree with this. However, alluvial diamonds in river
gravels are the cheapest to recover.
The Oppenheimers officially unloaded their 40% stake in De
Beers Consolidated Diamond Mines in 2011 (to Anglo-American
Corporation, another Oppenheimer interest). However, are the
Oppenheimers completely out of the diamond sector today?
The Sunday Times of London, March 5, 2017, mentioned an
alleged incident in which a box of rough diamonds shipped by
the Oppenheimer family was prevented from being opened by
inspectors at an airport in South Africa. The roughs were
destined for Dubai. Of course, at that time, Harry
Oppenheimer was still the top Oppenheimer, albeit with Nicky
gradually taking more of the reins of control.
In The New York Times, May 8, 1983 we find that AngloAmerican Corporation was stated to have had “anti-Semitic
hiring practices;” was it due to the Oppenheimers converting
from Judaism to Anglicanism? However; Anglo-American, with
its heavy holdings in De Beers, was supplying diamonds to
Jewish owned diamond cutting factories in Israel, Belgium and
New York. Indian diamond dealers have taken an increasingly
large share of rough diamonds away from traditional cutting

factories in Belgium and Israel; does this mean that people
should become Anglicans if they want reliable diamond supply?
The Indians aren’t Anglican but may have been used to punish
some sectors. More likely is that smaller diamonds remain
labor intensive and Indian cutting factories are renown for dirt
wages.
On November 11, 1999, Nicky Oppenheimer addressed the
Commonwealth Business Forum at Johannesburg with a speech
titled, “Diamonds Working for Africa.” Huh? He must think
he’s Africa then; and to an extent, shockingly real.

Nicky is son of Harry Oppenheimer and grandson of Sir Ernest
Oppenheimer and according to Forbes is worth $7 billion. Wiki
states of Nicky--“In 1968, he married Orcillia "Strilli" Lasch, daughter of
industrial tycoon Helli Lasch (1912-1982); both are Anglican.
His father was born Jewish and converted to Anglicanism.”

http://www.nndb.com/lists/757/000094475/ shows a long
list of top globalists who are Anglican/Episcopalian including
some with obvious Jewish ancestral names. Some Jews are
Zionists, some Catholic officials feel the Pope should rule the
planet, but the Anglican-Episcopalians are far closer to
running the world than all other religious groups combined
and tripled. The Windsors (British Royals) stand elevated
above all other dynasties, including the Rockefellers and
Rothschilds.
Even official Jewish sources concede Nicky Oppenheimer to be
an Anglican--http://jewishbusinessnews.com/2013/06/11/diamonds-maynot-be-for-ever-but-at-the-moment-they-look-pretty-good/ --“In 1968 Nicky married Orcillia “Strilli” Lasch, daughter of
industrial tycoon Helli Lasch. They live mainly in Johannesburg

on the Brenthurst Gardens estate. He and his wife are members
of the St George’s Anglican Church, Johannesburg. He also has
a country estate in England, Waltham Place.”
H.R. Lasch Ltd. is a South African engineering company that
since 1936 has installed over 5,000 cranes and 5,600 hoists in
sub-Saharan Africa.

Now, why would hereditary Jews convert to Protestant
Christian Anglicanism, otherwise known as the Church of
England? I’ll say it again; because to gain favor with the

planet’s wealthiest and easily most powerful dynasty, the
Windsors (British Royal family), that’s a smart move to make.
Yes! I’m disagreeing with all the “Rothschilds own half the
world’s wealth” crowd. They’re discouraging research into
other wealth dynasties, in effect, allowing those other termites
to gnaw away at the world’s wealth unobstructed. If only the
Rothschilds hold the planet’s wealth, what need is there to
probe other groups? There’s also a Brenthurst Hospital at
Johannesburg, very likely Oppenheimer linked. Make that
definite, it’s owned by Life Healthcare, the board of LH has a
director from Anglo-American Corporation. They operate 63
hospitals and/or clinics.

https://alchetron.com/Nicky-Oppenheimer --“Nicholas is the son of Bridget (nee McCall) and Harry
Oppenheimer, and grandson of Ernest Oppenheimer, founder
of Anglo American and the first generation of the family to

chair (from 1929) the De Beers diamond mining company in
South Africa, established by Cecil John Rhodes in 1888. Nicky
Oppenheimer was educated at Harrow School and Christ
Church, Oxford. Nicky Oppenheimer joined the Anglo American
Corporation in 1968, and was appointed a director in 1974. He
became Deputy Chairman in 1983. He subsequently resigned as
Deputy Chairman in 2001 but remained a non-executive
director of the Anglo American board until 2011. Oppenheimer
was appointed Deputy Chairman of the then Central Selling
Organisation (now Diamond Trading Company) in 1984 and
Deputy Chairman of De Beers Consolidated Mines in 1985. He
was appointed Chairman of the Diamond Trading Company in
1985. He was Chairman of the De Beers Group from 1998 to
2012, at which point he retired when the family stake was sold
to Anglo American.”

In 1546 King Henry VIII founded Christ Church at Oxford; he
also founded the Church of England although Elizabeth I
formalized it. Harrow School was founded in 1572 by Royal
charter from the anti-Catholic Queen Elizabeth I, King Henry’s
daughter. Need I point out that Harrow School and Christ
Church are not Jewish, but Anglican institutions? The Anglicans
are in control, because they are the Monarchy. Anglican
Church at Harrow School---

http://www.worldsrichpeople.com/nicky-oppenheimer.html --“In 1999, Nicky collaborated with two of his friends to develop
a venture capital firm known as Greene and Partners
Investments. This firm has funded a wide range of projects not
just in South Africa but in different parts of the African
continent as well. Nicky and Lasch are both Anglican and
together have a son namely Jonathan Oppenheimer.”

Nicky’s son Jonathan, born in 1969, started his career at N.M.
Rothschild & Sons London. I don’t intend to minimize Jewish
and Rothschild wealth, but I do see it as overblown. Often the
exaggerations are so overbearing as to exclude from scrutiny
most any other dynasty besides the Rockefellers. The
Rothschilds have held some stake in Anglo-American and De
Beers for decades and I’ve noticed a Rothschild on the De Beers
board before. Jonathan---

Jonathan’s wife, Jennifer Ward Oppenheimer, died of cancer in
May 2017 at age 50; she was head of the De Beers Fund. They
were married at an Anglican Church in Berkshire England in
June 1994. Their children are Samuel, Isabel and Nathaniel.
Jennifer was born in Wilmington, Delaware, which makes me
wonder if there’s a Du Pont family connection. She was with
the Manhattan law firm of David, Polk & Wardwell, a

powerhouse firm that has had its share of Pilgrims Society
members as law partners. Jennifer was a trustee of the
University of Cape Town Trust. She gave money to the Harvard
Center for African Studies.

https://www.businesslive.co.za/rdm/news/2017-05-18-vibrantforce-for-good-jennifer-ward-oppenheimer-has-died/ Jennifer
Ward Oppenheimer “was a joint founder of the Brenthurst
Foundation‚ which brings together the world's leading thinkers
and practitioners to promote the continent's economic growth
and development.” Brenthurst is the name of an Oppenheimer

estate; Jonathan Oppenheimer was the other co-founder of
Brenthurst Foundation.
Jonathan Oppenheimer---

http://www.thebrenthurstfoundation.org/

http://www.rough-polished.com/en/expertise/58666.html --in 2011---

“The (Oppenheimer) family entered a joint-venture private
equity fund with Singapore's Temasek Holdings in August
2011.”

Temasek Holdings portfolio amounts to $275 billion (billion, not
million) as of 2017 info. Confirmation; Temasek represents
$275 billion.
http://www.tana-africa.com/pages/default.aspx --Forbes Africa Magazine, February 1, 2014 stated--“Soon after the De Beers exit in 2011, the family set up its
investment arm Tana Africa Capital with the investment
company E. Oppenheimer & Son and Temasek, a sovereign
wealth fund from Singapore. The partners put up $150 million
each and sources say the family is also ready to invest the
billions from the De Beers deal. The investment company will
look at agriculture and consumer businesses. It will also
consider deals in media, healthcare and education up to $50
million. Tana Africa Capital has already invested in Promasidor

Group, a company founded in the Democratic Republic of
Congo in 1979, that sells everything from powdered milk to tea
in 30 African countries. Regina is Egypt’s second largest pasta
manufacturer and owns the country’s only durum wheat flour
mill. It has an expanding export business into Africa and the
Middle East.”
“Tana Africa Capital is an evergreen Africa-focused investment
company founded by E. Oppenheimer & Son and Temasek.
Through the medium of capital and business-building support,
Tana aims to build African companies for generations to come.
In doing so, Tana is able to draw on the rich heritage, vast
experience and extensive networks of its founding shareholders
as well as the on-the-ground African knowledge and operating
experience of its management team. Like its namesake,
Ethiopia’s Lake Tana (the source of the Blue Nile), Tana aims to
serve as a fount of development, leaving an enduring, tangible
and positive legacy on the businesses which it supports.”

http://factsanddetails.com/world ---

“The family has two investment arms. One, called Stockdale
Street Capital, invests largely in medium-sized firms in South
Africa. The other, Tana Africa Capital, is a joint venture with
Singapore's sovereign-wealth fund, Temasek.”
Africa Capital Digest, October 23, 2016--- “Stockdale Street, the
private equity investment arm of the Oppenheimer family’s
South Africa interests, is backing a new hedge fund. The fund,
Senqu Capital, is being launched by former Capricorn Capital
fund managers Andrew Crawford and Stephen Carew and will
pursue an equity long short strategy.”

http://senqucapital.com/ takes web surfers to---

Also from the same edition of Africa Capital Digest we note--“Private equity investors Convergence Partners and Stockdale
Street have joined forces to acquire e4, a South African
technology company that sells its services to the financial
services, legal and retail clients. Headquartered in
Johannesburg, e4 which is a software service company, has an
international footprint in Africa, Europe, the USA and Australia.
The investment will help the company push growth through a
combination of new product and service development as well
as acquiring additional clients in other geographies.”
In reference to the Senqu Capital hedge fund, Bloomberg News,
October 16, 2016 reported---

At http://venturesafrica.com/oppenheimer-family-invests-inlocal-south-african-tech-start-ups/ we find from November 16,
2012---

“E. Oppenheimer & Son has become an investor in South
African venture capital company 4Di Capital, in a move that
sees the mining giant support local tech start-ups. 4Di on
Friday announced that the Oppenheimer family’s holding
company had become a Capital Fund 1 investor in the venture
capital company; doubling the size of the fund enabling more
intensive investment in local technology ventures. 4Di invests
in local early-phase technology companies that have the
potential to have a global reach. The venture capital company
has so far invested in seven South African tech start-ups, and
recently announced its first profitable exit selling a 100 per cent
stake in Motribe Networks to Mxit in September. The
partnership marks the Oppenheimer family – which is the
richest family in South Africa – taking a step into the tech
world, and supporting local talents in getting innovative new
business concepts off the ground. Director of E. Oppenheimer
& Son Rachel Slack commented on the holding company’s
entrance to the fund, saying: “We believe that South Africa has
exceptional entrepreneurial talent and are excited to join the
4Di Capital family, where we hope we can assist in leveraging
the resources available to us in support of young, high-impact
entrepreneurs wishing to develop and launch their new
innovations onto the global stage.”

http://ventureburn.com/2012/11/oppenheimer-family-investsin-4di-capital-to-back-sa-tech-entrepreneurs/ --“Laurence Olivier, US based Senior Partner of 4Di Capital
commented, “Recent shifts in technology and the global
venture capital arena have created opportunities for
entrepreneurs in emerging markets to take advantage of an
increasingly integrated global technology landscape and lower
cost of market entry, especially in the software, mobile and
internet sectors. Barriers to entry have dropped significantly
and now technological talent anywhere in the world has the
potential to flourish if provided with the right enabling
environment, capital and support.”
We had a Sir Laurence Olivier (1907-1989), an actor who played
the evil financier and military general Marcus Licinius Crassus in
“Spartacus” (1960); possible relation?

On page 23 of “The Heart of the Matter: Sierra Leone,
Diamonds & Human Security” (2000) we read about still
another Oppenheimer investment tentacle---

Nicky Oppenheimer, a trustee (see video) of the Rhodes Trust,
even though he’s not as of 2014, revealed as a member of The
Pilgrims, having to be content with Henry Richmond Slack
representing his interests in the Society---

The CFR, Council on Foreign Relations, founded in 1921 as a
direct subsidiary of The Pilgrims Society, sponsored an
interview with Nicky Oppenheimer on June 27, 2011---

Waltham Place, Nicky’s English estate---

In “A Man of Africa” (2017, Random House, South Africa) we
notice Harry was chairman of Anglo-American from 1958 to
1982 and a board member till 1994--- (haven’t been able to
review this one) ---expect to find no mention of The Pilgrims
Society---

Oppenheimer business interests have encompassed cement,
Construction, engineering, electrical cables, beer, whiskey, ale,
insurance, automobile dealerships, tires, paper, sheetrock,
sugar production, food, retail stores, computers, metal works
and more.

The Oppenheimers are involved with African Leadership
Academy in Honeydew, South Africa, in a dominant role and
may be the source of most of the $90 million funding it’s
received---

OPPENHEIMER--A HIGH FINANCE NAME
At Oppenheimer Wealth Management bios
http://www.opco.com/capital-markets/equities/equityresearch/analyst-bios we find people associated with the
Rockefeller Foundation, J.P. Morgan & Company, Chase
Manhattan Bank, Brown Brothers Harriman, Goldman Sachs
and Bear Stearns; all silver antagonists drawing profits from the

Federal Reserve. Oppenheimer Wealth Management has 93
branch offices and $77.2 billion in assets under administration.
Oppenheimer Asset Management

Oppenheimer Wealth Management/Oppenheimer Asset
Management = OPCO acronym https://www.opco.com/ourhistory.aspx ---

The Pilgrims NYC 1908---

There’s a Samuel W. Fairchild with an eye-popping resume at
Bloomberg; possibly descended from the above; and possible a
Pilgrims member as of 2015; his resume strongly suggests it.
The New York Times, February 14, 1920 ran a feature, “France
Honors Samuel W. Fairchild.” According to the “Bulletin of the
Philadelphia College of Pharmacy” (1911), page 9, developed
“products which were destined to become known to
pharmacists everywhere.” He was president of the Union
League Club near Wall Street; his ancestors arrived in
Connecticut from England in 1632.
Harris C. Fahnestock (1835-1914) became a partner in Jay
Cooke & Company in Washington D.C. in 1862 and “Fahnestock

participated in that firm's work for the U. S. Treasury and in its
other regional and international investment ventures. In 1873,
Fahnestock joined George F. Baker at the First National Bank of
the City of New York as its vice president. He continued as a
senior officer there through the next four decades, while
holding partnerships and directorates in other business
ventures.”
Jay Cooke (1821-1905) was a major financier of the Union Army
and after the Civil War, of railroads in the northeastern United
States including the great Northern Pacific Railway. Cooke’s
father was a member of the old Whig political party that
favored a central bank. Cooke was also an Episcopalian.
People, video operators and sites hollering about “the Jews
have all the money” just see what they want to see. The Panic
of 1873 saw the failure of Jay Cooke & Company; however it
was reorganized as Charles D. Barney & Company, who was Jay
Cooke’s son in law. Next at Wiki we notice, “By 1880 Cooke
had met all his financial obligations, and through an investment
in the Horn Silver Mine in Utah, had again become wealthy.”
George F. Baker was a charter Pilgrims member in January
1903. The 1914-1915 “Who’s Who in America, page 754---he
lists other memberships and left our his Pilgrims Society
membership---

I included part of a listing following to show a relative, and that
this is a very old family line with English colonial connections in
the early 1600s. The Fahnestock family are Episcopalians.
Harris married M.A. McKinley; anyone care to trace that one?
Don’t be surprised if it leads to a Presidential family, albeit of
an assassinated President. You can go to the OPCO site to view
the twisted, convoluted, murky series of mergers involving
among others, Canadian Imperial Bank of Commerce (CIBC) but
it shows Oppenheimer & Company founded in 1950 and
eventually after a murky series of combinations it became
known as Oppenheimer Wealth Management (and
Oppenheimer Asset Management!) ---

Samuel R. Bertron Jr. (1865-1938), a financier and diplomat
(Russia, France, Belgium, Italy, Turkey, Cuba and Rumania) who
was listed in “Who’s Who in America” 1928-1929, page 283,
mentioned his membership in Skull & Bones but left out about
being a member of The Pilgrims, had a daughter who married
into the Fahnestock family. Bertron was chairman of the
American-Russian Chamber of Commerce and helped his fellow
Pilgrims members Alvin Krech of Equitable Trust and Albert
Wiggin of Chase National Bank, sell Bolshevik Bonds to the
network of Pilgrims Society dynasties, preventing the Soviet
Reds from losing control over Russia.
Oppenheimer Funds (founded 1959) has a 15 member board of
directors, riddled with Pilgrims Society connections, and at least
one director can be identified from The Pilgrims 2014, Russell S.
Reynolds Jr. As of August 2017, Oppenheimer Funds with over
2,000 employees has “over $243 billion of assets under
management,” a figure very similar to the $237 billion reported
in the Guggenheim Group!

Lawrence Remmel is a Wall Street attorney who “regularly
works with J.P. Morgan Chase Bank” and also provides legal
and investment representation in biotech, genetics research
and pharma interests. He was with the historic Ledyard
(Pilgrims) & Milburn (Pilgrims) law firm. Remmel’s son was
married at the Archangel Estate in Moscow “by a
representative of the Mayor of Moscow.” Reynolds is probably
the top exec search figure in the world with Russell Reynolds
Associates and RSR Partners; previously he was with J.P.
Morgan & Company and has a particular interest in King Henry
VIII of England. He chaired the George H.W. Bush for President
Committee in Connecticut. His daughter was married in an
Episcopalian church. Oppenheimer Funds very unsurprisingly
offers South African investments. Like other Pilgrims Society
entities in the British Royal family’s finance constellation,
Oppenheimer Funds gets talent from such other entities as BNY
Mellon, which now represents $32 trillion (trillion---not billion)
of assets. Then too, wealth termites shuttle from Oppenheimer
to BNY Mellon.

Oppenheimer Holdings---Paul M. Friedman, a director of
Oppenheimer Holdings, was with Guggenheim Securities (20092015); this shows some cross-linkage between two huge mining
fortunes, the Guggenheims and the Oppenheimers. T.M.
Dwyer, another Oppenheimer Holdings director, was with
Salomon Brothers (Henry Richmond Slack was a director of
Salomon Brothers) during part of the time Dwyer was there.
https://www.oppenheimerfunds.com/investors/fund/gold-&special-minerals-fund?fund_code=00410&slug=gold%26amp%3B-special-minerals-fund --Agnico-Eagle, Franco Nevada, Centerra Gold, Randgold
Resources, Kirkland Lake Gold (Eric Sprott), Barrick Gold,
Newmont Mining Oceana Gold, Centerra Gold and Couer D’
Alene Mines are typical holdings of the Oppenheimer Gold &
Special Minerals Fund.
https://littlesis.org/person/146877/Joseph_V_Missett_III
Joseph V. Missett III (The Pilgrims NYC 2014) is a former
director of CIBC World Markets (Canadian Imperial Bank of

Commerce; Imperial being an embedded reference to the Royal
family); general partner, Oppenheimer & Company; owner,
Odyssey Partners Limited, a New York based hedge fund.
Missett’s ex wife was a member of a typical Pilgrims interlock
club, the Bathing Corporation of Southampton. His
stepdaughter Samantha, according to a December 4, 2011 New
York Times story, “is great, great granddaughter of the
financiers Daniel Gray Reid who operated the American Tin
Plate Company and John A. topping, the chairman of Republic
Iron & Steel, and a granddaughter of Henry Topping Jr., who
married the actress Lana Turner. The bridegroom operates a
fleet of vessels serving offshore oil and gas drilling platforms.
His father is chairman of the Carnegie Institution for Science in
Washington and is a partner in Windcrest Partners, a venture
capital firm in New York.”
Seymour Topping, a long time editorial board member of the
New York Times, was in The Pilgrims 1990 NYC and appeared to
be outer circle (flunky level) member.
As of January 20, 1981, the New York Times reported Missett III
to have been a vice president at Oppenheimer & Company; the
above referenced wedding was performed by an Episcopal
priest. Missett III is fairly evasive as to info available on him---

HENRY RICHMOND SLACK AND SOME
SIGNIFICANT ASSOCIATED CHARACTERS
In “The Last Empire--- DeBeers, Diamonds and the World” by
Stefan Kanfer (1995, Macmillan) page 363 we notice---

(Speaking of Mary Oppenheimer, daughter of Harry) ---

Page 363 also mentioned Morgan Grenfell London as Minorco’s
merchant bankers. Morgan Grenfell, tracing to 1838, merged
into precious metals price suppressing Deutsche Bank in 1990.

This book’s index makes no mention of The Pilgrims
organization; however some names I noticed as members and
some of their entities include--- Herbert Hoover; Henry
Kissinger; Morgan Grenfell investment bank (London); John
Hays Hammond, who worked with the Guggenheims; Viscount
Hampden; King George V; King George VI; Earl of Dudley;
Winston Churchill; Chase Bank; Barclays Bank; Francis Biddle;
Nelson Rockefeller; David Rockefeller. The Oppenheimers have
done much business with the giant Barclay’s Bank; The Pilgrims
London 2014 shows James Barclay, descended from---James
Barclay, whose name was associated with this banking concern
as of 1733! The Telegraph, London, September 24, 2017,
reported that a member of the lesser USA branch of the
Oppenheimer family, Deanna Oppenheimer, was stepping
down as exec of Barclay’s Retail Banking.
Roger Phillimore was Harry Oppenheimer’s godson--- “The Last
Empire---De Beers, Diamonds and the World” by Stefan Kanfer
(Macmillan, 1995, page 363). Phillimore was a board member
of Anglo American. Phillimore was a director until 2012 of

Harry Winston Diamond Corporation. CNBC Africa reported in
2014 Phillimore retired as chairman of Lonmin, a major
platinum metals producer in South Africa. Lonmin stands for
London & Rhodesia Mining & Land. In 2007 Nicky
Oppenheimer received the World Wildlife Fund-Lonmin Award.
LONRHO is an agricultural spin-off from LONMIN as of 1998.
Phillimore was also a De Beers board member and also of Anglo
American Platinum. He was also a Minorco director. Minorco
produced titanium and zirconium among other strategic
minerals for military and aerospace applications (rare earths,
copper, gold and silver also), and Minorco was mentioned in
Congress as a possible national security concern due to
cartelization.

(Also known as John Roger Broughton Phillimore); he was once
a director of silver price suppressing Engelhard Corporation, an
entity once on the Silver Users Association roster. Phillimore
family owns large acreage in the Kensington district of London
also http://www.phillimore-kensington-estate.co.uk/theestate/ ---

The Pilgrims London 2014 shows two members of the
Phillimore family, “The Lord” has the first name of Francis;
almost certainly of the same family as Roger Phillimore. Since I
included a third name in the excerpt, Philipsborn was a “leading
figure in Chase European Operations for 30+ years”
http://www.chasealum.org/a ---he was before that, personal
pilot for General Eisenhower (Pilgrims Society 1957 roster on
Ike) ---

On August 16, 2012, 43 striking miners were shot dead by
police at Lonmin’s Marikana platinum mine at Rustenberg,
South Africa. As of 2016, Rustenberg Platinum, operating in the
Bushveld Complex formation, is part of Sibanye Stillwater,

which has heavy crossover links to Anglo-American
Corporation.
http://www.independent.co.uk/news/business/minorcotightens-oppenheimer-link-1564248.html (December 18, 1992),
The Independent (London), “Minorco Tightens Oppenheimer
Link” --As of 1992, Peter Wilmot-Sitwell, a vice-chairman of global
merchant bank S.G. Warburg, got onto the Minorco board.
The Pilgrims 2002 London list shows Francis Sitwell, an
aristocrat whose godmother was the Duchess of Westminster;
his middle name was Trajan, after the Roman Emperor who
conquered the Dacians. Francis spent most of his early years at
opulent Weston Hall in Northamptonshire.
Henry Richmond Slack with his Terra Industries history had an
associate from Terra who got into The Pilgrims sooner than he
did, probably due to being 21 years his senior---Reuben F.
Richards, who was a member of the SILVER USERS
ASSOCIATION via his chairmanship of Engelhard!
http://www.bloomberg.com/research/stocks/people --“Reuben F. Richards served as the Chief Executive Officer at
Terra Industries Inc. from December 1982 to May 1991 and
President from July 1983 to May 1991. Mr. Richards served as

the Chief Executive Officer and President of Minorco (U.S.A.)
Inc. from February 1994 to March 1996. He served as Chairman
of the Board at Engelhard Corporation from May 1985 to
December 1994. He served as Chairman of the Board at Terra
Industries Inc. from December 1982 to March 1996 and
Minorco (U.S.A.) Inc. from May 1990 to March 1996; Mr.
Richards also serves as a Director of Ecolab, Inc., and BASF
Catalysts LLC. He served as a Director of Devon SFS Operating,
Inc. since 1992. Mr. Richards served as a Director of BASF
Catalysts LLC since prior to 1990. He served as a Director
Potlatch Corporation.”

http://www.nytimes.com/1989/01/22/style/cynthia-louisedonahue-is-engaged-to-wed-andrew-hamilton-richards --Cynthia Louise Donahue Is Engaged To Wed Andrew Hamilton
Richards
Published: January 22, 1989---

“Announcement has been made by Mr. and Mrs. Malcolm M.
Donahue of Westwood, Mass., of the engagement of their
daughter Cynthia Louise Donahue to Andrew Hamilton
Richards, a son of Mr. and Mrs. Reuben F. Richards of Far Hills,
N.J.
“Miss Donahue, a graduate of Phillips Academy and of Harvard
University, magna cum laude, was until recently an account
executive at the Ketchum-Hicks & Greist advertising agency in
New York. Her father, a lawyer in Boston, is a professor of law
and an associate dean at the Suffolk University Law School. The
future bride is a granddaughter of the late Judge Frank J.
Donahue of the Massachusetts Superior Court.”
“Mr. Richards, who is studying for an M.B.A. degree at Harvard,
graduated from St. Paul's School in Concord, N.H., and Harvard.
His father is the chairman of the Inspiration Resources
Corporation and chairman of the Engelhard Corporation in
New York. His mother, Lisa Richards, is a trustee of the Newark
Museum. Mr. Richards is a grandson of the late Mr. and Mrs.
James Cox Brady of Far Hills. Mr. Brady was the chairman of the
Purolator Corporation.”
Engelhard has been a top level silver suppressing entity for
many years. Any time the name “Hamilton” occurs in a Pilgrims
Society connected name, it’s always possible it traces to central

bank advocate Alexander Hamilton (who didn’t get shot dead in
a pistol duel soon enough).
St. Paul’s School in Concord New Hampshire is an Episcopal
Church school.
The Pilgrims NYC 1978---

The 1975 “Who’s Who in America,” page 2578, shows Richards
resided in Far Hills, New Jersey! It also shows he married into
the Brady family of Dillon, Read & Company, of the Treasury
Secretary (1961-1965) who took America off silver coins! He
inherited from the Thayer line (too much detail here); Richards
was a director of evil Pharma giant G.D. Searle & Company,
National Distillers & Chemical Corporation and others, and was
a member of Essex Hunt Club at Peapack, New Jersey. As of
1970, Richards was executive vice president of First National
City Bank (now Citigroup). 8 Black River Road (associated with
Richards) in Far Hills New Jersey is estimated at around $2
million. Charles Engelhard, a major silver suppressor, resided in
Far Hills, New Jersey (see previous scan!) Far Hills, New Jersey,

is nearby Peapack New Jersey, residence of Henry Richmond
Slack! As a Searle director, Reuben Richards knew the Searle
chairman, Donald Rumsfeld, who in the Nixon administration
capped domestic silver prices at $1.61 the ounce by the
(Fascist) Cost of Living Council (See “Rum & Silver,” released in
October 2006. Searle & Company distributed the neurotoxic
sweetener aspartame; silver price antagonist Rumsfeld was in
The Pilgrims NYC as of the 1980 roster. Try to picture what
lowlife Rumsfeld’s response would have been if someone told
him while he was running Searle that his products would be
capped at low prices! Every colostomy bag within 100 miles of
him would have gushed open at his outburst of frenzied
swearing.

Sir Ivor Seward Richard, who I confronted face to face in May
1979 at his after speech reception at Texas Christian University
in Fort Worth, never mentioned anything about The Pilgrims

group, and neither did the MC. Ivor Richard did mention that
his maternal grandfather was our Secretary of State, William
Henry Seward, who made the Alaska Purchase from Russia in
1867. Ivor Richard went all white when he saw The Pilgrims
emblem on my T-shirt and he squirmed away from my tape
recorder. There have been several members of the Seward
family across the decades in The Pilgrims NYC.
Now for some more “associated characters” of our focus
member of The Pilgrims Society, Henry Richmond Slack!
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Anglo_American_plc

Anglo-American Corporation even operates slaughterhouses.
In “Twentieth Century South Africa” (Oxford University Press,
2001), we discover (page 175) that Anglo-American Corporation
took over African Explosives & Chemical Industries; and AAC
controlled Central News Agency, the Johannesburg Star
newspaper and the Cape Argus News.

The Mail & Guardian, September 1, 2017, page one, remarked
“Anglo’s dominance of South Africa’s economic life is well
documented.”
As of 2003, Anglo-American was operating in 67 countries. Sir
John Parker, current chairman of Anglo American, isn’t in The
Pilgrims 2014 roster. There have been three rosters since, none
of which I have, and any of these could feature him. The
Pilgrims both branches have a significant annual turnover of
slots due to the fact that the world is a perpetual gerontocracy.
Sir John however is a GBE, Knight Grand Cross, Order of the
British Empire (OBE), which is equivalent to The Pilgrims in its
goals and these groups have extensive interlocks, with OBE
being The Pilgrims junior partners and much more visible.
Stuart J. Chambers succeeds Parker as of November 1, 2017.
Earlier in this research I mentioned an early director of AngloAmerican, Pilgrims member Charles Hamilton Sabin. Rather
than add length by investigating all the Anglo-American board
members since 1917 to today, I’ll mention only two more
confirmed as a Pilgrims members. From 1981 to 1995, Henry

Richmond Slack was a director and executive committee
member of Anglo-American Corporation.

The Pilgrims London 1995--Keswick, John Chippendale L.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chips_Keswick Sir John
Chippendale “Chips” Keswick, Pilgrims London as of 1995; the
Anglo-American annual report for 2000 shows he was a director
at that time. The Keswicks (pronounced “Kezzicks”) are of an
1800’s opium dealing family active in China and their
aggravations against China were part of the reason there were
two Opium Wars. These British dynasties looted tens of
thousands of tons of silver from China; it was the only payment
the British would normally accept for opium, and addicts would
do anything to be supplied. The Keswicks are today most
known for Jardine Matheson, a large conglomerate tracing to
1832 today with over $42 billion annual volume in luxury car
sales, hotels and much more. Chips Keswick became a director
of the Bank of England in 1993. W.J. Keswick (below, scan from

The Pilgrims London 1969) was his daddy and the elder Keswick
was---also a director of the Bank of England. “Chips” has been
a De Beers director also and a board member of Hambros Bank--

Still using opium poppy symbol in 2017---

The Pilgrims London 2002---

Scholey, lion killer in pin striped suit---

http://kufaragwenzi.blogspot.com/2008 --“British Knights litter the boardrooms of Oppenheimer’s
principal companies.”
The years to the left in the second image above show when
they became members. The USA branch lacks this feature; the
London branch lacks the annual necrology feature of the USA
branch. Scheele was president of Ford Motor Company;
Schroder was nearer The Pilgrims inner circle, as his wealth is
commonly reported north of $6 billion (lowballs); Scholey’s info
is at Bloomberg--- Scholey was on the Anglo-American board
about five and a half years--“Sir David G. Scholey is a Senior Advisor at UBS Warburg.
Scholey also an advisor to IBCA-Fitch, Capgemini and MDM
Bank. He serves as an Advisor at Grassroots Business Fund. He

is former advisor to Mitsubishi, World Bank and INSEAD. Mr.
Scholey is the Chairman of UBS Pension Trustee Company
Limited and a Member of Global Advisory Board of The
Longreach Group. He is the Chairman of the Trustees of the
National Portrait Gallery, London, of the International Council
of INSEAD and of the Governors of Wellington College. Mr.
Scholey had been the Chairman of Close Brothers Group since
October 1999 and Director since March 1999 and was the
chairman of the nomination committee. He was the Chairman
of the SG Warburg Group and had been a Director of Chubb
Corp. since 1991. Mr. Scholey was a Member of the Board of
Directors of Vodafone Business PLC (formerly, Vodafone Group
Public Ltd Co.) from March 1998 to July 26, 2005. He served as
Senior Independent Non-Executive Director of Anglo American
PLC from December 1999 to April 20, 2005. Mr. Scholey was a
Director of the Bank of England and J Sainsbury PLC and as a
Governor of the British Broadcasting Corporation.”

Wellington College England---

Let’s have a brief look at some critics of Oppenheimer’s
diamond operations!

DIAMOND CARTEL CRITICS EDWARD
JAY EPSTEIN AND JANINE ROBERTS +
I add this brief section in case someone asks, “Why didn’t
Savoie mention them?” No research piece on any subject the
size of the Oppenheimers can possibly be comprehensive.
However, I’ve brought out many aspects that no other

investigators on the subject have touched, especially their links
to The Pilgrims Society! Epstein is the more widely known of
these Oppenheimer-De Beers critical authors. Epstein’s work,
“The Diamond Invention” was published in 1982, the same year
he wrote an article that appeared in The Atlantic Magazine,
February 1982, “Have You Ever Tried to Sell a Diamond?” You
can read the magazine article in its entirety for free here. The
image used below is inappropriate; it shows rough diamonds,
and the only diamonds members of the public ever try to sell
(to jewelers, resellers, dealers, pawnbrokers, or other
individuals) are cut and polished diamonds---the finished
product---not these unprocessed stones---

I advertised diamonds in the weekly bulletin of a very large
church; a six month ad. I had a diamond I bought from a dealer
and sold it through the ad for $2000; after advertising, I made
$187 on the venture. The diamond was taken to a mall jeweler
who said it was worth $11,000. And if I’d bought it at a mall I’d
be out over 90% of my money! The end user got the best of
the deal, which usually they don’t. This law firm represents
people ripped off by diamonds described as better than they

are. A jeweler lost in court and was ordered to pay $284,000
for switching diamonds. Selling diamonds? There are better
ways to make money.
I’ve searched all of Epstein’s writings. There is NO mention of
The Pilgrims Society. Either he never knew anything about it;
stumbled on it without realizing its importance; wasn’t allowed
by publishers to mention it; or was afraid to mention it---you
can read “The Diamond Invention” (also 1982) in its entirety for
free at one of Epstein’s sites---; in one passage, he references
alleged attempted legal action by the Oppenheimers to block
Nelson Rockefeller (Pilgrims Society) and other Americans from
exploiting diamonds in Venezuela.

It would have been highly appropriate of Epstein to have
mentioned that The Pilgrims Society has united so many
planetary monopolists over the decades; again, he was ignorant
of its existence (deficient research), or was too CHICKENSHIT to
mention it.
In “Missionary Capitalist Nelson Rockefeller in Venezuela”
(2002) the author has no mention of diamonds, and even less

mention of The Pilgrims. Another source confirmed Rocky was
interested in Venezuelan diamonds.

The Pilgrims NYC 1974---

Sites mentioning David Rockefeller and Bilderberg never heard
about his Pilgrims Society membership till someone brought it
out (“me”) and then they almost all ignore this detail. It was
important enough for him to have been a member (since at
least the 1948 roster---six years before he founded Bilderberg),
and it’s too blasted secret for him to mention it along with
Bilderberg, in his “memoirs” (2002) and in any “Who’s Who”

volume. Bilderberg is there for distraction, and to draw some
powerful people into this Pilgrims Society satellite group!
“The Rise and Fall of Diamonds---the Shattering of a Brilliant
Illusion” is another Epstein broadside against the diamond
cartel as it existed in 1982 (released on May 26, 1982) --- it was
the subject of a book review by the New York Times, June 20,
1982---

“The Kimberley Process has failed” (page XXVI) ---

The above book mentioned Maurice Templesman of Lazare
Kaplan Diamonds was a USA rep for Harry Oppenheimer.
Templesman is or was president of the Harry Oppenheimer
Diamond Museum in Israel. Like Charles Engelhard,
Templesman has reached the outer edges of The Pilgrims
Society without making entry; and was more distant from entry
than Engelhard, as Charlie Silver Suppressor Engelhard was an
Episcopalian.

In “AIDS, Opium, Diamonds and Empire: The Deadly Virus of
International Greed” by Nancy Banks (2010) we notice on page
148---

I recommend the above book for your collection as the author
also opposes vaccines and Monsanto and has a link to Vaccine
Liberation Army.
Leonardo DiCaprio is most known for the 2006 movie “Blood
Diamond” about diamonds being used to finance warfare in
West Africa. According to https://medium.com/@AspieSavant/
---

“During the early 2000s, countries like Australia, Canada and
Russia started bypassing the DeBeers channel. De Beers
responded with campaigns against buying “conflict” or “blood”
diamonds. Rap stars, movie stars and articles in cyberspace
have been very active warning us against these stones, so no
conscious American liberal would dare buy such a diamond.
These campaigns insist that anyone buying diamond jewelry
must be careful to select only those diamonds certified by the
accepted legal Kimberley Process Certification Scheme or KPCS.
This scheme supposedly prevents that earnings from rough
diamonds are used to support monstrous regimes or rebel
armies in West Africa, which have been characterized by rape,
mutilations, displacement and outright slaughter for more than
a decade. Few people realize, however, that the concept of
“blood” diamonds is nothing but another marketing ploy by the
De Beers syndicate. The KPCS was created for no other reason
but preventing West African diamonds from flooding the
market and pulling down the prices of raw diamonds and
decreasing the market share of the growing competition De
Beers faces. Besides, most diamonds could apply for the term
“blood” diamonds if you consider the fact that the majority of
rough diamonds are mined by means of slave laborers who’re
controlled by De Beers’ private armies.”
This shameless radical Democrat opportunist with his boiled
potato looking face DiCaprio invested in The Diamond Foundry

started in San Francisco in 2013. Foundry is a somewhat poor
choice of words as a “foundry” is understood to apply to metal
works, not crystal growing. The Diamond Foundry
manufactures real gem diamonds by manmade processes.
There are ways to tell these from diamonds made by Mother
Earth. Martin Rapaport, publisher of Rapaport Diamond
Report, dislikes synthetic diamonds (details here) and there’s
been friction between his group and Diamond Foundry. Martin
argues that the price of synthetics should fall closer to the low
price of CZ, a diamond simulant available even at gas station
display counters. Do NOT “invest” in any synthetics--museums, collectors, connoisseurs and wealthy want only
natural, untreated gems made by Mother Earth; auction houses
of any repute will decline to list any synthetic diamonds or
colored stones.
Yes! These synthetics should fall as to cost of production and
there are other producers who will help bring prices down. In a
Depression, most all diamonds besides D-internally flawless and
natural fancy colors (not black, gray, brown and pale fancies
and so called “chocolate” diamonds, which is just a screwy way
of saying browns) if under several carats should tumble in price,
as people rush to sell commonly owned categories of
diamonds. If it’s 4 carats and up with better quality
characteristics, you’re somewhat safe---if you bought right, and
also only if you can turn stones direct to end users. Tread

lightly if in a state which continues using a Fascist annual tax on
business inventory! You’d be a “collector” rather than a
“reseller/retailer.” The Kimberley Process is only something to
fool consumers! Charles Bronson would have knocked DiCaprio
onto his keester! No reason to like actors who mislead the
public.
http://blog.private-diamond-club.com/production-and-cuttingcenters/the-kimberley-process/ --“The Kimberley Process, which tracks diamonds from mine to
market, the industry in partnership with the United Nations,
governments, and non-governmental organizations, polices
diamond exports to prevent the trade of illegal diamonds.”
Trust the United Nations? Please don’t! It’s another British
Empire front! What is an “illegal diamond?” Ahh, seeing the
sub rosa we realize it only means a “non-De Beers diamond.”

In still another expose of diamond cartels, “Blood Diamonds,” I
reviewed the “search inside” function; this is a ho-hum book
like “Glitter & Greed;” Epstein’s works are more impressive and
even he had no inkling of The Pilgrims Society or refused to
mention it.

“South Africa's Gold Mines & the Politics of Silicosis” by Jock
McCulloch (2012) has this on page 157---

Silicosis, a lung disease of underground miners, was as insidious
as radium illness used to be in watch dial manufacturing.

Early 1960s view of underground gold mining in
South African reef formation---

Gold ingots being poured---

A closing note on this Epstein character. In 2013 he published
the book below. No mention of The Pilgrims Society and a
complete failure as a research documentary---

WHO IS HENRY RICHMOND SLACK?

“The existence of an “inner club” or “secret club” was
mentioned repeatedly in confidential interviews, May 10-12,
1989” (page 101, “The Cooperative Edge: The Internal Politics
of International Cartels,” 1994).
http://www.hankslack.com/
His brief site makes no mention
of his Pilgrims Society activities!
That’s par for the course!
Henry Slack had an ancestor who owned a 4,000 acre slave
plantation in Louisiana dealing in cotton, sugar and shipping
interests; this we shall see! He had an ancestor who was a
Royal Arch Mason and involved in (God help us)
pharmaceuticals!

Henry R. Slack is on The Pilgrims United States executive
committee as of 2016. The earliest I can show him a member
of The Pilgrims is the same 2014 roster that shows him on their
exec committee starting in 2016. He wasn’t in their 2002 list
and I have no interim lists. I’d wonder how long he was on
their waiting list for membership. His ancestors were also
Episcopalians, as we shall prove! Slack has considerable
genealogical background and he represents the Oppenheimer
billions as their “Senator” in The Pilgrims Society; his own
personal fortune at least in the hundreds of millions, and
probably others we may be unable to identify. According to
http://kufaragwenzi.blogspot.com/2008 --“An investigation of the holdings of the Oppenheimer Empire
found that it exercised direct control over 900 major
companies in South Africa. By some estimates,
Oppenheimer's collection of multinationals is bigger than ITT,
Nissan, Unilever or Siemens.”
“The clan is equivalent to South Africa’s equivalent of the
Rockefellers” ---The Star, November 2011.
In a book about a businessman who committed a major fraud in
a company called JCI Gold (also cobalt and copper) founded in
1889 as Consolidated African Mines, and with whom Slack was
closely associated, “Brett Kebble: The Inside Story” by Barry
Sergeant (2006), page 131, we find the author saying Henry

Slack could be a member of a real life “League of Extraordinary
Gentlemen,” after the 2003 movie starring James Bond actor
Sean Connery. And that’s what The Pilgrims Society is, except
its intentions towards ordinary people are seriously evil.
JCI stands for Johannesburg Consolidated Investment.
“The Kebble Collusion: Ten Fateful Days in a R26 Billion Fraud”
by Barry Sargeant (Jacana Media, 2012) --- (Pilgrims Society not
mentioned in this book) ---

In December 1999 Henry Slack was the leader of a “formidable”
board of directors on the JCI-Randgold Group (chairman, page
131); page XI shows this---

This source claims the fraud’s scope was R40 billion (40 billion
South African Rand). Brett Kebble was assassinated in 2005 at
age 41. Of course Henry Richmond Slack, with tons of
connections, had and has more untouchability than any socalled joke of a Mafia “Teflon Don.”
Are any South African investors hacked off at Henry Richmond
Slack?

We’ll supply introductory details on Henry Slack just briefly.
Following, we’ll review the other half dozen members of The
Pilgrims United States executive committee, class of 2016
because they are his associates in managing the Top Secret
Society---after that, we’ll take a more detailed look at Henry
Richmond Slack and his fascinating background!
Henry Richmond Slack, “Democrat” ---

http://www.cci.com/our-approach/governance ---

The Pilgrims United States 2014 roster shows---I didn’t scan the
original; this info was PAID FOR, and it came out of London and
the man who captured it had to act with some haste---

ANTI-SILVER PRESIDENT LYNDON
JOHNSON’S

NEPHEW BOBBITT ON THE PILGRIMS
(666) EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE (666)
WITH HENRY RICHMOND SLACK!
Bobbitt is professor of Federal Jurisprudence at Columbia
University (originally King’s College) and is also director of the
Center for National Security at Columbia University School of
law. He’s also a visiting professor at Yale University Law School.

Bobbing Bobbitt is additionally associated with the School of
Law at the University of Texas at Austin, which says of him--“Professor Bobbitt's interests include not only constitutional
law but also international security and the history of strategy.
Bobbitt is a Fellow of the American Academy of Arts and
Sciences. He is also a Fellow of the Club of Madrid. He is a Life
Member of the American Law Institute and a member of the
Council on Foreign Relations, the Pacific Council on
International Policy, the International Institute for Strategic
Studies and the Executive Council of the American Society of
International Law. He is a member of the Commission on the
Continuity of Government.”

The last group listed, very ominously named, functioned from
2002 into 2011 and had “honorary” Pilgrims Society presidents
Gerald Ford and Jimmy Carter as co-chairmen.

George W. Wickersham (Pilgrims 1926) was the first
president of the American Law Institute, 1923-1936.

(Wiggin was chairman of Chase National Bank)

The IISS in London plans Royal family sponsored wars---

Elihu Root (Pilgrims Society) who helped Andrew Carnegie
(Pilgrims Society) set up his pro-British, tax exempt
foundations, was president of the ASIL (1906-1924). Root is
remembered as “the most brilliant administrator in American
history” and in fact wasn’t opposed to a central bank in 1913 (a
whole other research).

Notice they left out Bobbitt’s leadership position in The Pilgrims
Society; actually, a highly placed but very talented flunky for
some Money Power dynasty represented in The Society.
Commission on the Continuity of Government---does that
sound sufficiently ominous, as in World War Three?
http://abovethelaw.com/tag/philip-c-bobbitt/ calls Bobbitt,
“the James Bond of Columbia Law School.” Someone has
figured out that wars and other upheavals are just excuses to
reduce our freedoms---

http://abovethelaw.com/2012/02/a-law-school-love-storyprominent-professor-marries-columbia-3l/ also mentions--“Professor Bobbitt has a breathtaking resume, featuring
degrees from Princeton, Yale and Oxford; distinguished
government service for both Democratic and Republican
administrations; and numerous acclaimed books including “The
Shield of Achilles---War, Peace and the Course of History”
(2002) and “Terror and Consent---the Wars for the Twenty First
Century” (2008). Professor Bobbitt married one of his students,
a Turkish princess (note---Turkish but not royalty). They were

married at the Supreme Court by one of the Justices! Maya
Ondalikoglu Bobbitt speaks seven languages; was the
commencement speaker the year she graduated from the
University of Pennsylvania; is a great equestrian, who show
jumps for Turkey; and is a deep sea diver. She spent time in
Egypt working for Grameen, a microfinance bank and has deep
interests in finance and the operation of the financial system.”

Of their wedding at the United States Supreme Court, Above
the Law states---

“The ceremony itself, held in the chambers of Justice Kagan,
was very intimate, with fewer than a dozen guests. Two of
Professor Bobbitt’s college classmates from Princeton, Jerome
Davis, the Secretary of Columbia University and Greg Treverton,
former vice chairman of the National Intelligence Council, were
present. Professor Bobbitt shuttles between three homes,
spending the fall in New York at Columbia, part of the winter in
Texas, and part of the spring and summer in London. He’s a
former member of the Carter, Bush I and Clinton
administrations and an adviser to foreign heads of state. Henry
Kissinger and Tony Blair blurbed his latest book on terrorism,
which both Presidential candidates have reportedly read. HE’S
THE NEPHEW OF LYNDON B. JOHNSON.”

Kissinger and Blair are Pilgrims members, Kissinger has served
as a Pilgrims V.P., and LBJ was their “honorary” president as of

the 1969 roster. LBJ was the President (fall 1963 to 1969) who
ran down our historic silver coinage as described in my March
2006 release . In 1987 Bobbitt was legal counsel to the United
States Senate Iran-Contra Committee. Bobbitt’s mother was
LBJ’s eldest sister! Two of his ancestors were members of the
Texas State Legislature and another was president of Baylor
University in Waco, Texas. Bobbitt also traces to Henry Wisner,
prominent in colonial times and additionally has the Winthrop
dynasty of Massachusetts Bay Colony and Federal Reserve fame
in his background! Notice in the previous scan of The Pilgrims
2016 executive committee you also find Frank G. Wisner!
Genealogies in the sinister Pilgrims Society are grown together
in greater complexity than any cluster of cypress roots in a
swamp! Frank Wisner (Central Intelligence Agency) we’ll look
at next as an associate of Henry Richmond Slack. Here’s
Bobbitt---

Note the Crown symbol---

.

Bobbitt’s London home, almost next door to the Royal
Academy, is “worth millions” according to The Independent,
which also said of Bobbitt--“You may not know his name, but this soft-spoken man has
great influence on world affairs. And he is not done yet.
Bobbitt urges a new global alliance between democratic
nations, able to react quickly and decisively, using military force
where necessary.”
Bobbitt “has great influence on world affairs,” not a
Bilderberger, but a member of the older and revved-up
superior, more historically embedded, Pilgrims Society, which
birthed many globalist groups, Bilderberg included. Bobbitt
figures to see dozens of nations of the British Commonwealth
and NATO alliance unite in a semi-world government, using as
the excuse that they must do so to withstand the combined
power of Russia and China, plus Iran, North Korea and Pakistan,
adversary of India. The Independent, London, July 19, 2008,
called Bobbitt “The President’s Brain” noting that “four U.S.
leaders have sought his advice.”
The Wiki entry on Bobbitt concludes with proof! Bobbitt is
another Anglican/Episcopalian! --“Both children were baptized at St. James' Church, Piccadilly, by
Rowan Williams, the Archbishop of Canterbury. The family lives

at River House in New York.” River House in Manhattan, home
to certain other members of The Pilgrims Society---

The Archbishop of Canterbury is always an official of The
Pilgrims of Great Britain; same as the Episcopal Bishop of New
York is always a vice president of The Pilgrims United States!
Crown church, Crown secret society!

From The Pilgrims NYC 2014 roster (below); Dietsche is
Episcopal (Protestant Anglican Church of England) Bishop of
New York! Kissinger you know from people hollering about
Bilderberg, and they have no awareness of Kissinger’s
leadership in this older and much superior group! Volcker was
sent straight to the helm of the Federal Reserve System in D.C.
from Chase Manhattan Bank, by his then boss, David
Rockefeller (Pilgrims). Volcker broke the Dallas Hunt brothers
out of at least 60 MOZ silver by 1986! Whitehead, since
deceased, was another Episcopalian and led Goldman Sachs
and connected the Mellons, Harrimans, Warburgs and
Rockefellers in AEA Investors, now with $6 billion in admitted
assets. Whitehead was chairman of the Federal Reserve Bank
of New York, 1996-2000 and was president of the board of

overseers of Harvard University. Whoops, that doesn’t fit with
misguided theories about Skull & Bones Society, because that’s
at Yale. No matter, The Society controls Bones too as it’s only a
tributary group. All the top elitists do not come by way of just
one university! The Pilgrims NYC 2014 shows the Episcopal
Bishop of New York is always a Pilgrims official; other rosters
confirm it---

The Rothschilds DO NOT run history’s premier influence
network, the British Royals run it! Bobbitt owns an expensive
condominium at River House in Manhattan---

Character at lower right is especially interesting and the Van
Rensselaers are a major Pilgrims Society dynasty tracing back to
1600’s Dutch colonial New Amsterdam---

Two You Tube videos on Bobbitt are representative of his
globalist internationalist outlook--- Philip Bobbitt on “21st
Century War and National Security” and “War and Terror.” In
neither video is The Pilgrims Society mentioned.

FRANK WISNER, ANOTHER CO-OFFICIAL
OF THE PILGRIMS WITH HENRY SLACK
Frank G. Wisner (1938---) is the son of a character who was a
CIA official from 1951-1959. “Who’s Who in the East,” 2014,
page 1516, shows Frank Wisner is another Episcopalian! As

noted in the description of Bobbitt, Wisner appears to be part
of the same genealogical tree. Wisner’s listing shows him a
member of the Council on Foreign Relations (CFR); the Brook
Club and the Knickerbocker in New York, and the Metropolitan
Club in D.C. No mention of The Pilgrims Society. Crown agents
are frequently very secretive! Wisner is an adviser on foreign
affairs to Patton Boggs, a very large D.C. law firm.

Wisner was vice chairman of AIG, American International
Group, from 1997 to 2009.

AIG was ID’d by Ted Butler as the lead silver short before Bear
Stearns took that role; and AIG was implicated in silver leasing
from mainland China. (Commercial & Financial Chronicle,
October 14, 1939, page 1) ---

Wisner held many State Department posts during 1962 to 1997.
In 1976-1977 Wisner was director of the State Department’s
Office of South African Affairs (gold price management?) From
1977-1982 Wisner was Ambassador to Zambia; Ambassador to
Egypt, 1986-1991; and Ambassador to the Philippines, 19911992; finally, Ambassador to India (1994-1997) ---metals
management? Wisner is a director of EOG Resources, Ethan
Allen (furniture chain) and United States/India Business Council.
He’s also a trustee of American University in Beirut and a
director of Chartis. Wiki shows Wisner chairs the Arab Gulf
States Institute (in D.C. and funded by United Arab Emirates
and Saudi Arabia) and Wisner is also an adviser to National
Security Network (neocon warmongers) and Refugees
International (suspicious!) He’s an adviser to Partnership for a
Secure America. “In June 2013, Wisner joined the advisory
board of Ergo, a global intelligence and advisory firm.”
Executive committee members of The Pilgrims Society are all
particularly active rattlesnakes, but in their case, they never
rattle before they strike---

Wisner is a director of EOG Resources, oil & gas, 2,650
employees---

New Mexico Governor Bill Richardson
(2003-2011) rubs elbows with Wisner at Ergo---

Wisner wasn’t a CIA Special Agent; he just effortlessly ranks all
of them in the power structure and they know it---

According to Bloomberg info, Wisner is a trustee of Rockefeller
Brothers Fund and in 2009 Wisner became a director of
Commercial International Bank of Egypt, started in 1975 as a
joint venture of National Bank of Egypt and Chase Manhattan
Bank (Pilgrims); it has 6,000 employees today. Wisner is also a
director of Pangea Global Services; based in India, having to do
with marketing services and lead generation and named by
Silicon India as in the top ten digital marketing solution
providers for 2016 .

“PILL-GRAMS”

Wisner has also been listed as a trustee of American University
of Cairo---

The “International Who’s Who” for 2004, page 1824, shows
Wisner was on the board of Exxon. Another of Oppenheimer
connection Henry Slack’s Pilgrims Society associates! Wisner

married Genevieve De Fresne De Virel in 1969. She died in
1974; his second marriage was to Christine De Ganay and he
got two stepkids, Caroline and Oliver Sarkozy. Wisner’s second
wife is described as an “aristocrat” in an article entitled
“Operation Sarkozy---How the CIA Placed One of its Agents at
the Presidency of the French Republic” and yes there sure is a
strong connection between the “Sarkozy” part of his
stepchildren’s names and that is, Caroline Sarkozy Wisner is
half sister to the former President of France, Nicolas Sarkozy!
Oliver Sarkozy is also half-brother to the former French
President; their family came from Hungary. Wisner’s first wife
was related to the Dukes of Brittany (France) with which the
Castle of Tredion, built in the early 1400s is associated---

According to Forbes Magazine (Steve Forbes, Pilgrims Society
second generation member, his brother Christopher is also a
member) https://www.forbes.com/2007/05/09/oliver-sarkozyubs-face-markets --“Oliver Sarkozy in recent years has had a hand in some of the
world’s biggest bank takeovers. Oliver drops in on his halfbrother Nicolas a few times a year while scouring the globe for
mega finance deals on which he can give advice as joint global
head of UBS Investment Bank’s Financial Institutions Group.
Sporting an American accent he also chooses not to go by the
legal French spelling of his name, Olivier. His latest gig has
been as adviser to ABN Amro on its increasingly tricky merger
with Barclays, though in the last few months he’s become less
involved in the deal. In April he also led the team that advised
student loan company Sallie Mae, when it agreed to be bought
for $25 billion by a consortium of banks and private equity
firms. Aside from that, Oliver has a raft of mega deals under his
belt, including MBNA’s sale to Bank of America for $35 billion,
Wachovia’s $14 billion acquisition of SouthTrust, and National
Commerce’s $7 billion sale to SunTrust Banks. Oliver was
poached from Credit Suisse First Boston in 2002 and UBS has
since steadily climbed the global mergers and acquisitions
rankings: In 2002 was No. 10, advising on deals worth $132
billion, while in 2007 it came in at No. 5, with deals worth over
$514 billion, according to research firm Dealogic. Though he

lives in New York, Oliver Sarkozy strives to keep his connections
to France intact. His wife is French, his children speak the
language and the family has a house in Paris.”

Any finance deals made by Oliver Sarkozy Wisner are Pilgrims
Society sponsored, considering his stepfather is on The Pilgrims
executive committee. It’s the greatest deficiency of the
freedom, gold and silver and alt news websites that coverage is
being refused this topic!
It pains me when I read about the CIA being our “secret
government;” and that “Goldman Sachs rules the world,”
complete childish nonsense, how would you compare the CIA’s
power to that of the Federal Reserve? Or Goldman Sachs to
the Bank of New York Mellon, representing $32 trillion in
assets? The ONLY “secret government” America is saddled with
is The Pilgrims Society, and these other entities are mere
subsidiary tentacles of it. Now let’s review the remaining four
Pilgrims members on their executive committee with Henry
Richmond Slack, before taking a hard look at him!

JAMES WATSON GERARD V

SLACK’S PILGRIMS CO-OFFICIAL
James Watson Gerard V, not to be confused with the
Pennsylvania Girard family of the first United States Bank,
Girard Bank, Girard College (and also Pilgrims Society
represented), is a multi-generational member of The Pilgrims
Society who inherited a fortune in land, copper and silver
mining tracing to the 1890s and Anaconda Mines of Montana,
via Marcus Daly, a big holder in the company; Daly’s daughter
Mary married New York lawyer James Watson Gerard, (18671951, Pilgrims Society), a trustee of the New York Law Institute
who was a justice on the New York State Supreme Court, 19081913; and Ambassador to Germany, 1913-1917. Gerard was
treasurer of the Democratic National Committee and in 1934
he became chairman of the DNC Finance Committee. Former
Ambassador Gerard was a Pilgrims U.S.A. vice president as of
the 1936 list, and possibly as of 1934. The Gerards are
identified---yes! As Episcopalians! Loyal Crown subjects! More
importantly, Crown agents!

The Pilgrims NYC 1908---Gerard was the
Second or third James Watson Gerard---

Gilbert was president of the New York Clearing House
Association, a Presidential elector in 1908, and a member of the
anti-silver New York Board of Trade and the American Academy
of Political and Social Science (“Who’s Who in America,” 19141915, page 900.) The Pilgrims NYC 1919 shows---

(Above are also in the 1926-1927; 1933; 1936-1937; 1945;
1948; Sumner Gerard 1954 and 1957 lists; James W. Gerard in
1957; C.H. Coster Gerard and James W. Gerard in the 1978,
1980 and 1986 rosters.) The 1940 NYC roster shows the Gerard
who was Ambassador to Germany, still a Pilgrims vice
president, along with Satterlee, son in law of J.P. Morgan Senior
and DeWolf Perry was the 18th Presiding Bishop of the USA
Episcopal Church---

1957 The Pilgrims NYC---

Notice the “G.C.B.” following Gerard’s name in the second
image above; that stands for Grand Commander of the Bath,
not to be confused with something humorous or
inconsequential. King George I of England founded it in 1725
and it refers to the ceremonial bath of purification taken by a
knight after killing an enemy of the Crown; washing blood off!
Gerard lived at 1014 Fifth Avenue (1950-1951 “Who’s Who in
America,” page 985. Sumner Gerard, Order of the British
Empire, was Ambassador to Jamaica starting in 1974, had been

a member of the Montana House and Senate and was a
director of Newmont Resources (gold mining) from 1961 to
1970, critical years in which gold was being frantically
suppressed with a $35 ceiling by Pilgrims Society members. I
have no Pilgrims lists from 1958 to 1968 and don’t know what
his final year of membership was; his name may have come off
due to residing in Montana and he wasn’t making meetings in
New York; still in their orbit. In 1962-1965 Sumner was with
the National Republican Congressional Committee, and there
were ample Republicans who voted to remove our 90% silver
coins in 1965! Sumner married Louise Taft Grosvenor; Taft is a
Pilgrims and Skull & Bones family; the Grosvenor element is
most likely the American branch of that family, very significant
though of lesser standing than the Grosvenors (Pilgrims Society)
of England.

The Gerards are described as “a prominent family descended
from Huguenots”
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sumner_Gerard The Huguenot
Society of America is one of numerous significant informal
Pilgrims Society subsidiaries. The Huguenots were a group of
French Protestants refusing to pay homage to the Pope by
converting to Catholicism. Wiki also states, “The Gerard family
were members of the Episcopal Church,” very naturally,
adversaries of Catholicism in France fled to the Netherlands
and thence to Protestant Anglican controlled England and some
crossed the Atlantic to settle in North America. In August and
September of 1572, French Catholics massacred tens of
thousands of Huguenots in Paris and other cities. As Anglicans
started at odds with the Pope, Huguenots and AnglicanEpiscopalians united. Huguenot families in America control
outrageous wealth; many have been members of The Pilgrims
Society.

No Gerard listed for 1969; James W. Gerard listed in 1974--these Gerards weren’t good about indicating by the numbers
which one they were in the generational succession. Sumner
(middle name---“Pell”) Gerard was related to Rhode Island
Senator Claiborne Pell (Pilgrims 1980) who voted for the
Coinage Act of 1965, removing most silver from United States
coinage! Sumner married Helen Train, related to Pilgrims
member John Train, author of “The Money Masters” (1994; no
mention of The Pilgrims!) John Train’s pop was a New York City
District Attorney; his grandfather was Massachusetts Attorney
General! John Train of the Genesis Funds (London), Montrose
Financial Group, Bulgarian-American Enterprise Fund and
African Development Foundation is quite the elitist with a big
genealogy and is a member of the Order of Colonial Lords of
Manors.

On the Queen of England’s birthday in 1997, Train was
conferred membership in the (British version of) the Order of
Saint John of Jerusalem, tracing back most of 1,000 years to the
Holy Land Crusades! John R. Drexel IV, another current Pilgrims
executive committee member, is a lifetime governor of the
American branch of the OSJ, founded by the British monarchy
in 1888---

New York Times, June 29, 1987, James W. Gerard, retired
Brigadier General, died. “He and family members owned Aeon
Realty, a Manhattan holding company. He is survived by his

wife, Jean, United States Ambassador to Luxembourg; a son,
James W., of Washington; a daughter, Harriet C., of Manhattan,
and three brothers, C. H. Coster Gerard, Sumner Gerard and
John Train, all of Manhattan.”

The Pilgrims New York 1990---

C.H. Coster Gerard who died in 2012 was “an independent oil
and gas producer and was part of a small team of independent
petroleum executives and engineers who pioneered the use of
carbon dioxide injection to recover otherwise unrecoverable oil
reserves from old oil fields. Please send donations to St.
Thomas Episcopal Church, Vernon, New Jersey.”
The Pilgrims NYC 1995---

James W. Gerard V was a member at least as of 1998; and also
an executive committee member (“The Pilgrims of the United
States,” short run book, 2003, page 146) has this info and
shows Gerard greeting Crown Prince Philip, who according to
Wiki, is Royal patron to more than 800 organizations! You want
to know about Gerard IV? So do I! He’s a gap in the research,
and sometimes these people are real tough to pin down. We
don’t have to completely figure out every genealogy in this
awful globalist, Royalist spiderweb.
The Pilgrims NYC 2001; from this
point on, the only Gerard---

Gerber is a Pharma (biotech), real estate and capital raising
kingpin (Brooklyn Capital Partners) with operations in America,
Hong Kong, Singapore, China, Taiwan, Kuwait, Israel and is
involved with the Episcopal Cathedral Foundation.

http://www.devisscher.com/our_team_9.html ---

Royal family loyalist Gerard V---

“James W. Gerard V began his career in the private bank at
Citibank in 1988. After several years with Tocqueville Asset
Management, a firm devoted to international families, he ran a
family office for a prominent Washington, DC based investor.
After a shift in strategy for that office in 2000, Mr. Gerard has
been advising a variety of alternative investment firms seeking

to raise capital primarily among family offices in Europe and the
US. He and his sister own a family real estate investment
company in New Jersey and he’s on the board of the
Tocqueville Trust, a mutual fund company.”

Italian Business & Investment Initiative has this--“James W. Gerard is a Managing Director with Hycroft Advisors,
advising on private equity strategies for family offices. Mr.
Gerard has been advising a variety of alternative investment
firms seeking to raise fund and direct equity capital, primarily
among family offices in Europe and the US, primarily in Italy,
Switzerland, Germany and France.”
Gerard V is also an official of Business Growth Alliance,
representing at least $4 trillion (trillion, not billion!) This is
wealth owned by “private families,” undoubtedly, Pilgrims
Society represented families.

Bloomberg Finance features this on Gerard V--“Mr. James W. Gerard has been the Managing Director of The
Chart Group, L.P. since January 2001. Mr. Gerard has been
Managing Director of North Sea Partners, since January 2010.
He was Principal of Juniper Capital Group, LLC (formerly Argus
Advisors International, LLC) from August 2003 to December
2009. Prior to joining Chart on January 2, 2001, Mr. Gerard was
the managing principal at Ironbound Partners, from October
1998 to December 2000. Mr. Gerard is experienced with
financial, investment and regulatory matters. He serves as
Director of Phoenix House Foundation Inc. He has been an
Independent Trustee of various funds in The Tocqueville Trusts
since 2001. He was Director of ASPCA, from 1998 to 2008 He
has been Trustee of Salisbury School since 2005. He has been
Treasurer and Director of American Overseas Memorial Day
Association since 1998. Mr. Gerard is a graduate of The George
Washington University Elliott School of International Affairs
with BA in 1983.”
http://www.hycroftllc.com/team-member/jamie-w-gerard/ --

“James W. Gerard is a Managing Director of Hycroft
Advisors based in New York. Mr. Gerard has over twenty-six
years of experience in the financial services sector. Founded in
2013, Hycroft is a specialty merchant bank providing services
and capital solutions to middle market private equity firms.
Prior to Hycroft, Mr. Gerard was a Senior Advisor at North Sea
Capital Partners where was responsible for raising equity for
alternative fund groups, both private equity and hedge funds.
Previously, he was a Principal at Juniper Capital Group, a
private placement agency. Prior, he was a Managing Director
at The Chart Group, a merchant bank, where he led fundraising
for the firm’s in-house private equity and hedge funds. Mr.
Gerard currently serves on the Board of the Tocqueville Trust,
Little Baby Face Foundation, American Overseas Memorial Day
Association, Salisbury School, American Friends of Blerancourt
and the George Washington University Elliott School of
International Affairs Board of Advisors. Mr. Gerard holds a BA

from George Washington University’s Elliott School of
International Affairs.”

https://www.bloomberg.com/research/stocks/private --“The Chart Group, together with its subsidiaries, provides
merchant banking services to corporate clients. The company
provides investment banking services for large and small
companies, which include advice on mergers and acquisitions,
divestitures, fairness opinions, restructuring, takeover defense,
strategic matters, and private financings/capital raising, and
provides access to capital markets for consumer products and
retail, defense and homeland security, energy and natural
resources, financial institutions, and industrial customers. It

also invests in private equity, which includes management
buyouts, recapitalizations, and growth capital investments; and
specializes in making growth-oriented structured equity and
control investments in the United States. The company
sponsors and manages private equity and venture capital funds,
and direct investments in the United States and Europe;
acquires and commercializes federally funded technologies
with applicability in commercial markets; and acquires or
merges with operating businesses. The Chart Group, L.P. has a
strategic partnership with InSitech, Inc. The company was
founded in 1994 and is based in New York.”
Chart Group has holdings in FEDDATA which “provides
technology solutions, cyber security and professional services
to the US Intelligence Community, Defense Department and
Fortune 500 customers;” and Knight Sky, which “provides
managed satellite network services for defense and civilian
government agencies;” and ATAC which “provides tactical
airborne training services to the US and allied militaries utilizing
a fleet of fighter aircraft and former combat pilots;” and MTN
which “provides satellite communications and related media
and communications services in the maritime sector;” and EO
Tech which “manufacturers optical equipment sold to the
military, law enforcement and consumer markets;” and Laney
Drilling which “is the largest independent provider of horizontal
directional drilling services to the pipeline construction

industry; and OptiGas which “builds, upgrades and manages
natural gas gathering systems in the US.”

The Chart Group has 6,973 square feet of office space at 555 5th
Avenue, NYC. It’s also known as Chart Capital Partners.
Another of Pilgrims executive committee member James
Watson Gerard V’s associations is with North Sea Partners
which has participated in $35 billion in corporate transactions---

ROBERT JOHNSON IV, PHARMA HEIR
ON THE PILGRIMS EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
WITH HENRY RICHMOND SLACK!
Also known as “Woody” Johnson, this chief heir to the Johnson
& Johnson Pharma, vaccine and “medication” empire is said to
be worth $6.3 billion (always lowballed), and is President
Trump’s current Ambassador to the United Kingdom in London.
Johnson IV was born in 1947 and he’s the owner of the New
York Jets football club, which he bought in 2000 for $635
million. He’s deeply involved with the Republican National
Committee. The Wiki entry on “Woody” Johnson mentions his
membership in the Council on Foreign Relations, and has

nothing to say about his Pilgrims Society activities. He married
Suzanne Ircha who had “a high powered Wall Street
background.”
Woody has a luxury home in Bedminster, New Jersey, near
where Henry Richmond Slack also has a posh estate, as we shall
see. Not only that, but Trump National Golf Club has a luxury
branch in Bedminster, and President Trump is in Bedminster on
a regular basis, where these Worthy Gentlemen (his USA
handlers) can feed him marching orders---

On August 11, 2017, at a news conference in Bedminster,
Trump stated he wouldn’t rule out using a military option in
Venezuela. Was Johnson and Slack there? Are they passing
orders to Trump? Very likely so! These types don’t care about
social chaos in Venezuela, it’s about Venezuela now refusing to
accept Federal Reserve dollars for its oil. It’s incredible how
certain alt news interviewers persist in saying Trump isn’t a
globalist, and that the “deep state” is out to get Trump! Well?

Do you EVER hear any of Trump’s political “frictioneers” say
anything about Trump’s Pilgrims Society connections?

Bedminster is considered another home of the President.
Trump Bedminster Golf Club has a membership fee of
$300,000.
In 2010 one of Woody’s children died of diabetes, probably
because he could “only be treated with recognized
pharmaceuticals;” sometimes these people ignore natural
modalities because they hate them so much---they can’t be
patented, made available by prescription only, and are
therefore inexpensive. Try Ceylon cinnamon and Benfotiamine
for diabetes? Just ridiculous; better to die without these if we
must, rather than “cheat Pharma out of its just takings!” One
of Woody’s brothers died in a motorcycle accident (?) and a
sister died of a cocaine overdose (?) which indicates a larger
slice of the pie for him! Where Pilgrims members are
concerned, I’d suspect anything and everything about them. In

2011, Johnson & Johnson settled BRIBERY charges for $70
million. Think that was a lot? In 2013 Johnson & Johnson paid
$2.2 billion in fines and settlements over kickbacks to
pharmacists and involving Omnicare, a company in the often
notorious nursing home business. However, Pharma interests
almost always earn far more than they shell out in fines and
lawsuit losses!
British Royal family loyalist, multi-billionaire, Big Pharma
kingpin Robert Wood Johnson IV, on The Pilgrims United States
executive committee as of 2016 and Trump’s Ambassador to
England as of 2017, has his company’s vaccine needles jabbing
into tens of millions of victims and engaging in bribery and
kickbacks---and his company does manufacture trillions of
Pharma pills; flushed down toilets or sinks, they HARM YOUR
WATER---and weaken your immunity, so you’ll have to have
more hospital stays so The Pilgrims hospital cartel can suck you
dry---

PILL-GRAMS!

J & J has 117,000 employees and $72 billion in revenues.

The R.W.J. Foundation has $9.2 billion of assets and makes
grants (promoting vaccines, pharma and globalism) of $400
million per annum.

This book (2014) mentions the Mayflower Pilgrims of the 1600s
but has no mention of The Pilgrims organization; despite the

fact that this book is proffered as being “scrupulously
researched.” I feel it’s a matter of coincidence, albeit a
disquieting one, that the author’s last name is
“Oppenheimer”---

THOMAS N. MCCARTER III ON PILGRIMS
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE---WHO IS HE?
HE’S HENRY RICHMOND SLACK’S PAL!

McCarter’s grandfather was a director of
the silver suppressing Chase National Bank!
“Who’s Who in America” 2005, page 1053 shows this---

Thomas N. McCarter III appears in the 1978 roster, the earliest
point I can show he was a member, right next to Thomas
McCance, of Brown Brothers, Harriman & Company of 59 Wall
Street; McCance was a member of the Wolf’s Head Society of
Yale, which Skull & Bones Society bandwagon cheerleaders are
very guilty of downplaying. They settled on the bad conclusion
that Bones is the most powerful and dangerous group based on
the psychology of its name. McCance was an Episcopalian and
on Yale University Development Board (“Who’s Who in
America,” 1974-1975 page 2046.) McCance was also a director
of the American Society for Friendship With Switzerland (19661967 volume, page 1389). Wolf’s Head Society emblem---

I checked McCarter III’s father and grandfather and they
weren’t in The Pilgrims lists I have, and it’s unlikely they were
members, but just outside The Pilgrims they were indeed.
McCarter III’s grandfather (1867-1955, below) was appointed
Attorney General of New Jersey in 1902, but resigned in 1903

to become “to become president of Public Service Corporation
of New Jersey, of which was the principal organizer (this
corporation, through its subsidiaries, controls and operates
practically all the important gas, electric and transportation
utilities of the state); director Chase National Bank (New York),
Fidelity Union Trust Company (Newark), American Surety
Company, American Superpower Corporation and United Gas
Improvement Company (Philadelphia)” (source---“Who’s Who
in America,” 1928-1929, page 1411). His older brother, with
Kidder, Peabody & Company investment bank, identified
himself as a Presbyterian. The original McCarter may have
achieved quite a large fortune and placed it into tax avoidance
trusts, eventually controlled by McCarter III whom we are
reviewing. Wealthy Presbyterians are Scottish ancestry Crown
loyalists.

Thomas N. McCarter Jr. or Thomas N. McCarter II if you prefer,
was mentioned in the Annual Report of the American Bar
Association for 1901, page 616---

That’s enough on McCarter III’s ancestry; let’s look at him
briefly. You may need to refer back to his 2005 scan from
“Who’s Who.” First item of note is his mother was from the

Pierson line, tracing to Dutch colonial times and New
Amsterdam, known as New York after the British invasion of
1664. The Piersons are one of those old-line Dutch families you
rarely hear anything about, but they held huge land grants.
After the British took control in 1664, Dutch colonials who
pledged loyalty to England were allowed to retain their
landholdings. The Pilgrims New York has many hereditary
Dutch members and certain of them quite important; one is on
The Pilgrims executive committee (next person to review).
Warren Pierson, Pilgrims 1969, was chairman of Trans World
Airlines. Pierson also held interests in Molybdenum
Corporation and a sugar refining major. Pierson was at Bretton
Woods Conference in 1944 where silver was totally frozen out
of all monetary consideration! In 1934-1936 Warren was a
member of the ominously named National Emergency Council;
at the same time he was counsel to the Export-Import Bank.
France, Brazil, Finland, Mexico, Italy, West Germany and
Portugal conferred decorations on Warren. He was president
of the International Air Transport Association and the
International Chamber of Commerce (“who’s Who in America,”
1974-1975, page 2449). You Tube shows Pierson in the mid
1950s arguing for more American foreign aid overseas (so
Pilgrims Society interests could wield more influence).

McCarter III inherited money from both his parents families; an
unknown amount but almost certainly very large and in trusts.
Scroll back up to his scan and look at line six, far left side and
notice the unusual last name “Chew,” this was a descendant of
the man who ran the New Orleans branch bank of the Second
United States Bank (1816-1836), that was forerunner of the
Federal Reserve! In fact, we do encounter this last name
“Chew,” in The Pilgrims 1908 roster! Page 431 of the 19141915 “Who’s Who” shows the Chew and Pierson families were
related by marriage in the persons of Clarissa Pierson and
Beverly Chew (Pilgrims 1908)--

We need not get off into the matter of names like Beverly and
Evelyn, usually associated with women, almost rarely being

used by men; though it might prove interesting in its origins.
(Intelius erroneously identified Henry Slack, central figure of
this research, as “female.”) This Beverly Chew, born in 1850,
was the grandson of the Chew who was a big Louisiana
landowner and banker in President Jackson’s era, and among
his opponents. This Mr. Chew in The Pilgrims 1908 was an
official of Metropolitan Trust Company, First National Bank of
Geneva New York---AND---a director of New Amsterdam Real
Estate Company, flagship operation of the Pierson family’s
centuries old landholdings!
During 1967 to 1975 McCarter III was an official of Trainer,
Wortham & Company, an investment bank since merged into
First Republic Bank.

Showing his Dutch heritage as well as his more obvious
Presbyterian (Scottish Crown loyalists) heritage, in McCarter
III’s scan near the bottom you see his membership in the St.
Nicholas Society, a Dutch lineage organization heavily
interlocked with, and managed by, The Pilgrims Society. The
Dutch became junior partners of the British in globalism! We’ll
notice another Pilgrims executive committee member in the St.
Nicholas Society after reviewing McCarter III.

Yorke, McCarter Owen & Bartels was an investment counseling
and investment banking firm that either went out of business
or was acquired by another entity. An October 19, 1986 New
York Times story mentioned the daughter of the Owen in that
firm married Iceland’s Ambassador to the North Atlantic Treaty
Organization. Another firm member of Yorke McCarter once
had J. Peter Grace Jr. (Pilgrims Society) of chemical giant W.R.
Grace & Company as boss.
Scanning across McCarter III’s info we notice Island Security
Bank Ltd., an offshore operation. Laidlaw Holdings is described
at Bloomberg as “a provider of global investment and financial
services with offices in Miami, Paris, Geneva, Athens, Nassau,
Barcelona, Hong Kong and Singapore.”

McCarter III headed this (1986-1990) ---

McCarter III has headed Ramapo Land Company since 1990 in
Rockland County, New York, an area experiencing “explosive
growth.” RLC owns and leases real estate.
McCarter III chaired Stillrock Management (1992-1996) and we
discover from the New York Times, May 2, 1988, that this
“investment management and advisory firm” was founded by
“two members of the Rockefeller family.” It’s called “Stillrock”
because it also represents the Stillman family (also Pilgrims
Society represented), major founders of what became
megatrillion bank Citigroup today. McCarter III, it appears, is up

to his eyeballs in major league money, which sure fits with his
post as an executive committee member of The Pilgrims United
States! (As a side note, which we hope won’t stress too many
readers out, as of 1988, Stillrock had as one of its execs a man
whose first name was “Kim,” which we usually think of as
“Kimberley.” Oh, well---what a big world of variations, huh?
These were all heterosexually married men too! Something
else from that 1988 news item, “Douglas L. Elliman, their
grandfather, founded a New York City real estate empire.”
Elliman was a member of The Pilgrims Society and a Methodist
(“Who’s Who in America” 1966-1967, page 616, and a member
of the St. Nicholas Society and the St. George’s Society; the St.
George’s Society, founded by Crown loyalists in 1770, still in
operation, is the forerunner of The Pilgrims Society!) The
Elliman interests today have 85 offices and 6,000 real estate
agents.

Next project McCarter III was associated with has to do with
mobile database/mobile software---

Anker Coal Group was acquired by International Coal Group in
2005. ICG was later acquired by---

As of 2014 info McCarter III, associate of our focus Pilgrims
Society member Henry Slack, was a director of a Pharma
interest called Hyseq Pharmaceuticals. These Pilgrims are all
over the Pharma/vaccine/hospital industries.

Hyseq was renamed Nuvelo with McCarter III remaining a
director; it’s involved in developing patent drugs for
cardiovascular and cancer areas and has DNA and other
research; it’s seen a market cap north of $1 billion---

McCarter III was or is involved with KDS, founded in 2001 as “a
pioneer in E learning,” do they infect kids minds with globalism,
vaccine acceptance and so forth? ---

This New Jersey based company, Runnymede Capital
Management, uses the old English name of the site where King
John I of England signed the Magna Carta (“Great Letter”) in
1215AD, which gave the nobles more standing in state affairs--it absolutely did nothing for the common folk, as has been
erroneously mis-reported---the concept of Runnymede
pervades The Pilgrims Society, as the British Royal family has to
have cooperation from many other dynasties in its world
domination plans---

Next in McCarter III’s credits is the “Institute for Scientific
Investment and Governance KCK Tokyo,” which I haven’t found

definite results for on Google; let me know if you figure this one
out! A Trilateral Commission offshoot possibly. Christodora
Foundation, which McCarter III chaired for 23 years, still reports
him as an honorary trustee; they work with New York City
youth; do they impart a globalist message?

The Dalton School in NYC, of which McCarter III was a trustee, is
a member of the Ivy Preparatory School League; Dalton has a
“Global Initiatives Program” ---

From 1985 to 1992 McCarter III was president and trustee of
The Civil War Library and Museum in Philadelphia, now known
as The Civil War Museum---

I wonder if someone will find an exhibit in their building to
state objection to as to having it removed. Stating an objection
to something only works well if The Powers That Be allow it as
part of their agenda! I noticed at the Civil War Museum of
Philadelphia site that they have an Emeritus Chairman named
Oliver St. Clair Franklin, who also happens to be honorary
British Consul in Philadelphia. I sensed another “PILL-GRAM,”
and indeed he is---The Pilgrims 2014 NYC shows---

Bloomberg has a big paragraph on Franklin; adviser to Bank of
America; founded RISA Investment Advisers; involved with
Academy Funds; Matrix Income Fund; Fidelity Management
Trust etc.!

From 1984 to 1995 McCarter III was chairman of the ASPCA,
American Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals. He
must really be a nice fellow then, huh? And I just don’t have
the social maturity to grasp what these PILGRIMS are up to! To
the contrary, “It’s about the money, not the animals,” says
https://www.activistfacts.com/organizations/american-societyfor-the-prevention-of-cruelty-to-animals The ASPCA takes in
over $100 million annually; is there “seepage” into concealed
Pilgrims Society controlled trusts? ---

Give to your local animal rescue group, not to globalist fronts!
McCarter III lists himself as chairman of the Loyal Legion
Foundation, which is part of the Military Order of the Loyal
Legion of the United States, founded in 1865 for Union Army
members and now their descendants. Brass from both sides of

the Civil War were charter Pilgrims members in 1903; probably
to help the financiers to scheme out World War One.

During 1973 to 1994 McCarter III was a trustee of the Children’s
Aid Society of New York, more proof of his being a do-gooder,
huh? Actually again, no! The CAS has a VACCINE program for
children! Their annual budget exceeds $100 million.

The NYC Marble Cemetery Association, one of McCarter III’s
many interests, controls a historic graveyard founded in 1830
(incorporated the following year)for persons “from prominent
professional and merchant families in New York,” including
members of an 1800s political party, the Whig Party, opponents
of President Jackson (1829-1837) because they wanted a
central bank---

The National Committee for the Preservation of the U.S.
Treasury Building, of which McCarter III was a member during
1988-1992, sure sounds laughable. Definitely the type of
interests McCarter III represents want one of their main cash
cows preserved in all aspects! I discussed another Pilgrims
member who was/is connected to this National Committee for
the Preservation of the U.S. Treasury Building in Silver
Squelchers #32, released in October 2015 (Robert C. Lawrence).
The NSO is part of the Kennedy Center in D.C.; lots of Pilgrims
members are patrons of musical arts---

The Gibraltar American Council is another typical Pilgrims
Society front and it lobbies in the U.S. for maintenance of
British control over Gibraltar, which historically was part of
Spain. The GAC is connected to Gibraltar International
Magazine and this---

The Whitehead Institute at Massachusetts Institute of
Technology (MIT) is yet another of McCarter III’s numerous
interests. The Whitehead Institute for Biomedical Research is
“interested” in treatments for cancer, Parkinson’s disease, stem
cell treatments, diabetes, obesity, autism and more. Naturally
out of the question are non-Rx substances for healthy function;
and avoidance of iatrogenic (caused by doctors) menaces most
notably vaccines and drugs with dozens of appalling side
effects; this also is out of the question; because Pilgrims Society
members are about “seizing” and “absorbing” wealth; as one
example, retinal rescue with non-Rx taurine, Vitamin-A, black
currant berries and so on, would be considered heresy---all
health treatments MUST cost the patient BIG MONEY---

The Brooks, Links and River Clubs in NYC are typical Pilgrims
Society interlocks---

Not in his scan but seen at Bloomberg is that McCarter III
“served as a Director of Parock Group, a diversified investment
company and is a Director of other closely held companies.
McCarter served as an Independent Director at Southern Union
Co., (the General Partner of Panhandle Eastern Pipe Line Co LP.)
since January 25, 2005 and served as its Lead Independent
Director since 2007. “
Parock Group is next to impossible to get details on however;
like Stillrock, it might be some sort of joint venture of the
Rockefellers (“rock”) with who knows who the (“Pa”) could be.
Southern Union was a natural gas company with more than
20,000 miles of pipelines---

The Pilgrims London, 1914, 1919 and 1924 shows---

R.D. McCarter was an exec with British Westinghouse, and
George Westinghouse himself was in The Pilgrims lists.
This wraps up the look at Slack’s associate McCarter III.

WILLIAM VAN DEN HEUVEL ANOTHER
BRITISH CROWN LOYALIST ON THE
PILGRIMS EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
WITH HENRY RICHMOND SLACK
Van Den Heuvel center with Kennedy & LBJ---

Van Den Heuvel with Nelson Rockefeller’s widow---

The Pilgrims NYC 2014 roster shows---

Van Winkle III is president of an unofficial but de facto
subsidiary of The Pilgrims, namely, the Holland Society of New
York, which like the Saint Nicholas Society, represents
descendants of old-line Dutch Colonial landowners in New
Netherland and New Amsterdam pre 1664; that wealth was a
large portion of the New York banking community---

Henrik N. Vanderlip, whose office is at 809 United Nations
Plaza, is grandson of Frank Vanderlip (Pilgrims Society) who was
in on the Jekyll Island meeting that schemed the Federal
Reserve System!
https://www.bloomberg.com/research/stocks/private

“Mr. Henrik N. Vanderlip serves as Treasurer of Institute Of
International Education Inc. Mr. Vanderlip served as Senior Vice
President and Partner of Wesray Capital Corporation, a private
investment firm, from 1985 to 1995. Prior to joining Wesray,
Mr. Vanderlip served as Senior Vice President of Lehman
Brothers Kuhn Loeb where he headed the Private Placement
Department. He has over 30 years' experience in investment
banking, leveraged buyouts and venture capital investments.
Mr. Vanderlip serves as Chairman of Viking Capital Partners,
Inc. based which he formed in April 1993. He serves as
Chairman of the Board of Action Sports Group LLC and The
Moorings LLC, a sailing yacht charter company. He has been a
Director of Multicom Publishing, Inc. since 1993. He has been a
Trustee of Institute Of International Education Inc. since 1989.
He is a Director of Next Gen Ventures. He has held numerous
corporate directorships and serves on the Board of Avis Inc., Six
Flags, Outlet Communications, The Moorings LLC., Radio One
Networks LLC., and Rocky Mountain Radio LLC. He was a
Director of Vantage ILM, Inc. He served as Director of Benefit
Street Inc. He serves as Treasurer of Greenwich Council of the
Boy Scouts of America and Kent School. He is also Trustee of
several nonprofit organizations such as Greenwich Council of
the Boy Scouts of America, New York Downtown Hospital,
Greenwich Historical Society, Greenwich Hospital, and Kent

School. Mr. Vanderlip received his B.A. from Princeton
University and his M.B.A. from Columbia Business School.”

New York Times, December 16, 1984--“Christina Hoyt and Henrik Nils Vanderlip were married
yesterday at St. Bartholomew's Church in New York. The Rev.
Richardson Schell, assisted by the Rev. Thomas D. Bowers,
performed the ceremony. Mrs. Vanderlip, a daughter of John
Sherman Hoyt 2d of Princeton, N.J., and Thelma Foley Hoyt of
Trumbull, Conn., graduated from the C. W. Post Center of Long
Island University. Her father is president of Hoyt & Associates,
financial consultants in Princeton. Her mother is a
manufacturers' representative in the graphic arts. The bride is a
great-granddaughter of the late John Sherman Hoyt, a founder

of the Boy Scouts of America. The bridegroom, a son of Mrs.
Kelvin Cox Vanderlip of Rancho Palos Verdes, Calif., and the late
Mr. Vanderlip, graduated from the Kent School and Princeton
University and received an M.B.A. from Columbia University. He
is a senior vice president of Lehman Brothers. His mother, Elin
Vanderlip, is the founder of Friends of French Art. Mr.
Vanderlip is a grandson of Frank Vanderlip, who was an
Assistant Secretary of the Treasury in the McKinley
Administration and president of the National City Bank, now
Citibank.”

MY GRANDADDY HELPED GIVE
THE FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM
WE PILL-GRAMS GETS LOTS OF
FROM ITS OPERATIONS HAW H

Note the genealogical link to the 1800s Sherman family, which
produced an anti-silver Treasury Secretary and the General who
destroyed Georgia in 1865.
Having described Van Winkle III and Vanderlip we now focus
again on “Democrat” Van Den Heuvel, colleague of Henry
Richmond Slack on The Pilgrims United States executive
committee and bear in mind Slack is the main Oppenheimer
family rep in The Society. Van Den Heuvel is another hellacious
operator. We can start with
https://eastwestaccord.com/team-member/william-j-vandenheuvel/ ---

Melinda Fuller Van Den Heuvel and her husband, both
members; her grandfather was Governor of Massachusetts
(1925-1929), a silver using (and silver mining abusing) state --according to the Fuller Foundation, her grandfather was named

“the most successful automobile dealer in the world” (Melinda
is a Fuller Foundation trustee) ---

“PILL-GRAMS”

Melinda and William J. vanden Heuvel Foundation
The 2014 “Who’s Who in the East,” page 1437 says Melinda’s
sister Katrina is a trustee of the Franklin & Eleanor Roosevelt
Institute (gold and silver stealers, price suppressors, real estate
thieves and warmongers); since 1995 she’s been editor in chief
of The Nation (NYC) and since 2005, publisher and general
partner; she mentions her Council on Foreign Relations (CFR)
membership; she’s on the editorial board of the Progressive
Book Club; a trustee of the Institute for Policy Studies; an
adviser to Network of East-West Women (has to do with
Russia); on advisory committee to Moscow Center for Gender
Studies; a director of the Institute for Women’s Policy

Research; a director of the Correctional Association of New
York; and a member of the Century Association. She authored
“A Just Response: The Nation on Terrorism, Democracy and
September 11, 2001” (2002) and “Meltdown: How Greed and
Corruption Shattered Our Financial System” (2009). In 2004
she co-edited “Taking Back America and Taking Down the
Radical Right.” She received an award from Planned
Parenthood Federation of America in 2004. Van Den Heuvel
himself chaired the New York Board of Corrections in the
1970s.

Moscow Institute
For Gender Studies

Cyrus Vance Jr., New York District Attorney, son of a Pilgrims
Society member who married the daughter of an earlier
member and Van Den Heuvel; Vance Senior was Secretary of
State and a Rockefeller representative in The Pilgrims---

William Jacobus Van Den Heuvel (1930---) married the daughter
of the founder of MCA, Music Corporation of America. In the
early 1950’s Van Den Heuvel joined Donovan, Leisure, Newton
& Irvine, a leading law firm for dynastic Pilgrims Society
families.

Wiki says of Van Den Heuvel--“An early protégé of Office of Strategic Services founder
William Joseph Donovan, Van Den Heuvel served at the U.S.
embassy (1953–1954) in Bangkok, Thailand as Donovan's
Executive Assistant. In 1958, vanden Heuvel served as Counsel
to New York State Governor W. Averell Harriman. In 1962, he
became U.S. Attorney General Robert F. Kennedy's assistant,
and was involved in Kennedy's 1964 and 1968 political
campaigns. As special assistant to Attorney General Kennedy,
vanden Heuvel played the key role in court, orchestrating the
desegregation of the Prince Edward County school system,
which expanded the scope of the landmark decision, Brown v.

Board of Education. In 1965, he joined Stroock & Stroock &
Lavan as Senior Partner where he practiced international and
corporate law. He is currently Senior Counsel to the firm.”
Mark Stroock was listed in The Pilgrims NYC 1986.
Harriman, a Skull & Bonesman, later made it upwards into The
Pilgrims Society, and was heir to the terrific Union Pacific
Railroad and other fortunes. Stroock is as Dutch as it gets. This
law firm has had at least one other Pilgrims member associated
with it, Maxwell M. Rabb, who was Ambassador to Italy. The
Pilgrims 1957 shows Donovan; name above was Episcopal
Bishop of New York; Dorr was a government official with the
war effort in BOTH World Wars and a top Wall Street attorney
and was a member of the same firm in which Richard Nixon
was a partner; Higginson’s mother Nancy descended from the
prominent Higginson family of Massachusetts, one of whom
was Nathaniel Higginson, who was an official of the opium
dealing British East India Company (1692-1698) ---

Wiki added on Van Den Heuvel--“He served as U.S. Ambassador to the European office of the
United Nations in Geneva (1977–79) and United States Deputy
Ambassador to the United Nations (1979–1981) during the
Jimmy Carter Administration. Vanden Heuvel has held
directorships in a number of public companies. They include:
the U.S. Banknote Corporation, Time Warner, and the North
Aegean Petroleum company and others. Since 1984, he has
been a Senior Advisor to the investment banking firm Allen &
Company. Currently he is Chairman of the American Austrian
Foundation and Co-chairman of the Council of American
Ambassadors. Since 1984, vanden Heuvel has been Chairman of
Roosevelt Institute and a current member of the Council on
Foreign Relations. He is a Governor and former Chairman of the
United Nations Association of the United States of America, and
has written extensively on the United Nations and American

foreign policy. He is also a member of Collegium International,
an organization of leaders with political, scientific, and ethical
expertise whose goal is to provide new approaches in
overcoming the obstacles in the way of a peaceful, socially just
and an economically sustainable world. He served as an
honorary chairman of The OSS Society.”

No mention of Van Den Heuvel’s Pilgrims Society activities. The
Roosevelt Institute is always managed by Pilgrims members---

Tobie Roosevelt (widow of Pilgrims Society member Franklin
Delano Roosevelt Jr.) and Van Den Heuvel---guess what---Tobie
Roosevelt got onto The Pilgrims executive committee as of
2014---

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Franklin_Delano_Roosevelt_Jr
Linda McKay Stevenson Weicker (now called “Tobie Roosevelt”)
was wife number five, and the last wife, of Franklin D.
Roosevelt Jr. (Pilgrims Society), son of history’s biggest gold
grabber and silver stealer. Some years ago I stated that FDR
was a member of The Pilgrims, based on a 1969 document
identifying the President of the United States as an honorary
member; but that tradition I later learned started in the
Eisenhower administration; so, consider that an information
adjustment. FDR was a member of the Holland Society we
looked at earlier, which is a Pilgrims extension; he was
surrounded by members; the London members erected a
monument to FDR in 1948 in Grosvenor Square; they had his
widow Eleanor at a meeting on April 12, 1948; FDR’s other son,

John Aspinwall Roosevelt, became a Pilgrims member so; they
did get all from FDR their greedy, warmongering hearts lusted
for. Tobie Roosevelt was previously married into the
Connecticut Weicker family of the Squibb Pharma fortune.
Van Den Heuvel was profiled in “Pilgrims Society---Warmongers
and Metals Manipulators” released in May 2014 in which I
quoted something really infamous from his speech at the
Council of American Ambassadors (below the scan.)

“Resolved, the world would be better off had not
the
thirteen colonies broken away from the British
Empire.”
That’s YOUR resolution, not OURS!
(Excerpt from Fall 2012 issue of The Ambassadors Review) ---

https://www.americanambassadors.org/

Van Den Heuvel is senior adviser to Allen & Company at 711
Fifth Avenue NYC, which “is known for its deliberate avoidance
of publicity and specializes in the technology, media and

entertainment sectors and shies away from publicity and does
not maintain a website or issue press releases.” The Pilgrims
2014 shows five members with “Allen” as their last name; it’s
uncertain as to who they are. Founded in 1922, in 1973 Allen &
Company bought into Columbia Pictures. Wiki states--“Since its founding in 1982, the Allen & Company Sun Valley
Conference regularly draws such heavyweights as Bill Gates,
Warren Buffett, Rupert Murdoch, Barry Diller, Michael Eisner,
Oprah Winfrey, Robert Johnson and many others. Allen & Co.
was one of ten underwriters for the Google initial public
offering in 2004, and were announced to have been retained in
January 2011 to assist the ownership of the New York Mets in
obtaining a strategic partner (although such a transaction was
not ultimately consummated). Allen & Co. was one of seven
underwriters on the initial public offering of Twitter in
November 2013. Allen & Co was the lead advisor to Time
Warner in its $108 billion acquisition by AT&T. Allen & Co. was
also the adviser of Facebook in its $19 billion acquisition of
WhatsApp in February 2014 and also the adviser to Time
Warner in its $80 billion 2015 merger with Charter
Communications. In 2016, Allen & Co. was an advisor to
LinkedIn for its merger talks with Microsoft. In 2016, Allen &
Co. was lead advisor to Wal-Mart in its $3.3 billion purchase of
Jet.com and advisor to Verizon in its $4.8 billion acquisition of
Yahoo!. In 2015, Allen was the sole advisor to AOL in its

acquisition by Verizon and lead advisor to Centene Corporation
in its $6.8 billion acquisition of Health Net and advisor to eBay
in its separation from PayPal. In 2007, Allen was sole advisor to
Activision in its $18 billion merger with Vivendi Games.”

Van Den Heuvel in his role as a director of United States
Banknote Corporation provided funny money paper to foreign
central banks; his board membership at Time Warner was part
of why they’d never fault paper money.

The May 26, 1981 New York Times reported estimates of 70
million barrels of oil in the area where North Aegean
Petroleum, another of Van Den Heuvel’s board memberships,
was active. Having reviewed backgrounds of Henry Richmond

Slacks’ associates on The Pilgrims executive committee, he now
takes his turn for scrutiny. None of these people are willing
subjects for public investigation, and are especially leery about
the fact of their all being mutually involved (“colluding”) in this
secret society becoming known!

HENRY RICHMOND SLACK--OPPENHEIMER LINK IN THE PILGRIMS
http://www.hankslack.com/ --“HRS continues to have a close and working relationship with
the Oppenheimer family. He is a Director of the family firm
and a member of its Investment Committee.”

Slack is listed in The Peerage!
(“A genealogical survey of the peerage of
Britain as well as the royal families of Europe”)

https://www.bloomberg.com/profiles/people/1398720-henryrichmond-slack ---

The Pilgrims NYC 2014 (see in following images) shows another
director of Alico, a Mr. Trafelet. John Trammell? He’s
managing director of “Novus, a New York-based portfolio
analytics platform for investment managers and investors,” and

"John's breadth of experience in the global hedge fund
industry is unparalleled” http://www.prnewswire.com/newsreleases/novus-appoints-john-trammell-as-managing-directorin-new-york
The same source also said, “John was recently the Co-Head of
Global Asset Management at Cantor-Fitzgerald. Before that, he
was the CEO of Cadogan Asset Management. Before Cadogan,
John was President of Investor Select Advisors, a Fund of Hedge
Funds active throughout Asia. Prior to this, Trammell served as
CEO of Argonaut Capital, a global macro hedge fund.” The
Cadogans (Pilgrims London) are probably the third largest
London landowners by value, behind the Royal family and the
Grosvenors (Pilgrims London). Since Remy W. Trafelet is a
director of Alico along with Henry Richmond Slack: and since
Trafelet is also a Pilgrims member, we have to take a look at
Trafelet before proceeding with Slack.

http://www.trafelet.com/About/ ---

“Remy W. Trafelet is President and Chief Executive Officer of
Trafelet & Company, LLC, a New York-based private investment
management firm that invests across a broad range of asset
classes and industries, including financial services, energy,
technology and agriculture. Mr. Trafelet began his career in
1992 as an analyst at Fidelity Management and Research
Company, covering numerous industries including energy,
retail, mining, financials and consumer goods. Shortly
thereafter he became the youngest portfolio manager at the
firm when he was appointed, at 25, to run the Fidelity Select
Regional Bank Fund. Under his stewardship the fund rose from
seventh to first in its Lipper category. Following his time at
Fidelity, Mr. Trafelet joined hedge fund Bowman Capital
Management. There he launched his Delta Funds before leaving
to form his own firm, Trafelet Delta Funds, LLC, in 2000. In
2009, Mr. Trafelet spun off the firm’s London operations to
form Habrok Capital Management, a long/short equity hedge
fund. Today Mr. Trafelet serves as a Managing Partner of
Trafelet Brokaw & Co., a long-term value-based investment
firm that manages capital for the firm’s principals and qualified
investors. Additionally, he is the chairman of 734 Agriculture,
LLC. His other entrepreneurial ventures include Hazel Tree
Treasury Management Solutions, a leading provider of treasury
management, data warehousing and data processing services

to the asset management industry which he founded in 2009.
He currently serves as chairman of the privately-held New Yorkbased company. In addition, he currently serves as a Director
and Chairman of the Executive Committee of Alico Inc. Mr.
Trafelet is President of the Trafelet Family Foundation, whose
philanthropic efforts focus on improving education and
environmental conservation. He is a trustee of Phillips Exeter
Academy and serves as chairman of its Investment Committee.
Mr. Trafelet is a member of the Cold Spring Harbor Research
Laboratory Investment Committee and a board member of the
Boys’ Club of New York and the Museum of the City of New
York. Mr. Trafelet is a graduate of Phillips Exeter Academy and
earned an A.B. degree from Dartmouth College, where he
graduated with honors and was named a Presidential Scholar.”

Fidelity Investments, based in Boston, has $2.13 TRILLION in
assets under management and is a creature of the families
(Pilgrims Society) who came to Massachusetts Bay Colony and
Plymouth Bay Colony in the 1600s; same as the much large
State Street Corporation---notice the Egyptian symbology long

ago adopted by “Illuminati,” for many generations
headquartered in London---

No mention of Trafelet’s Pilgrims Society activities! You can
read details about a member of the Brokaw family and his
Pilgrims Society activities at Silver Squelchers #19, released in
July 2015, see pages 29 through 59. Cold Spring Harbor
Laboratory has a staff of 1,200 and focuses on neuroscience

and cancer among other areas. Cancer? Probably figuring how
to suck people dry with more Pharma patents; it always has at
least one Pilgrims Society member in its management---

Trafelet’s partner is George Brokaw, Pilgrims Society second
generation member (his father is described at the previous
link). George Brokaw is also a board member of Alico. Phillips
Exeter Academy (Episcopalian dominated) has seen its share of
future Pilgrims Society members and is a very important
conduit and you saw the obvious English heraldic symbol they
use. Phillips Exeter has an endowment north of $1.1 billion.
Equilar Dot Com shows Trafelet owns or is a partner in
something called 734 Agriculture LLC., an investment
management firm. 734 apparently owns a 51% stake in Alico,
of which Trafelet is a director and his Pilgrims Society associate
Henry Richmond Slack is chairman---

“Alico is one of the largest private landowners in the state of
Florida, holding 130,800 acres spread over five counties. This
land includes 11,000 acres of prime citrus-producing properties,
as well as sugar cane fields, cattle ranch land and resource
conservation areas. The company began in the rich farmlands
of LaBelle, Florida in the late 1800s, as the Atlantic Land
Improvement Company. It quickly began to diversify into other
areas including forestry, mining and oil exploration. The
company also has holdings in resort property and land
development holdings.”
The previous link from Seeking Alpha is outdated; Alico is in 8
Florida counties, not 5; one of those is Collier County, named
after Barron Collier, Pilgrims Society, who in his lifetime was the
largest landowner in Florida. Just behind Barron Collier as a
major Florida landowner was another Pilgrims Society member,
Harry Harkness Flagler of Standard Oil. Collier (below) was also
the man who persuaded the United States government to join
INTERPOL in Paris. He was treasurer of the American Electric
Railway Association and a member of the anti-silver Bankers
Club in New York (“Who’s Who in America,” 1928-1929, pages
523-524) and on dozens of boards of companies.

“PILL-GRAMS”

Alico also produces sugar cane and cattle and deals in
agricultural insurance and oil exploration; the company is
involved with Florida Gulf Coast University. The Tampa Bay
Times newspaper, September 6, 2017, reported Alico bought

three Florida citrus producers in a $363 million deal, adding
28,938 citrus producing acres, making Alico, headed by Pilgrims
Society member Henry Richmond Slack and with his fellow
Pilgrims Society members Remy Trafelet and George Brokaw on
the board, the top citrus producer in America; and is looking to
acquire more citrus production. What’s next? Move in on
California citrus and “Pilgrimize” (cartelize) it? It already is; I
just haven’t seen the details.

The hurricane that struck Florida in September 2017 can’t have
helped these citrus interests; no doubt they had the necessary
futures market positioning in place to offset those losses.
Surprisingly their citrus stock is up 9.75% on Monday,
September 11, after damage to Florida’s agricultural industries
were announced! On September 30, I see their share price is
still 98.13% of the 52 week high. All together now, “PILLGRAMS!”

There may be a connection behind Baron Collier’s Florida land
acquisitions and this company Alico. Investigating everything
about The Pilgrims Society would take who knows how many
researchers lifetimes; I do what I can and if sites reject coverage
based on “it’s too long” or “Savoie doesn’t make conferences”
or some “us four and no more” stance on the part of site
operators and interviewers, they are denying Americans to
know about this archetype secret society that so strongly
influences our national destiny. Yours truly has nothing to SELL
to you; these info discoveries are free, and the rank and file
matter most of all.
The Pilgrims associate of Henry Richmond Slack and Remy W.
Trafelet at Alico, George Brokaw, is also managing director of
Perry Capital; a director of North American Energy Partners
which is involved in “mining, heavy construction, industrial,
piling and pipeline services in Western Canada.” Brokaw was
previously with other sinister Pilgrims Society entities---Lazard
Freres & Company and Dillon Read & Company, an especially
ominous investment bank long run by the second generation
Pilgrims Society member who as Treasury Secretary (19611965) led the crusade against our lawful 90% silver coinage.
Brokaw does project a baleful image, ready to open up the
middle class and skin them alive head to toe, “Pilgrimizing”
them for The Crown like mere specimen insects impaled onto a
display board with needles---

“PILL-GRAMS”

SKUNK IN A SUIT!

The Tampa Bay Business Journal noted that as of 2008, Trafelet
was a hedge fund manager overseeing $6 billion (“New CEO at

the Florida company that grows the oranges in your juice,”
January 5, 2017.
Having evaluated his Pilgrims associates at Alico, it’s time to
direct the investigation more specifically towards Mister Slack,
the Oppenheimer fortune representative in The Pilgrims
Society.
http://www.4-traders.com/business-leaders/Henry-Slack --“Henry R. Slack is Executive Chairman at Alico, Inc. and Senior
Partner at Quarterwatch. He is on the Board of Directors at E.
Oppenheimer & Son International Ltd., Castleton Commodities
International and Raritan Headquarters Association. Mr. Slack
was previously employed as Chairman by First Africa Group
Holdings Pty Ltd, Chairman by Task (USA), Chief Executive
Officer by Minorco SA, and Chairman by Terra Industries, Inc.
He also served on the board at SABMiller, Salomon Brothers,
Anglo American Corp. of South Africa Ltd., Engelhard Corp.,
African Gold Plc and BASF Catalysts.”

As of January 2009, Standard Chartered Bank of London, a
major Pilgrims Society interest, acquired First Africa Group
Holdings. African Gold, based in London, operates in Zimbabwe
and has 175 employees.
https://www.modernghana.com/news/53534/22/gold-grouppays-23m-for-mine.html ---April 18, 2004--“African Gold, mining group, will this week announce the
appointment of Hank Slack as chairman as it unveils the
acquisition of a mine in Ghana for $4 million. The purchase is
the first in a series of deals in the African gold mining sector.
Slack, the former son in law of legendary De Beers chairman
Harry Oppenheimer was chief executive of Minorco before its
merger with Anglo-American and has. Slack became a non
executive-director of African Gold in December with Oliver
Baring. The trio are part of a consortium that pinpointed the

mining group as an ideal acquisition vehicle. Slack and his team
are targeting promising late stage gold prospects or mines that
are already in production. Investors will be told early next week
that African Gold is buying the Konongo prospect in Ghana.”
The Irish Times, February 20, 2004, remarked that Henry Slack’s
African Gold was a “Midas touch” stock.
Ask yourself this---while Slack was a director of AngloAmerican, with its large holdings in De Beers Diamonds, did he
have opportunities to sort of squirrel away some major size
rough diamond crystals, and could he be concealing those
diamonds in some shady location, like one of his authentic
Episcopalian Crown Anglican Church of England mansions,
waiting for the day when the supply of larger natural diamonds
becomes critically low? Again, Slack was on the board of
Engelhard precious metals refiners and dealers; ask yourself the
same question about gold, platinum and silver; although, why
would he bother with silver when platinum, rhodium, gold and
palladium were available? How much gold dore did African
Gold Plc produce in the years he was a board member? How
about his so-called “ex” brother in law, Nicky Oppenheimer?
Did he have those same kind of opportunities? It insults
intelligence to think otherwise; suspicion abounds in regard to
hugely rich men, especially if secret organizations are involved;
so the question becomes---if they could get away with such

actions, did they have enough conscience to discipline
themselves against such actions? Recall The Pilgrims Society is
about “the seizure of the wealth necessary,” Review of
Reviews, May 1902, page 557! Would Henry Slack’s morals
have gone “slack?”
Quarterwatch is Slack’s smallest holding. It’s an advisory
service for the intelligentcia. We’ll loosely begin with his earlier
business connections. Slack was a director of Terra Industries
(1983-2010) and its chairman, 2001-2010. Terra Industries was
a fertilizer company until acquired in 2010 by CF Industries
Holdings, linked by a director to ALCOA Aluminum (Pilgrims).

https://www.investegate.co.uk/A --- (December 2003) ---

The same source showed Slack owned 5,000,000 shares, at that
time, of African Gold PLC. Slack had/has something going on
with the old-line English Hambro family of bankers, financiers,
gold miners and silversmiths, due to having been a director of--

According to Offshore Leaks site, there’s also a Firecrest
Hambro Trust Corporation in Auckland, New Zealand.
According to this, Firecrest Hambro shared an overlapping exec
with one time big silver short Bear, Stearns & Company. During
2001 to 2009 Slack was a director of Firecrest Capital, an
associated interest of Firecrest Hambro.
South African Breweries and Miller Beer merged in 2015 in a
$107 billion deal with Anheuser-Busch to create the world’s
biggest beer company with 200,000 employees and $258 billion
in assets---Oppenheimers were known large holders of SAB---

Salomon has an interesting history as an investment bank;
William Simon (Pilgrims Society), anti-gold Treasury Secretary in
the mid 1970s who reneged on a promise to take some
members of Congress on a Fort Knox tour, was a Salomon
“alumnus;” it’s since part of Citigroup---Slack was a director of
Salomon Brothers, 1981-1987---

Henry Richmond Slack, Pilgrims Society, was an
Englehard Corporation board member. In 2006 it
merged into BASF in a $5 billion deal. Charles N. Bellm
Sr. (Pilgrims 1969) was involved with BASF back then.
Englehard has been neck deep in the precious metals
price suppression collusion going way back and was listed
as a Silver Users Association member. Many of you have

some Englehard bullion; worry not; if acquired through
reliable dealers, there will be no base metal filling inside.
Englehard HQ is at Iselin, New Jersey, named after a
Pilgrims Society family with old Swiss roots---note that
Slack was a director of BASF Catalysts, very likely of the
same Englehard Corporation acquirer (make that
definite) renamed as silver is a high demand catalyst. The
New York Times, September 22, 1981 reported Henry
Richmond Slack joined board of Engelhard and he states he was
on it into 2007. How many times was Slack in a state of
dreamy, spaced-out euphoria because silver longs were being
screwed?

View of E. Oppenheimer London offices---

In “The Cooperative Edge: The Internal Politics of
International Cartels (1994) we note on page 76---

Henry Richmond Slack, Pilgrims Society executive committee as
of 2016, is still a director of E. Oppenheimer & Son. He
represents this tremendous reservoir of wealth in The Society!
In “South Africa Inc---the Oppenheimer Empire” by David
Pallister (1988), we note on page 10 Henry Slack was pals with
the chairman of the Bank of Nova Scotia (Scotia Bank, silver

price suppressors) and with a Johnson Matthey exec (silver
price suppressors)!
Forbes, November 7, 1994, page 84---

These tallies, admitted to be only part of the entirety of the
holdings of E. Oppenheimer & Son, are numbers dating nearly a
quarter of a century ago, and are highly likely to have doubled
or tripled since. Additionally, that was only their publicly
admitted balance sheet. Henry Richmond Slack, Pilgrims
Society executive committee member, has been a director of E.
Oppenheimer & Son since 1979. From 2003 to 2006 Slack was
a director of ASA Resource Group PLC; he was a director of
Standard Chartered Securities Africa Holdings from 2006 to
2009.
http://www.asaukplc.com/

http://www.cci.com/our-approach/governance Henry
Richmond Slack is a current director of Castleton Commodities
International based in Stamford, Connecticut---

“Castleton Commodities International is an independent global
commodities merchant. As a trader, CCI deploys capital on a
proprietary basis in the physical and financial commodity
markets. As a strategic investor and developer, CCI leverages
its market expertise, operations capabilities and industry
knowledge to invest in and develop select commodity
infrastructure assets.”

In 2014 CCI initiated a $1.2 billion methanol project in
Louisiana. In 2015 CCI acquired Morgan Stanley’s “global oil

merchanting” business. CCI also has large holdings in natural
gas and electric power generation and owns the San Juan gas
processing plant near Farmington, New Mexico and 224 miles
of natural gas pipelines; and a large energy terminal and
storage facility in the Far East. CCI owns at least 1,150 natural
gas producing wells in several states. CCI holds interests in
coal, iron ore and other base metals, ocean going freight
business, agricultural activities and deals in financial
derivatives. Petrochemicals and biofuels plus gasoline
marketing are among CCI’s other holdings. Castleton
Commodities International is privately owned and has offices in
Stamford Connecticut; Houston; Denver; Salt Lake City; Calgary;
Geneva; Singapore; Shanghai and Montevideo Uruguay. In
2016 CCI made oil and gas acquisitions in East Texas amounting
to more than one billion dollars. CCI is a major player in the
motor vehicle tire recycling industry.
https://www.macroaxis.com/invest/manager/ALCO--HenrySlack --“Slack is chairman of the advisory board of Blakeney Partners.”
This is an executive recruitment firm covering technology,
health care, banking and natural resources---

Forbes Magazine, November 7, 1994, page 76--- (already a free
read online) had these additional details on Henry Slack and the
Oppenheimer megabillions ---

“PILL-GRAMS”

(end page 76)
(start page 78)

(Slack is the Oppenheimer rep in The Pilgrims Society!)

(end page 78)
(next page not numbered; it’s
79, 80, 81, 82 or 83) ---

(Hanson Plc is another Pilgrims Society entity)
(Start page 84) ---

(Start page 88) ---

The New York Times, May 8, 1983 stated--“Forbes magazine claimed a few years ago that Minorco was
the largest foreign investor in the United States. Minorco's
lengthening list of interests includes coal in Appalachia, copper
in Arizona, fertilizer in Iowa and investment banking on Wall
Street through Salomon Brothers.”
In “South Africa Inc---the Oppenheimer Empire” by David
Pallister (1988), we note on page 10 that Minorco, an
Oppenheimer holding, did deals which “teetered on the
borders of legality.” Also on page 10, “Minorco's chairman in
the ubiquitous Ogilvie Thompson of De Beers and the president
is Hank Slack. Their colleagues include such luminaries as Ernest
Oppenheimer's old friend, Sidney Spiro, of the prestigious
Hambro merchant bank and Reuben F. Richards, the former
head of Citibank’s European division, manages to combine
being chief executive officer of Inspiration Resources with
directorships on Minorco, Engelhard and Phibro-Salomon.

The Pilgrims London 1990---

The Sidney Spiro was a bulk ocean transport ship with a
capacity of 56,686 tons. Oh by the way! Harry Oppenheimer
and Sidney Spiro were both members of the little known 1,001
Club, a satellite group to The Pilgrims Society. It’s quite
fascinating as, like Bilderberg and another group called Le
Cercle, it facilitates The Pilgrims Society encompassing ever
more influence, without opening its doors to certain other
elitists, to whom they have allowed entry into these lesser
groups, including the Trilateral Commission. Nelson Bunker
Hunt was in the 1,001 Club, yet was destroyed by members of
The Pilgrims, because he dared venture towards large silver
holdings and had remonetization on his mind. For a thorough
account of The Society massacring the Hunts and their Arab
silver partners, read (for free) Silver Squelchers #10, released in
January 2015.
As of 1989, Minorco shared 4 directors with De Beers and 6
directors with Anglo-American Corporation (New York Times,
March 19, 1989). The Oppenheimer web of corporations had
considerable influence with media editorializing in multiple

countries due to advertising patronage. De Beers held major
stakes in Anglo-American and vice versa, Minorco held shares
in Charter Consolidated and Engelhard; Anglo-American held
big time shares in Minorco.
http://kufaragwenzi.blogspot.com/2008 spoke of--- “the swirl
of corporations in the complex.” The NYT story posted details
valid as of that date--- “Anglo American and De Beers, the
dominant members of the Oppenheimer clan, control more
than one-third of each other's shares, while sharing 60 percent
of Minorco. Minorco, in turn, controls 36 percent of Charter
Consolidated.” In “U.S. Relations With South Africa” (2008,
page 60) we note--“Anglo held 58% of a corporation known as Anamint, which in
turn held 25% of De Beers, 51% of Anglo Gold (the world’s
largest gold producer) and 45% of Anglo Platinum (the world’s
largest platinum producer).”
Certain details laid out in this presentation must be understood
to have been in force at the time of the years cited as
references; and some are since no longer in effect. What is the
case is the ongoing drive towards planetary cartelization, with
major groups represented in The Pilgrims Society, headed by
the British Sovereign! The Pope of Rome can do no more than
be a distant also-ran, despite being in business centuries longer.

A United Press International (UPI) news release dated
September 28, 1993 about Minorco, of which Henry R. Slack
was CEO at the time, reported Minorco having gold mining
interests in Brazil, and gold, nickel and copper projects in
Argentina, Venezuela and Peru. Gold and copper can’t hardly
be mined without also recovering some silver. What was
Henry Slack’s contribution to the maintenance of bizarre low
silver prices during the early to mid 1990s, when they
slumped to around $3.50?
November 7, 1994, Forbes Magazine said Minorco owned
Mantos Blancos copper mine in Chile. During his time at
Minorco, Slack oversaw some $4 billion in mineral exploration
programs! Slack was CEO of Minorco (1991-1999). From
February to May 1999 Slack was a director of Cleveland Potash,
most likely a Minorco subsidiary. The New York Times, May 8,
1983, noted that Walter Bigelow Wriston, chairman of Citibank,
was a Minorco director. Wriston was in The Pilgrims NYC 1969
with his father Henry Merritt Wriston (president of Brown
University and the CFR, 1951-1964). The Washington Post,
January 21, 2005, section 2, page 6, called Wriston “probably
the most influential U.S. banker of his day.” In 1975 when gold
reached $200, a $165 per ounce increase over the old London
Gold Pool price of $35, Treasury Secretary William Simon
(Pilgrims) bombed gold down to $103.50, and what did Walter
Wriston have to say about it? He predicted gold would be

driven back to $35 the ounce! What was a director of a gold
producer (Minorco) doing talking the price of gold down? The
same thing that Pilgrims Society member Lewis Douglas did
when he was a Newmont Mining director in the mid 1960s,
saying there was no need for gold to be priced higher than $35
the ounce and defending the International Monetary Fund!
On December 7, 1998 the Wall Street Journal reported Anglo
Gold acquired gold assets from Minorco for $550 million,
shifting a holding from one Oppenheimer interest to another,
probably for strategic legal reasons such as tax avoidance.
http://www.namebase.net/diamond.html ---Henry Slack, while
head of Minorco, was a director of the United States/South
Africa Leadership Exchange Program.
http://kufaragwenzi.blogspot.com/2008 identified
Johannesburg Consolidated Investment (JCI) as an
Oppenheimer holding; a resource investment house financing
mining investments in South Africa and other African countries;
it was founded in 1889 by Barney Barnato, who competed with
Cecil Rhodes in diamonds for several years and ended up on the
De Beers board with Rhodes, till Barnato’s death in 1897;
Anglo-American acquired a 52% interest in JCI. In 2010 an
American company won a $188 million suit against JCI due to
an attempt based on illegally sourced information to beat the
target company’s stock down previous to pouncing on it as an

acquisition. It all culminated in a 26 billion South African Rand
fraud, with the head of the company, Brett Kebble, being
assassinated; we mentioned this previously. Diana Barnato
Walker (Pilgrims 1995) was the granddaughter of Barney
Barnato. Our subject Pilgrims Society member, Henry
Richmond Slack, was a JCI director at JCI headquarters in
Johannesburg---

At http://www.jci.co.za/ we read--“Following bad management, fraudulent activities and a total
disregard for corporate governance the company found itself in
a severely stressed financial situation around 2004. The
management was eventually replaced in the second half of
2005 and after extended negotiations, reached settlement
agreements with various parties that previously had substantial
claims against the company. These settlement agreements
were finally implemented in 2010 and completed early in 2011.
In view of the damage caused by the previous administration it
was decided to wind the company down and this process is
ongoing and nearing completion. A result of these difficulties
caused the delisting of JCI on the JSE on 16 April 2013, following
its suspension on the exchange since August 2005.”
So since Henry Slack had an “in” with the South African
government due to his tightness with the Oppenheimers, and
the fact that as of then, he was either already a Pilgrims Society

member, or tantamount to being a member, on their waiting
list for membership---he took no legal nor financial
consequences, and the fall guy was taken out and it’s surprising
to think it didn’t end in a double cut out (“reverse hit”) for the
shooter.

OPPENHEIMER WEALTH CONSTELLATION
& ITS PILGRIMS SOCIETY CONNECTION
IN HENRY RICHMOND SLACK!
Harry Oppenheimer was “the most powerful businessman in
South Africa” and was described as ''a predator in our pantry''
(New York Times, March 19, 1989). “Specialists on the South
African economy, however, say that Oppenheimer is
deceptively modest about his holdings. ''South Africa Inc.,'' an
exhaustive chronicle of the family's business empire published
in 1987, calculated that the combined assets of all
Oppenheimer-affiliated companies totaled about $247 billion
at current rates.” (Same source).
In “South Africa Inc---the Oppenheimer Empire” by David
Pallister (1988), we note on page 1--“This fact-filled account makes it clear: the Oppenheimers are
everywhere! Their corporation, Anglo-American is the largest

foreign investor in the United States. For the past fifty years
the family has enjoyed an unprecedented control of the West's
supplies of diamonds, gold and platinum. Sir Ernest's son,
Harry, was known around the world as the King of Diamonds.”
The former British South Africa Company (BSAC) founded in
1889 by Rhodes, was more recently known as Charter
Consolidated of London, and in 2010 reached peak
employment of 12,313---recall that after Rhodes death in 1902,
Ernest Oppenheimer gradually gained control over the
enterprises Rhodes left, so that by the late 1920s he had
working control, along with his English and American partners.
In “South Africa Inc---the Oppenheimer Empire” by David
Pallister (1988), we note on page 10 that Charter Consolidated
at one time owned 45% of gold and silver refiner-dealer
Johnson Matthey, which was long part of the price suppression
collusion---

Premier Milling---in 1983 Oppenheimer’s Anglo-American
bought the controlling stake in this company from Associated
British Foods. Today Premier employs over 7,000, primarily in
the food business---

South African Marine Corporation, known as SAFMARINE, an
ocean going freight shipping business, has some Oppenheimer
money in it---SAFMARINE has offices in 83 countries---

In The New York Times, March 19, 1989--- “Harry
Oppenheimer’s Empire: Going for the Gold” ---We read that
Harry Oppenheimer was linked “to a tangle of private
investment firms in the discreet banking environment of
Switzerland and in tax havens such as Luxembourg,
Liechtenstein, Liberia, Panama, Bermuda and the Netherlands
Antilles.”

SASOL South Africa established in 1950 and is a chemicals and
energy company with 30,300 employees (up from 24,300 in
2003) in 33 countries. It’s named after the city where it was
founded---Sasolburg, South Africa. I didn’t have to search long
to find an Oppenheimer connection to Anglo-American
Platinum Corporation---

Highveld Steel & Vanadium Corporation, another company
Harry Oppenheimer’s been involved with; 4,192 employees ---

Another Oppenheimer influence---

In “The Cooperative Edge: The Internal Politics of International
Cartels” (Cornell University Press, 1994), page 221 we see---

Anglo Gold Ashanti came from a 2004 merger and Anglo Gold
of course had as its original parent, Anglo-American. Michael
Kirkwood, The Pilgrims London 2014, is a current board
member--- AGA is the world’s third biggest gold producer, and
have they cared about suppressed prices? No; they’ve been
part of the collusion---

The Pilgrims London 2014---

Peter Kirwan Taylor was a very unusual financier active in
dozens of countries. Kirkwood is chairman of Circle Holdings
and Ondra Partners and is a director of U.K. Financial
Investments. He was with Citigroup for 31 years and is a
Master of the Worshipful Company of International Bankers,
among numerous other feathers in his Pilgrims Society cap.
Circle Holdings owns hospitals---

Financial advisory in The City of London---

UKFI’s main holding is in the 92,400
Employee Royal Bank of Scotland---

https://www.dieselnet.com/news/1998/10engelhard.php ---

19 October 1998--“South Africa's Anglo American Corp. unveiled a merger with
Minorco SA that will create one of the world's biggest mining
and natural resources companies with a stock market value of
$10 billion. Anglo said the new company—which will have vast
holdings in gold, platinum and other metals, as well diamonds
and coal—will move its headquarters to London after 81 years
in South Africa. The merger is expected to be completed by
March. Anglo Plc would be listed and its corporate
headquarters established in London by then. The combined
company will have annual earnings of $1.4 billion and sales of
$16.3 billion.”
“Under the deal, Minorco stockholders will get one new Anglo
Plc share or $16 in cash for every two Minorco shares. Anglo
American shareholders will get one new Anglo Plc share for
each share. A committee of independent Minorco directors
intends to recommend that shareholders accept the offer.
Anglo Plc's main shareholders will be diamond giant De Beers
and the Oppenheimer family, who have agreed to support the
merger and accept the offer to Minorco shareholders. De Beers
expects to hold around 40% of Anglo Plc.”
“Anglo said it would dispose of its interests in South Africa's
Beverage and Consumer Industries Holdings Ltd. and South

African Breweries, the world's fourth-largest brewer. Minorco
will sell its gold interests, mainly in North and South America,
and its stakes in fertilizer maker Terra Industries, as well as its
31.8% stake in Engelhard Corporation, the US based provider of
emission control catalysts and other specialty chemicals.
Engelhard announced that, in view of the Minorco's
announcement, Engelhard has retained Lazard Freres & Co. and
J.P. Morgan & Co. Inc. as its financial advisors to explore the
company's strategic alternatives.”
Anglo Plc. Had 135,000 employees as of 2015.
Lazard Freres is another Pilgrims Society linked investment
bank/merchant bank---

http://www.independent.co.uk/news/business/angloapproach-to-minorco-1178012.html Minorco traced to 1928; as
of October 1998, Minorco was 46% owned by Anglo-American
with De Beers holding 23% of Minorco and the Oppenheimers
owning 7%, which was really more than 7% due to their large
holdings in De Beers and Anglo-American. Minorco still
operates out of Luxembourg as a subsidiary of Anglo-American,
whereas before the merger into Anglo-American Minorco was
called an “affiliate.”

http://kufaragwenzi.blogspot.com/2008 --“In Luxembourg, the Oppenheimer family has a subsidiary
called Boart International that holds, in turn, controlling
interest in some of the largest manufacturers of diamond
drilling equipment in the world. Through this Luxembourg
Corporation, it is able to dominate the entire industrial
diamond business. Moreover, through a subsidiary in Ireland
called the Shannon B Corporation, it is able to control the
distribution worldwide of diamond abrasive powders for
industry.”
(The above remark was correct as of 2008.)
In “South Africa Inc---the Oppenheimer Empire” by David
Pallister (1988), we note on page 2, other Oppenheimer entities
have included Southern Life Insurance; Vaal Reefs Gold (site of
105 miners killed in accident in 1995); Amgold; Premier Group;
South African Mutual Life; South African Breweries; CGS Food;
Liberty Life Insurance and others. First Rand Group is the
holding company of First Rand Bank (the Rand is the South
African monetary unit).
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/First_Rand --- “The FirstRand
Group's history traces back to the 1970s as an investment bank.
The Group as currently is was established on April 1, 1998,

through a merger of the financial services interests of Anglo
American Corporation of South Africa Limited (now Anglo
American plc) and RMB Holdings (RMBH).” This major bank
holding company in Johannesburg has 38,989 employees---

The South African Mutual Life Building in
Capetown, site of many Oppenheimer dealings---

It’s now known as Old Mutual with 68,527 employees!
Oppenheimers have had a huge footprint in platinum---

On page 27 of “Labour in the South African Gold Mines 19111969” by Francis Wilson (Cambridge University Press, 2011) we
find that as of 1965, Harry Oppenheimer was a board member

of General Mining & Finance Corporation. This was the
company’s building as of 1903---

http://www.referenceforbusiness.com/history2/22/GencorLtd.html --“Gencor is the product of a 1980 merger between General
Mining and Finance Corporation and Union Corporation of
South Africa.”
Gencor merged into Goldfields in 1998. Union Corporation of
South Africa, a big gold miner, was once run by Sir Henry
Strakosch of The Pilgrims Society London. Sir Henry Strakosch

(1871-1943); started in 1895 with Anglo-Austrian Bank of South
Africa was on financial committee of the League of Nations
(1920-1937) and became chairman of gold miner, Union
Corporation of South Africa; his recommendation led to the
creation of the South African Reserve Bank (central bank).
Strakosch was a member (1925-1926) of the Royal Commission
on Indian Currency & Finance, whose recommendations
resulted in the demonetization of silver in India, and the British
overlords of the Indian subcontinent melting silver rupees and
dumping hundreds of millions of ounces of silver starting in
1927, causing the Great Depression by wrecking the buying
power of the Far East, to whom USA exporters couldn’t sell
goods, causing the layoff of millions of American workers. The
Crash of October 1929 wasn’t more than 5% the cause of the
Depression. Many people lost their savings, but they still had
their jobs, until the British destroyed silver as money in India
and the Far East! Extensive details and proof, proof and more
proof are at http://silverstealers.net/tss.html
Strakosch and Sir Ernest Oppenheimer were too big in South
Africa to have not had extensive mutual dealings for years; in
fact, they were both members of the commission that
recommended the Reserve Bank of South Africa be founded,
the first central bank in the British Empire outside of England
(1921). Its name since then has changed slightly---

The Pilgrims London 1936---

The Right Honourable LORD Strathcarron was a member of
Parliament, Under Secretary for War (WWI), a member of the
King’s Privy Council, Minister of Pensions, Chief Secretary for
Ireland, et cetera, and a considerable heir of British Empire
exploitations. The Privy Council is a circle of high advisers to
the British monarch, and has nothing to do with any outhouse.

PILGRIMS OFFICIAL
HENRY RICHMOND SLACK --REAL ESTATE AND RELATIVES

November 7, 1994 Forbes, page 84, in 1993 Henry R. Slack and
Mary Oppenheimer, with two children “divorced amicably.”
That had no bearing as to Slack remaining involved with
Oppenheimer family financial management, however!
We mentioned previously in this report about Reuben F.
Richards (Pilgrims USA 1978 roster) being a resident of Far Hills,
New Jersey, very close to where Henry Richmond Slack resides.
Richards was also a director of Terra Industries, Engelhard and
Minorco, same as Slack! I’ve noticed other members of The
Pilgrims across the decades residing in that neighborhood.
Slack has abbreviated info on himself at--http://www.hankslack.com/
(No mention of his Pilgrims activities!)
http://www.buzzfile.com/business/Ellistan-Holdings
Slack resides at---

HEY SLACK! THIS PLACE YOU RESIDE
IN, LET’S CALL IT A “COMPOUND,” OK?
A PILGRIMS OFFICIAL IN HIS COMPOUND!
(MOST LIKELY A FORTIFIED COMPOUND!)

Slack also owns 14 Fowler Road.
To clear up confusion as to Peapack, Far Hills and Bedminster
Township, they all have slightly different zip codes; Peapack has
so few residents it has no post office, but it does have a zip
code (07931) and its mail is routed through Far Hills (07977).
All three place names are close together.
His next door neighbor is also a member of The Pilgrims!
https://homemetry.com/Far+Hills+NJ/FOWLER+RD ---

The Pilgrims NYC 2014 list shows---

The Observer, January 9, 2008, called Vartanian “one of New
York’s most prominent diamond dealers.” Naturally The
Observer failed to “observe” Vartanian’s Pilgrims Society
activities! Vartanian Diamonds is at 608 Fifth Avenue, suite
807 and is “privately held.” The New York Times, January 24,
2013 described him as a “prominent New York jeweler” --Henry Slack’s links to De Beers through Anglo-American and the
Oppenheimers is probably Vartanian’s source of supply---Slack
is definitely closer to The Pilgrims inner circle than Vartanian---

“A small group of families control
many of the world’s finest diamonds.”
http://sg.asiatatler.com/watches-jewellery/jewellery/diamonddynasties --“I often see some of the world’s most beautiful jewellery just at
family dinners. My mother and grandmother have exceptional
collections,” says Rachel Slack, the great granddaughter of
Ernest Oppenheimer.”
Rachel’s father is Henry Richmond Slack.
The Lebanon Pennsylvania Daily News, December 9, 1976, page
48, reported, “Paul Vartanian, a New York diamond dealer,
snapped up the bankrupt estate of Charles Pritchard for

$872,000.” Diamond dealers get supply from the “overhang,”
stones owned by the public, whenever they can, as profits are
more robust. He’s probably the jeweler of choice for most of
The Pilgrims USA membership. The Vartanians own several
pricey houses on Fowler Road.
Henry Slack’s real estate operation is---

Ellistan Holdings Ltd
Slack appears to own several mansions in this out of the way
area of New Jersey in his personal holding company called
Ellistan Holdings; I spent little time investigating how many real
estate gems he may own, but the first find was juicy enough to
cover the whole picture. Have a look at these scans and you’ll
see he paid $8.64 in property taxes on one address which today
is most likely worth beyond $2 million.

https://njparcels.com/property/1815/33/4.02/QFARM ---

Pilgrims Society members, especially the mid and inner circle
Pilgrims, are very interested in money! This shows it yet again.
Other such examples are available. In “Paul Mellon: Portrait of
an Oil Baron” (1974) we read that a property tax assessor in
Pennsylvania was fired for “incompetence” when the Mellons
felt the appraisal was overblown! Paul was a second

generation member who “literally owned Gulf Oil; hundreds of
thousands of people work for him” and his father Andrew, on
The Pilgrims executive committee, was a major silver
suppressor as Treasury Secretary and according to a
Congressional source, held a fortune “equal to the entire value
of all the property in the State of Texas,” as reported in that
1974 unauthorized biography. Slack’s Ellistan Ltd. seems to be
a holding company and a legal loophole strategy to take his
property taxes to effectively zero. The town councils in these
places are all in their hip pocket.
Forbes Magazine, March 14, 2005, article called “Peapack
Palace,” said--“New Jersey’s Somerset Hills--- the Garden State’s hunt country
is checker boarded with grand estates. It was once the country
home of some of the 19th century’s wealthiest families, and
modern-day residents now include pharmaceuticals and
chemicals barons.”
The area Peapack is in is known as Somerset Hills, either
adjacent to Far Hills or a housing division name. A founder of
Prudential Insurance lived there, as did the woman who
married Pilgrims Society member Vincent Astor, who was most
likely the same man who passed orders to President Roosevelt
to nationalize gold in 1933 and silver in 1934. Brooke Astor,
Vincent’s widow, became a member and lived to be 105; she

was closely associated with Pilgrims member David Rockefeller.
The King of Morocco used to, or still does, own a mansion in
Peapack; a Pharma exec of Schering Plough has an estate there;
the 2005 Forbes article mentioned one of the mansions there
at that time was offered for sale at $13.9 million.
In “South Africa Inc. ---the Oppenheimer Empire” (1987, page
101) we see---

This Johnson’s Baby Powder dude with vaccine hypos is
Trump’s current Ambassador to England and is way up into the
billions, Woody Johnson who is on The Pilgrims executive
committee with Slack, as the scan showed.
“In the Somerset Hills: The Landed Gentry” by William Sleicher
(Arcadia Publishing, 1997) page 91 we notice in a caption---

http://www.atomicheritage.org/profile/percival-dobie-keith
YES! The Oak Ridge Project was part of the Manhattan Project

for the first atomic bombs deployed against Japan in 1945!
Kellogg ran a British based engineering/construction concern.
“Drew Mellick was a partner in a stock trading firm on Wall
Street” we learn in a book, “Bedminster” (Arcadia Publishing,
1998, page 91). . According to the Bernardsville New Jersey
News, September 21, 2000, page 10, the Mellicks are
Episcopalians. At http://www.melickstownfarm.com/History
we find that Drew Mellick (1894-1968) was Henry Richmond
Slack’s maternal grandfather. Drew Mellick’s Bedminster New
Jersey estate was called “Crossfields.”
http://www.peapackgladstone.org ---Henry Richmond Slack is
on the agricultural advisory committee to--“The Borough of Peapack & Gladstone, consisting of two
villages joined in 1912, was originally part of Bedminster
Township. It is home to slightly more than 2,580 residents and
is a historic town in the hills of northern Somerset County. It is
blessed with historic homes.”

Gladstone is named after William Gladstone, a four time British
Prime Minister who was Chancellor of the Exchequer. He was
not a member of The Pilgrims as he died four years before its
founding. His father was a Member of Parliament and a slave
owning merchant with sugar, cotton and corn plantations in
Jamaica and Guyana in northern South America exporting to
Russia, China, America, Brazil and he was chairman of the West
India Association. Even places where members of The Pilgrims
Society reside are named after large scale planetary looters,
pillagers and gougers!

Henry Richmond Slack, trying to act the consummate British
subject rather than an actual American, is involved with Essex
Foxhunts in New Jersey. Charles Pfizer of evil Pharma giant
Pfizer founded the area’s Essex Hunt Club in 1890.

New York Times, November 2, 1994--“Accessible, that is, if you have $40,000 for horse, tack, proper
tailoring and membership fee for the Essex Fox Hounds hunt.
Of course, you also have to be asked to join -- the group this
weekend included members of the Merck and Johnson &
Johnson pharmaceutical families, who rode across estates
owned by the Dillons, Pierponts, Lorillards, Bradys and
Forbeses. Only about 85 family subscriptions are available to

residents of the horse country, where estates run to 200 or
more acres.”
All the families mentioned are Pilgrims Society represented.
https://www.essexhunt.com/ ---

http://www.newjerseyhills.com/grand-estates-to-get-newlifeblairsden-natirar --October 31, 2002--“Two grand estates sit on the same mountain ridge, separated
by barely a mile: Blairsden to the north and Natirar to the
south. Both were built nearly a century ago by captains of
business and industry. The Blairsden estate is scheduled for a
closing this Friday, Nov. 1. "We're selling it to the Foundation
for Classical Architecture “said Manhattan attorney John
Coulter. Meanwhile, the Somerset County Board of
Freeholders will meet today, Thursday, Oct. 31, to discuss plans
for a public-private consortium to acquire Natirar from the

estate of the late Hassan II, King of Morocco. Several hundred
invited guests - many of them wealthy local residents who may
be willing to donate to the effort - have been invited to a
reception at Natirar on Sunday afternoon, Nov. 3. The event
will be hosted by the recently established Natirar Association, a
private group aiding the preservation effort. Blairsden was
built between 1898 and 1903 for investment banker and
railroad tycoon Clinton Ledyard Blair and his family. The family
lived there in opulent style until Blair's death in 1949.” Natirar
sits on 404 acres---

Clinton Ledyard Blair, owner of Blairsden estate (next image),
who was described in Silver Squelchers #2 released in
November 2014, was another early Pilgrims Society member
and a railroad heir whose grandfather bribed the Iowa State
legislature into giving him millions of acres of land, among
other major acts of brazen piracy. Clinton Ledyard Blair (1867-

1949; Pilgrims NYC 1914) was the grandson of John Insley Blair
(1802-1899), reputed to have been “the largest owner of
railway mileage in the world.” He had underlings start around
100 Presbyterian (Scottish loyalists to the Crown of England)
churches near his railroads. I mean to say, wealthy
Presbyterians and their national leadership are British loyalists,
not ordinary Presbyterians. Clinton L. Blair’s daughter Marie
married Pierpont Morgan Hamilton (Pilgrims 1957) who was an
investment banker and a hybrid of the evil Morgan banking
dynasty and the historically perverse Alexander Hamilton
family. Blairsden mansion was built with 38 rooms, a mere
dollhouse next to mansions owned by the Duke of Westminster
(Pilgrims London). C.L. Blair also descended from the 6th
Governor of New York (1817-1822), DeWitt Clinton, who was
the main driver behind the Erie Canal. Interior view of
Blairsden estate built on 34 acres—

Concluding the New Jersey Hills story--“Many of the same prominent local residents who were actively
involved in the Blairsden effort have now turned their attention
to Natirar, built between 1905 and 1912 by Walter Graeme
Ladd and his wife, Kate Macy Ladd. Among those hosting
Sunday's reception at the King of Morocco estate are Mr. and
Mrs. Christopher Forbes, Mr. and Mrs. Henry Slack, Elizabeth
Merck, Nancy Pyne, Viscountess Mary Eccles and Alexandra
Allen. Natirar - whose name is "Raritan" spelled backward,
after the river that runs through the estate - totals about 500
acres spanning the border of Peapack-Gladstone, Far Hills and
Bedminster Township. The Ladds lived in Natirar's handsome

manor house for many years. Walter Ladd (Rockefeller
connected) died in 1933 and his wife died in 1945. Natirar was
bought for $7.5 million by King Hassan II, who seldom used it.
Hassan II died in 1999. Earlier this year, a public-private
partnership, based on the Blairsden Association model, began
negotiating with the Moroccan government to try to buy
Natirar. The estate is estimated to be worth about $21 million.
The mansion itself could be used as a museum depicting the
history of the great estates of the Somerset Hills. It could also
be used for special events, meetings, conferences and fundraising dinners.”

Christopher Forbes (above, Pilgrims Society) is kid brother of
Steve Forbes (Pilgrims Society); their father was a member.
Notice they mentioned an heiress to the Merck Pharma and
vaccine fortune; Merck has had its share of members of The

Pilgrims on its board, including Sir Dennis Weatherstone, once
chairman of the executive committee of J.P. Morgan &
Company. Nancy Pyne married Eben W. Pyne, heir to major
scale Manhattan banking, real estate, railroad and natural gas
interests; Pyne was on The Pilgrims executive committee as of
1979. Husband of Viscountess Eccles is Viscount Eccles
(Pilgrims Society London), member of the House of Lords,
director of various interests (Nuclear Power Group,
Commonwealth Development Corporation etc.) and multi-year
member of the laughably named Monopolies and Mergers
Commission. Marriner Stoddard Eccles headed the Federal
Reserve System (1934-1948) and was an American branch
member of this same family.

http://www.fourseasons.turpinrealtors.com/property_details/
Edith Blair’s house was called The Four Seasons set on 61 acres
in the Borough of Peapack-Gladstone this link says “taxes 0”
although it’s rated as worth $13.5 million. She was of the same
family as John Insley Blair.

An article dated September 15, 1991, mentioned the Federal
Election Commission wasn’t enforcing campaign donation
limits. Henry Slack was among those listed as functioning Scot
free in such activity. Federal bureaucracies are under the
President; the President is always an “honorary” member of
The Pilgrims; so it stands to reason the President will protect
the Society’s members!
Sarah Lawrence Slack---his “British wife”
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2005369/WilliamKate-cash-access-fears-Californias-3m-social-event-decade.html
(check London lists instead!)
Sarah Louise Lawrence Slack (born 1962) and Henry R. Slack
(born 1950) have one daughter, Lucy Catherine Slack (born
1996). However, Slack’s personal site says he has a total of six
children with Sarah Lawrence.
Sarah Lawrence College in Bronxville, New York, founded in
1926, may be connected to this same family
https://www.sarahlawrence.edu/
Hank and Sarah Slack attended a De Beers Diamond event in
June 2005 at 79th Floor Penthouse, NYC.
http://www.thepeerage.com/p49487.htm ---

Sarah Louise Lawrence was born on 26 December 1962. She is
the daughter of Walter Nicholas Murray Lawrence (1935) who
became chairman of Lloyd’s of London in December 1987. The
Pilgrims 1986 London list shows---

DAMN! Henry Slack’s first father in law was a titan in
diamonds, gold and platinum, and his second father in law was
a global insurance kingpin in a company tracing back to 1686
and headquartered in the world’s most futuristic looking
skyscraper! Sir David Manning, currently on the Lloyd’s of
London board, is a member of The Pilgrims London and former
British Ambassador to America.

W.N.M. Lawrence’s daddy was born in 1891 in British India. In
1933 the senior Lawrence married Sarah Butler, daughter of
Nicholas Murray Butler, who was president of The Pilgrims
United States (1928-1946) and Butler married Susanna
Schuyler, of a huge Dutch colonial landholding fortune. No
spiderweb was ever as intricate as genealogies in The Pilgrims
organization! Nicholas Butler authored “The International
Mind” (1913). So here we have Henry Richmond Slack in his
second and current marriage to a woman whose ancestry takes
her directly to an 18 year president of The Pilgrims New York
before his time and the Schuyler fortune tracing back into the
1600s! The senior Lawrence born in British India whose full
name was Henry Walter Neville Lawrence? He too became a
member of the elite Pilgrims Society (The Pilgrims of Great
Britain, 1957) ---

According to The Peerage, “Henry Walter Neville Lawrence
usually went by his middle name of Neville.” The Peerage
describes itself as--“A genealogical survey of the peerage of Britain as well as the
royal families of Europe.” Sarah Schuyler Butler married Neville
Lawrence. The father of Neville Lawrence was secretary (18981903) to Lord Curzon, British Viceroy of India. Curzon was the
Pilgrims member who with his American counterpart, Henry

White, acted in collusion as “Pilgrim Partners” at the Treaty of
Versailles in 1919 to guarantee the German people would turn
in desperation to a military dictator. Curzon is famed for
admitting, “It is not a peace treaty, but a break in hostilities.”
419 of 440 clauses in the Treaty were punishments against
Germany. These Pilgrims conspirators planned and caused
both World Wars so that afterwards they could attempt a world
government; first with the League of Nations, then with the
United Nations. At this moment, executive committee
members of The Pilgrims Society in London and New York are
scheming World War Three; any other notion regarding them is
just simpleminded.
Robert Cutting Lawrence III, Pilgrims Society, is a current
member and may be related. See him in Silver Squelchers #32
released in October 2015.
https://za.linkedin.com/in/rachel-slack ------ (daughter of Henry
Richmond Slack and Mary Oppenheimer Slack) ---

Ha ha, Rachel was chummy with Henry Kissinger, who was still
a Pilgrims vice president as of the 2014 leaked roster--Dietsche, Episcopal Bishop (Anglican Crown Church of England)
of New York; Volcker, former chairman of the Federal
Reserve System who once said gold could go to $5 the ounce;
caused the Dallas Hunt brothers to lose 59 to 63 MOZ silver by
1986 (figures vary); Whitehead (another Episcopalian), since
deceased, was kingpin at Goldman Sachs for several years,
chairman of the Securities Industry Association and was a
liaison between the Mellon (Pilgrims Society) and Rockefeller
(Pilgrims Society) fortunes; he was a director of Pillsbury
(Marnie Pillsbury Pilgrims 2014), Household Finance etcetera;
he married into the Chartener family---(Robert Victor
Chartener, an Anglican, Pilgrims 2014, also of Goldman Sachs
and multiple other entities) ---

Oh, for the childish souls who stubbornly believe President
Trump isn’t a globalist; he met with Pilgrims Society official
Henry Kissinger; Trump has a long acquaintance with Pilgrims
Society member Ivan Obolensky via their board membership in
the New York Police Athletic League. Astor family member,
Russian royalty heir Obolensky is profiled in Silver Squelchers
#32, released in October 2015. Obolensky looks like a member
of the Munster family but is immeasurably more sinister with
megalomaniac genetics---

Now back to Rachel Slack---

Brown University in Rhode Island is named after---yes---a family
by the name of Brown, but not the ordinary Browns either.
Yes, it’s connected to Brown Brothers, Harriman & Company,
America’s “oldest and largest private bank,” now representing
$4.2 trillion in assets; that’s trillion, not billion! Brown
University can be expected to have at least one member of The
Pilgrims as a trustee at any given time. The Thomas J. Watson

Jr. Institute at Brown University is named for a second
generation member of The Pilgrims who headed IBM
Corporation for some years and became Ambassador to the
U.S.S.R. His kid brother and their brother in law were also
Pilgrims members!

Henry Richmond Slack was a trustee of Groton School during
1985 to 2000. It’s a typical elitist Pilgrims Society academy for
their progeny. Groton was founded in 1884 by an Episcopal
clergyman and reports an endowment of $305 million, a lot
since it typically has no more than 400 students enrolled per
annum. Tuition is around $60,000 yearly, peanuts to many of
the students parents as the Episcopalians (NOT THE JEWS)
control our financial system.
Father of that Episcopal
clergyman was a partner in Junius Spencer Morgan & Company
(named after the father of J.P. Morgan Senior!) Notice the
English crusader symbology---

https://www.macroaxis.com/invest/manager/ALCO--HenrySlack --Henry Slack is currently a member of the Advisory Council of
the Willow School at Gladstone, New Jersey, near his residence;
it reports a faculty of 23 and only 124 students enrolled; 34
acre site; obviously children of super-rich. Slack is additionally
a trustee of the Raritan Headwaters Association in New Jersey
https://www.raritanheadwaters.org/

Is Henry Richmond Slack trying to control a river? If so he’s a
microbe in that respect to James B. Haggin (Pilgrims 1907) who
controlled California’s Kern River! The Raritan River basin
covers 700,000 acres; the river’s length is just under 70 miles;
depth ranges from 9 to 25 feet; average width is 200 feet ---

Slack is involved with the New Jersey Conservation Foundation
and with the New Jersey state government.

“Tylenol magnate” Henry Slack McNeil (1917-1983) may have
shared the family tree with our subject Pilgrims member.
McNeil Laboratories was bought out by Johnson & Johnson
(pals of Henry Richmond Slack!) Robert E. McNeil Jr. appeared
in The Pilgrims 1969. Relationship with Tylenol magnate
undetermined. R.E. McNeil Jr. became chairman of
Manufacturers Hanover Trust in 1963 and was a director of
such silver price suppressors as American Smelting & Refining
(ASARCO) and Union Carbide Corporation (Silver Users
Association); plus Chrysler, Continental Insurance and others.

HENRY RICHMOND SLACK,
ROYAL FAMILY AGENT!

As an official of The Pilgrims Society of the United States, Henry
Richmond Slack is a de facto agent for the British Royal family,
who still views us as an “errant colony” to be recaptured.
At http://www.dnaindia.com/lifestyle/report-will-kateengulfed-in ---June 19, 2011--“Questions have been raised about the ‘social event of the
decade’ in the exclusive coastal resort of Santa Barbara,
California, as wealthy tycoons have paid up to £60,000 to
mingle with William and Kate. An upcoming star-studded polo
event in which Prince William and his new bride are to take
part has sparked a ‘cash for access’ controversy. While a
£60,000 donation will buy a place on one of the three teams,
another 600 people will pay £2,500 just to lunch in the same
room as the royals. It even costs £250 to have a packed lunch
and the chance to ‘glimpse William across a polo field’. The July
9 event will be attended by celebrities including David
Beckham, Oprah Winfrey and Sylvester Stallone and will raise
more than £3 million for a charity only recently set up in the
prince’s name. Those riding alongside the Prince on the club’s
imported Bermudan grass include attractive blonde Cadillac
heiress Melissa Ganzi and Taiwan-born Wesley Ru, who owns
America’s largest maker of credit cards. The event will benefit
a new charity called The American Friends of the Foundation of

Prince William and Prince Harry and, according to the palace,
‘hoist the flag’ for Britain. Controversially, the president of the
new US arm of the Princes’ charity is Henry ‘Hank’ Slack. The
tycoon, 61, was the right-hand man of mogul Harry
Oppenheimer, who controlled South African diamond and
gold giants De Beers and Anglo American during the apartheid
era. In a statement, a spokesman for Prince William said: “The
couple are delighted to be visiting California . . . to create jobs
and investment by deepening the strong bonds between the US
and UK.”
“Strong bonds between the US and UK” is more code language
for “recovering the American colonies to the Crown.”
This is revolting, so-called Americans being revved-up about
“hoisting the flag for Britain.” I submit that almost all members
of The Pilgrims United States do want to see the British Flag
flying over these United States!
http://www.royalfoundation.com/american-friends/ ---

Prince William, Duke of Cambridge, and Catherine
Middleton, Duchess of Cambridge, for whom
The Pilgrims USA are Colonial Administrators---

There’s an Alice Oppenheimer involved with the Royal Windsor
Horse Show http://www.horseandhound.co.uk/news/aliceoppenheimer

HENRY SLACK EX WIFE & DAUGHTERS

Mary Oppenheimer Slack is Henry R. Slack’s ex-wife; she’s a
South African horsebreeder; Mary Slack was mentioned in “The
Thoroughbred Daily News,” September 2010. Jessica and
Rachel are her daughters by Henry Richmond Slack, her exhusband and now on The Pilgrims NYC executive committee as
of January 2016. Mary Oppenheimer Slack, daughter of Harry
Oppenheimer, granddaughter of Sir Ernest Oppenheimer---

Mary Oppenheimer has 4 daughters, two
of which we had reason to mention. The
others came by Gordon Waddell, a rugby
player who Harry Oppenheimer took into
his operations.

Mary Oppenheimer Daughters UK Limited is a business with
offices at 33 Welbeck Street in London---

Mary Oppenheimer Slack founded Business & Arts South Africa
in 1997---

One of Mary and Henry’s daughters, Rachel born in 1983, (the
one we saw earlier associated with Pilgrims V.P. Henry
Kissinger), is partners in a London jewelry boutique.
The Financial Times, November 13, 2015 reported---

This jewelry business is in Mayfair district of London. Catering
to Pilgrims Society members, James Bond and Simon Templar?
No doubt appropriate nudging has gone out through The
Pilgrims London to throw some significant business their way.

http://sg.asiatatler.com/watches-jewellery/jewellery/diamonddynasties mentioned Rachel Slack, daughter of Henry R. Slack
and Mary Oppenheimer Slack--“Slack, the business partner of Jessica McCormack, jewellery
designer to the stars (Rihanna was her first customer and
Madonna is a fan). “
The URL mentioned the duo of Rachel Slack and Jessica
McCormack dealing with “wealthy collectors commissioning
bespoke pieces.” Rachel was born in 1983. The jewelry
boutique opened in 2013.
http://jessicamccormack.com/about/
Lucy Catherine Slack, daughter of Henry Richmond Slack and his
second wife, Sarah Lawrence Slack, attended St. Andrews
School, and Episcopalian institution. Doubtless she’ll marry the
son of some member of The Pilgrims Society!
http://www.sportingpost.co.za/profile/jessica-slack/ ---

Bridget Oppenheimer, widow of Harry Oppenheimer, died in
2013. Jessica Oppenheimer Slack, daughter of Henry Richmond
Slack and Mary Oppenheimer Slack is in the horse breeding and
racing business in South Africa. Jessica’s ex father in law was a
director of Shadow Investments, which sounds like something
to avoid. Jessica’s ex mother in law was Maria Von Westenholz
(old German nobility).

ANCESTORS OF HENRY RICHMOND SLACK,
PILGRIMS SOCIETY EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
WERE ACTIVE IN PHARMA & MEDICINE

I checked the following “Who’s Who in America” volumes to
see if anyone with “Slack” as their last name stated as being
Jewish (to rebuff the dull theorists hollering “Jews have all the
money”); 1914-1915, page 2150, Mason (Protestant) and
Congregationalist (Protestant); 1934-1935 page 2180, Christian
Scientist; 1966-1967, page 1967 (page # is correct)
Presbyterian; 1978-1979 page 3006; Presbyterian; Mason;
Episcopalian; 1994 page 3196, Mason; Episcopalian. People
named “Slack” are extremely dubious to be Jewish. This source
also confirms the Slack family we’re looking into were/are
Episcopalians---not Jews.
A Yale University document from 1826 shows Henry Richmond
Slack from Iberville Parish, Louisiana. The next Henry Richmond
Slack would be his son--“Decennial Report, Class of 1855, Yale College” (1866, page 80)
---

That was as far as I’ve found, the first Henry Richmond Slack
(1835-1890; his parents came from Massachusetts to
Louisiana); next is his son, who appears to be the great
grandfather of our focus member of The Pilgrims Society, Henry
Richmond Slack. The Woolfolk family were also Louisiana
plantation owners.
“A Standard History of Georgia and Georgians,” volume 5, 1917
by Lucian Lamar Knight has some fascinating details on direct
ancestors of Henry Richmond Slack, the main connection of the
Oppenheimer fortune inside The Pilgrims Society--- (start page
2511) ---

(Page 2512) ---

According to “The Encyclopedia of Alabama” (2008) Wager
Swayne’s parents were slave owners and he was an
Episcopalian. Chauncey Depew became a lead attorney for the
thieving Vanderbilt railroad interests; he was president of The
Pilgrims United States (1971-1928). Depew was an
Episcopalian.
(Page 2512) ---

Henry Richmond Slack’s direct ancestor attended college with
Woodrow Wilson! Sir William Osler was in The Pilgrims London
1919 roster; Bt. Stands for “Baronet,” another hot air, better
than thou British aristocratic title; his grandfather was a
seagoing pirate; William founded the History of Medicine
Society---

Osler was a founder of the American Anthropometric Society,
dedicated to preserving and studying the brains of eminent
persons! His and other brains are stored at the Wistar Institute
in Philadelphia!

Similarity!

The preceding paragraph scan also mentioned Dr. Henry
Richmond Slack was under the tutelage of a Dr. R.C. Cabot.
Richard Clarke Cabot (1868-1939) who was grandson of Samuel
Cabot Jr. (1784-1863) who Wiki euphemistically says was in
“the China trade,” specifically he was in the OPIUM DEALING
BUSINESS and Wiki did state the Cabots are “wealthy and
prominent.” Paul C. Cabot (Pilgrims 1954) and Powell M. Cabot
(Pilgrims 1990) are some Cabot family members representing
this old-line colonial Massachusetts, Boston centered dynasty in
The Society. The Pilgrims Massachusetts families main finance

entity is the $31 trillion State Street Corporation in Boston.
Henry Cabot Lodge Jr. (Pilgrims NYC executive committee, 1973
to 1983) was Ambassador to the United Nations, South
Vietnam, West Germany and the Vatican. Henry Richmond
Slack The Present had ancestors who sure got around; and he’s
outdone them all!
(Page 2512) ---

Louis Pasteur (1822-1895) was a French doctor and may be
called “the father of vaccines;” over a century ago the financial
powers, ever conspiring against the common man, were
scheming to use “medicine” as a prime looting tool against the
middle class to bust them down to Crown serfdom.
(Page 2513) ---

(Page 2513) ---

(Page 2513) ---

(Page 2514) ---

(Page 2514) ---

Troup County (Georgia) Archives states of Dr. Henry Richmond
Slack Jr. (1862-1944) --“He was instrumental in getting the Pure Drug Act passed in
Georgia in 1889. He was an organizing director of Dixie Cotton

Mills in 1895 and a Director of LaGrange National Bank. He
served on LaGrange City Council in 1893.”
Dixie Cotton Mills at LaGrange, Georgia, was a fairly large
operation. There was agricultural, land, pharmaceutical and
medical wealth in Pilgrims member Henry Slack’s ancestry--enough of a springboard to get him to Far Hills New Jersey to
meet silver price suppressor Charles Engelhard, who introduced
Slack to Harry Oppenheimer.
Above facial image and scanned text from “Physicians and
Surgeons of America: A Collection of Biographical Sketches,”
(1896, Republican Press Association, page 227) ---notice his
father graduated from Yale in 1855 so; he may have been a
member of Berzelius Society, Scroll & Key Society, or of Skull &
Bones Society---all founded before 1855---

Searcy Bradfield Slack was a bridge construction engineer and
had major input into structures all over Atlanta Georgia.
Dr. Henry Richmond Slack Jr.
(1862-1944) ---

Page 82 of “Sons of the American Revolution Magazine,”
volume 17, National Society of the Sons of the American
Revolution, 1922 has this---

Many members of The Pilgrims Society had ancestors who
fought the British in the Revolutionary War; however, their
loyalty to the Crown of England was effectively recovered by
being enriched by the thieving, gouging, pillaging, shakedown
and looting activities of the First United States Bank (1791-

1811) and the Second United States Bank (1816-1836). I was
shocked when I realized how many military and patriotic
societies had Pilgrims Society members in their membership
and leadership across the years. Since World War One, it has
been defined as American patriotism to enable England to win
wars which otherwise they likely could not have won, or would
have taken longer to win. I believe that England, with the help
of Empire (then, “Commonwealth”) since nations lead by
Canada and Australia, could have prevailed over Germany and
Japan, but the war would then have lasted twice as long absent
USA involvement. Pilgrims Society member Lord Jowitt greeted
news of the Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor by saying “thank
God for that,” as he knew America would then enter the war on
the side of England. President Roosevelt, the great gold
grabber and silver stealer, had American forces on “off alert”
status to enable the attack to succeed, as he wanted to drag us
into a second British sponsored World War!
There was a Henry Clay Slack born December 19, 1868 in
Cotton Valley, Oklahoma. Clay was a popular middle name;
however, when combined with Henry as the first name, in
certain cases, it could signify being partially named for Henry
Clay, central bank advocate and enemy of President Jackson
(1829-1934). The fact that this one was from Louisiana, a
cotton growing area, with Slack as last name, gives me pause.

Members of The Pilgrims Society do not have plain vanilla
ancestry. Their heritage in both branches is the most amazing
tapestry of historic wealth and influence and far more dramatic
than any fiction---the last great secret of modern history!
http://giving.yale.edu/news/slack-dean
Harold W. Attridge is the current Henry Slack Dean of Yale
Divinity School. A different Henry Slack? I think not,
considering the ancestry of this current operator this report
centers around, that they were Yale men.

OPPENHEIMER RELATIVES
FROM OLD WORLD ROOTS
In case someone wonders, “why doesn’t he mention J. Robert
Oppenheimer” or “why doesn’t he mention Peter
Oppenheimer,” this section is for addressing those two
Oppenheimers. These two names appear to be from the same
German related origins as the main family branch discussed
here; however, I haven’t traced their lineage but there’s no
obvious direct connection to the diamond, metals and mineral
mining fortune. Early on in this research we mentioned some
Oppenheimers in 1912 New York, and they weren’t directly
connected to these mining interests either; they might be

connected to J.R. and Peter Oppenheimer (who aren’t closely
linked to each other, besides by their names).
J. Robert Oppenheimer (1904-1967) was a professor of physics
at the University of California. He headed the Los Alamos
National Laboratory in New Mexico and is among those called
“the Father of the Atomic Bomb.” J.R.O. was born to a
prosperous Jewish textile importer in New York City, making
the suggestion of a connection to the Oppenheimers from the
1912 item somewhat warm. Wiki states his family were
“nonobservant Ashkenazi Jews.” I suppose that means they
weren’t active with it, but anyone who criticized it, their tree
would get shaken. People who know my work know the
Anglican-Episcopalians are the religious group I worry most
about, because they hold the most commanding reins of
power. It’s all there, none of it made up---J.R. Oppenheimer’s
first wife wrote for a Communist Party newspaper. His second
wife also considered herself a Communist; they had two kids.
Now, how does a guy with these type of women get boosted
into a top secret USA wartime project? Undoubtedly he was a
great, massive intellect, and in World War Two, it was the Axis
Powers of Germany and Japan we were fighting (for England);
Russia was regarded an ally. The FBI investigated him in 1941
and he was watched closely by Army personnel and Manhattan
Project security. No doubt he oversaw the use of staggering
amounts of Treasury silver in the use of “bus bars” and

calutrons. Chairman of the National Defense Research
Committee overseeing The Manhattan Project was James
Bryant Conant (1893-1978) who was a chemist and president of
Harvard University (1933-1953) and was inducted into the
Order of the British Empire (for helping England win another
World War they planned and ignited).
The Pilgrims NYC 1940---

The “Who’s Who in America” 1950-1951, page 541, has
Comstock saying of himself, “Has installed electrical and
mechanical equipment in many of the largest buildings and
industrial plants in New York, Chicago, Canada and other
localities.” He was a member of the War Industries Board in
1918 and was a director of the China Society of America and
the Commerce & Industry Association of New York. Members
of The Pilgrims were all over the Manhattan Project. At Oak
Ridge Laboratory in Tennessee, Louis K. Comstock & Company
had over 3,000 electricians working at the uranium facility.
Comstock (1865-1962) was the top electrical contractor in

America for many years and his company is still large on the
scene.

This info may not be 100% accurate--“14,700 short tons (13,300 tonnes; 430,000,000 troy ounces) of
silver were used, then worth over $1 billion. The 1,000-troy-

ounce (31 kg) silver bars were taken under guard to the
Defense Plant Corporation in Carteret, New Jersey, where they
were cast into cylindrical billets, and then to Phelps Dodge in
Bayway, New Jersey, where they were extruded into strips
0.625 inches (15.9 mm) thick, 3 inches (7.6 cm) wide and 40
feet (12 m) long. Some 258 carloads were shipped under guard
by rail to Allis-Chalmers in Milwaukee, Wisconsin, where they
were wound onto magnetic coils and sealed into welded
casings. Finally, they moved by unguarded flatcars to the
Clinton Engineer Works. There, special procedures were
instituted for handling the silver. When they had to drill holes in
it, they did so over paper so that the filings could be collected.
After the war, all the machinery was dismantled and cleaned
and the floorboards beneath the machinery were ripped up and
burned to recover minute amounts of silver. In the end, only
1/3,600,000th was lost. In May 1970, the last 67 short tons (61
tonnes; 2,000,000 troy ounces) of silver was replaced with
copper and returned to the Treasury.”

Roger S. Conant descended from the first colonial governor of
Massachusetts---Roger Conant (1626-1628). Ernest Lee Conant
was also a Harvard man and a prominent Wall Street lawyer.
The Conant line traces back to 1520 AD England as to
prominence. Ernest Lee Conant “was a descendant of
Massachusetts Pilgrim families” and and adviser to President
William McKinley.
The Pilgrims NYC 1954---

James B. Conant may have been a member by 1950.
Again in 1954 Congressional hearings J.R.Oppenheimer was
accused of being a Communist, but he said he was “a fellow
traveler.”

In 1947 J.R.O. became director of the Institute for Advanced
Study at Princeton University. In 1962 J.R.O. became a member
of the Royal Society of London, 302 years after its founding.
J.R.O.’s kid brother, Frank Oppenheimer (1912-1985) was also
in a key role in the Manhattan Project (uranium enrichment).
Frank at one time was involved with the American Communist
Party. In 1965 Frank received a Guggenheim Foundation
fellowship, of the immense mining fortune we discussed in
August 2017, “Vast Mining Fortune Represented in Pilgrims
Society World Money Trust.” Frank Oppenheimer founded The
Exploratorium in San Francisco in 1969 and presided over it till
his death in 1985. The Exploratorium is described as a “public
learning laboratory” and a science museum---

J. Robert Oppenheimer was a scientific research associate of Dr.
Glenn T. Seaborg (Pilgrims 1969) who happened to be the
discoverer of plutonium. Seaborg played a role in the
disappearance of 65 MOZ silver while he chaired the Atomic

Energy Commission; see Silver Stealers for details. I’ve never
discovered what the disposition of that silver was. Seaborg had
an unbelievably long list of credits (trustee Educational
Broadcsating Corporation, Pacific Science Foundation; codiscoverer of several “nuclear energy isotopes”) in Who’s Who
volumes and a long book could be written about this member
of The Pilgrims; director Dreyfus 3rd Century Fund; he was
hardly an exception in that respect---

Seaborg was a director of---

Michael Oppenheimer, born in New York City in 1946, holds the
title of Milbank Professor of Geosciences at Princeton
University and Professor of International Affairs at Woodrow
Wilson School of Public and International Affairs (“globalism”).
He co-founded the Climate Action Network and works with
United Nations agencies. If we disagree with climate change or

global warming, should we be remanded to U.N. work camps
for life, just for disagreeing? The Milbanks are one of the
significant Pilgrims Society dynasties in New York state; and are
mid-circle, but not inner circle, level in The Society.
Now a quick look at another prominent figure by the name of
Oppenheimer---this one was previously with the giant bank
founded on the Chinese opium for silver “trade,” HSBC, and
Hambros Bank, specializing in finance in the Scandinavian
countries. The Kleinworts (Pilgrims Society) descended from
William the Conqueror in AD 1066; they enabled Goldman
Sachs to gain entry into the international market---

https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/88698 --“New York, NY, July 24, 2014 —Peter Oppenheimer will assume
the role of Chair of the Audit Committee.
Mr. Oppenheimer, retiring Senior Vice President at Apple, a
designer and manufacturer of electronic devices and related
software services, served as the company’s Chief Financial
Officer for 10 years. Mr. Oppenheimer is a member of the
board of the California Polytechnic State University
Foundation.”

He became chairman of the audit committee of Goldman Sachs.
Goldman Sachs is just like the Central Intelligence Agency.
Many unknowing souls have crassly dubbed Goldman the
world’s “secret government,” others have done that with the
CIA; yet, both are mere subsidiaries of The Pilgrims Society.
Charlie Oppenheimer is described by Business Insider as a
“veteran Silicon Valley CEO.” It seems more likely he could be
related to Peter Oppenheimer rather than to the South African
Oppenheimers. They are almost certainly all related from Old
World roots.
There’s an Andres Oppenheimer, born in Argentina in 1951,
who’s a foreign affairs writer with the Miami Herald and
ballyhooed as a top journalist in the USA; naturally, he remains
silent as to The Pilgrims Society.
“World Mines Register” (1907), page 402 showed a J.E.
Oppenheimer an organizer of Butte-Argenta Copper Company
of Butte, Montana, with a $3 million capitalization.
“Who’s Who in America” (2005), page 3510, showed a Suzi
Oppenheimer born in NYC who was with L.F. Rothschild (19601963) and became a member of the New York State Senate in
1985. This one identified as Democrat and Jewish.
Finally, a news item dated December 14, 2015, “Oppenheimer
Law Firm Plans Merger with Philadelphia’s Fox Rothschild”

reported that the resulting combined law firm would have
more than 700 attorneys. The Oppenheimer law firm was
founded at Minneapolis in 1886.
https://www.bizjournals.com/twincities/blog/law/2015/12/opp
enheimer-merger-fox-rothschild-minneapolis.html
While entities like this don’t constitute the main dynastic line of
Oppenheimers or Rothschilds, they are very likely secondary
and still of considerable influence.

SOME DIAMOND
FOOTNOTES
Thomas Fortune Ryan (1851-1928, Pilgrims Society), was known
controlling shareholder in 30 corporations, including Equitable
Life Assurance Society. He held large interests in African Congo
diamonds at one time. Of Ryan someone said, “He’d have all
the money in the world, if he had enough time”---

“PILL-GRAMS”

Tiffany & Company, “ex” member of the Silver Users
Association, well known for its incredible arrogance towards
walk in customers, has been a major presence in the retail USA
diamond market for generations. Assorted members of The
Pilgrims New York “lodge” have been on the Tiffany board,
including Walter Hoving and Philip Dunham Reed, once
chairman of the Federal Reserve Bank of New York. Tiffany
diamond prices are widely known as insulting ripoffs. See “The
$150 Cufflinks” about sterling silver cufflinks at Tiffany &
Company (far more besides), released in July 2005.

Laurence Graff of London, possibly a Pilgrims member as of the
2015-2017 rosters, is a very large diamond dealer rated worth

several billion. He runs Graff Diamonds in London and SAFDICO
and is a member of a publicly visible, lower level counterpart to
The Pilgrims---the Order of the British Empire. The Pilgrims
London 1908 had what may be his grandfather---Graff is a very
uncommon name---as of the 1919 list, Clarence Graff was on
the London executive committee---

AFTERWORD
To rework some Johnny Mathis song lyrics--“The bank is full of Pilgrims members it’s true;
But they wouldn’t have a Society without you!

www.silverstealers.net
www.nosilvernationalization.org
Does Trump, an “honorary” member of The Pilgrims,
Want America to join the British Commonwealth?

http://royalcentral.co.uk/uk/thequeen/donald-trumps-loveof-the-royal-family-could-result-in-us-becoming-an-associatemember-of-commonwealth-76959 --“After Donald Trump revealed his mother was a huge fan of the
Queen and that he too admires the Royal Family, The Royal
Commonwealth Society is in the process of opening a branch in
the United States. According to The Telegraph, The Royal
Commonwealth Society is hoping that the US will become an
“associate member” – a plan that is backed by Her Majesty.
The response from the White House was “very positive.” “The
Queen is our patron, and I see her from time to time, and she
makes it clear to me that the Commonwealth is a priority to
her.”
WAKE UP!! TRUMP IS A GLOBALIST, AND THERE
HAS NEVER BEEN ANYTHING AS GLOBALIST AS
THE BRITISH EMPIRE/COMMONWEALTH!!!!!

British Commonwealth symbol---notice
The six tiers on the globe symbol are all
Composed of SIX SETS OF SIX (“666 X 6”)

“HELL SIX SIX SIX”

“A SECRET SOCIETY GRADUALLY
ABSORBING THE WEALTH OF THE WORLD”

“Hic Et Ubique” = “Here and Everywhere,” a reference to their
holdings and influence. The eagle at upper left = the United
States of America, the lion is a British Empire-Commonwealth
symbol. The images across the top are indistinct in this scan;
however they are an allusion to industries the founders of The
Pilgrims Society controlled as of 1902-1902---steel, railroads,
construction, ocean going shipping, freight ports, automobiles,
textiles and even the bicycle industry. Scanned from a
document dated 1977.
If you enjoyed this review of the Oppenheimer mining fortune,
you may also care to read “Vast Mining Fortune Represented in
Pilgrims Society World Money Trust” released in August 2017
and a somewhat more important release from April 2017,
“Silver Mining Kingpin Opposed Silver Money” about an early
(1907) member of The Pilgrims Society who played a Senatorial
influence role in The Crime of 1873 and a banking role in the
Panic of 1907, which was used to lobby for the Federal Reserve
System, which he lived to see. Dubbed “The Greatest Mine
Owner On Earth” for being a heavy holder in no less than 160
mines including the Anaconda, Homestake and Cerro De Pasco,
James B. Haggin was also the greatest racehorse owner on
earth; the greatest landowner in the West; probably the biggest
foreign individual landowner in Mexico; he controlled
California’s Kern River; caused 16,000 head of cattle owned by
a competitor to die of thirst; owned the Anaconda mine in

Montana and the Homestake mine in South Dakota; became
the biggest landowner in Kentucky; tap danced on the
Rothschilds rumps not less than five (5) times---and YES!
Haggin was another Episcopalian---

All my content is 100% free
access, public interest research.
www.silverstealers.net
www.nosilvernationalization.org
On September 28, 2017, Ted Butler produced still another
rehash (nothing new; people need something new) about
Morgan Chase suppressing silver; still he has nothing to say as
to low silver prices painting part of the picture of a “strong”

Federal Reserve dollar. Ted has never caught on about this
aspect of silver price shortside rigging as a monetary system
problem, rather than as a commodity problem. He knows
other entities like Barclays, Scotia Bank, AIG, Morgan Stanley
and so forth, have also been silver price antagonists; and he
can’t conceive of a secret society composed of board members
of these finance houses acting in concert to attack silver!
Attacks against silver originate inside The Pilgrims Society---not
inside the megabanks who are represented in it! Blaming
Morgan Chase never arrives at the nerve center of the problem.
He says his belief is that Morgan Chase is now holding 650 MOZ
999 silver---or more. It does not occur to Ted they may use the
silver to feed into the market once Weir’s insightful postulate
about “Secret Silver” runs dry, and therefore, we may be
looking at another decade of low silver prices? It does not
occur to Ted that profits from Federal Reserve operations may
matter more to Morgan Chase than potential silver bullion
profits!
One of the megabanks that merged to form the present
Morgan Chase was Chemical Bank. Chemical was so named
because chemical corporations wanted a bank of their own,
including the Du Ponts. Maybe Morgan Chase is holding silver
for chemical industries who need silver as a catalyst, including
the huge merger of Dow Du Pont. J.P. Morgan & Company and
Chase Manhattan Bank were also nexus banks for the chemical

industry. Now, please don’t take this as a cue to sell silver;
there are a number of factors which could cause investor silver
demand to swell to more than 1BOZ per annum (one billion
ounces, all demanded for investment). The four biggest factors
are 1) bond market crash; 2) stock market crash; 3) cyber
currencies combusting; and 4) the US dollar being repudiated
for acceptance by foreign countries. Hold your silver. The
factors favoring a rise will overpower the factors disfavoring a
rise. I will not be drawn into any trap of price and timing
predictions that would leave thousands of investors unhappy
with me if I stated a prediction and it failed; and most have
failed, especially long side predictions. Jeffrey Christian knows
when silver will make a big sustained move up; but just because
he attends the annual Silver Summit in Idaho, does not mean
he will disclose any such information to any longs. Why that
British looking termite is allowed to attend is past any
reasonable stance. It’s like inviting a professional pickpocket to
your social event. “Jonathan Frid Vomits On Silver” was my
write-up on Christian.

Want to really know WHEN silver prices are soon to violently
lurch high? Friends, there’s such an easy way to know. Just
watch the one ounce silver round offerings of APMEX in
Oklahoma City. When 80% of their categories are back ordered
or indicated as unavailable, THEN something’s gonna give! That
indicator will serve you far better than anyone’s predictions.
https://www.reviewjournal.com/local/the-strip/las-vegasstrip-shooter-prescribed-anti-anxiety-drug-in-june/

